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Preface 

The original idea for this research arrived when I was wearing my ‘business academic’ glasses 

and wanted to explore the art object and its role in generating wellbeing in my workplace of 

higher education in the United Kingdom. I knew I lived in a time where there are constant 

demands to perform; a demand that damages the mind and body. 

As hard as I tried, I could not explore the art object and wellbeing in ways which would 

become the instrument of a world which would ‘squeeze even more pips’ from the people in 

the organisational machine. I realised those glasses gave me passions for an instrumental guide 

for performance improvement. I abandoned my ‘business academic’ glasses to embrace the 

liberation and risks of performance art. I realised I no longer had glasses on; I was looking 

through a provocative microscope. I could now see that the damage of performance happens in 

the most micro of moments; when liking on facebook or emailing at the laptop. I was liberated 

to respond that the glasses would not allow. 

This thesis is an aesthetic response to this as a performance artist; a desire for in corpore sano 

– which will be revealed at ‘the end’ rather than ‘now’. To counter that demand for permanent 

performance right now. As such, the thesis focuses on the aesthetic response and focuses on 

artworks and arts practices rather than the working context of higher education. 

The thesis is an artistic response – in itself – which speaks to other artists (though as will be 

articulated in the conclusion, there are insights for others, too). It moves intentionally between 

moments of documenting the ideas and practices which inform it, and moments where the 

aesthetic response are to be felt as that; an evocative, emotional response that cannot be 

spoken. Or, acta non verba – actions, not words.  

It is intentionally designed not to speak directly to the demands to improve performance; it 

explores artistic works and attempts to understand artistic processes through systematic inquiry; 

there are no recommendations for business academics or higher education scholars. So 

welcome to the thesis, and bear in mind how it might be performing 

in corpore sano, acta non verba. 

Abstract 

Performance art is a passionate objection to how contemporary work damages people and 

planet through a constant drive to perform. I examine this phenomenon using a provocative 

practice-as-research methodology which imbricates theory and performance autoethnography 

with art making and documenting. Findings are derived through artworks involving blood 

toxins, a discarded turkey body, 500 Financial Times newspapers, life-threatening blood 

pressure readings, apples, 101 Google translations, fish, governmental grand narratives, cola 

jus, tea cakes pressed by a person with diabetes, collective balloon popping, binary code poetry, 

a 7.5 hour-long performance appraisal, and hope. I argue that practice-as-research is, in itself, a 

compositional strategy for precariousness and that it can temporarily pause the constant drive 

to perform. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Coming to wellness with illness 

This study takes an experiential point of departure: I come to this study with my own systemic 

disease. I am diabetic, have high cholesterol, high blood pressure, as well as a reducing eyesight 

and expected lifespan. I carry a selection of pills which I am told help me to manage my 

condition including metformin hydrochloride, amlodipine, atorvastatin, and ramipril. They are 

anonymous but I am painstakingly aware of how I am warned to take them to avoid a 

premature heart attack, stroke, blindness, and a whole host of other gruesome and frightening 

knock-on illnesses or disabling symptoms.  

Yet such disease is a typical symptom of many years of damage and battery from long working 

hours, dealing with stressful situations, as well as unhealthy eating and lifestyle habits. And 

because of what I have inherited through my blood and bones. I have worked hard and 

maintained this unhealthy balance over years of striving towards achieving, improving and 

enhancing my work, and really pressing myself to achieve more and to progress my career.  

This relentless drive for more is not just in my psychological and biological makeup, but wider 

organisational imperatives and systems which press for more with less. To invest in self to 

achieve more, to be the best one can be – to embody the ‘entrepreneur of the self’ (Foucault, 

2010). This modernist enterprise (or capitalist passion) underpins and drives the managerialist 

seduction whereby key performance indicators can become more important than human well-

being. Here, delivery is more important than well-being. Indeed, this was demonstrated 

ethnographically through a recent organisational meeting in my workplace: 

Manager:  Times are tough; we must be 

focused on delivery and delivering 

our targets over the next few years. 

We can’t get distracted; we will be pressed. 

Me:  Well if we are going to be pressed, 

   could we have targets for our well-being? 

Manager: We can’t afford that. 

  [Proceeds to talk about targets]. 

Although this ethnographic moment characterises my own lived experience of well-being in 

organisational life, it points to the wider narratives of work and well-being. A dominant meta 

narrative stems from the notion that ‘work is good for you’ and as such a governmental drive to 

get more people into work and stay in work. Evidence of this emanates from the UK 

government’s health, work and wellbeing initiative, where it sponsored a review of related 

evidence (Waddell and Burton, 2006) which then formed part of a range of other policy 

making and advice (e.g. Black (2008) and Waddell and Burton (2013)). The findings of this 

review argued that: 

despite the diverse nature of the evidence and its limitations in certain areas, this review 

has built a strong evidence base showing that work is generally good for physical and 

mental health and well-being… the beneficial effects of work outweigh the risks of 
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work… Work is generally good for health and wellbeing (Waddell and Burton, 2006: 

38, original emphasis). 

This conceptualisation of work and health was also tainted with metrics and measurements to 

demonstrate the importance of work to well-being. For example, Black (2008: 16) reasoned 

that the yearly “The economic costs of sickness absence and worklessness associated with 

working age ill-health are over £100 billion a year – greater than the current annual budget for 

the NHS”. Perhaps even more stark, is the narratives from a private consultancy firm advising 

organisations on the ‘business case’ for wellness programmes: 

wellness programs have a positive impact on intermediate and bottom-line benefits...  

programme costs can quickly be translated into financial benefits, either through cost 

savings or additional revenue generation, as a consequence of the improvement in a 

wide range of intermediate business measures. Quantifiable and significant financial 

consequences of organisations’ wellness interventions were made available... Most of 

the financial benefits take the form of cost savings rather than increased income or 

revenue flows (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2008: 4). 

More recent evidence echoes these narratives and articulates that “more than 120,000 deaths 

per year and approximately 5%–8% of annual healthcare costs are associated with and may be 

attributable to how… companies manage their work forces” (Goh et al, 2016: 608). Similarly, 

the cost of work-related stress ranged from US$221.13 million to $187 billion, and 70%-90% of 

this was due to productivity losses and 10%-30% was due to associated health care costs of work 

related stress (Hassard et al, 2018). Yet these figures act in tandem to not only demonstrate the 

currency of casting human well-being in economic terms and for economic outcomes, they also 

illustrate and contextualise the significance of how damaging work has become to well-being in 

organisational life. As such, they point the inadequacy and problematic of the notion that ‘work 

is good for you’. With governmental voice and budgetary resources behind – or implicated by 

– these empirical and policy works, it is possible to raise a cynical undertone highlighting the 

political (or more precisely, governmental) drive towards economic progress. 

The way in which a powerful governing body asserts and naturalises a “work is good for you” 

sentiment edges dangerously close to resonating with “arbeit macht frei” (“work will set you 

free”) which is enshrined in the entrances to Auschwitz and other Nazi concentration camps. 

This does not only conjure the horrendous acts and economic imperatives of work during the 

world wars, but it brings greater salience to the recent counter-points which explicate that “good 

work is good for us” or more extreme “work is killing us” (Waters et al 2016; Hassard et al, 

2018). The former of these has been a narrative adopted within the United Nations’ 

Sustainable Development Goals specifically related to ‘decent work for all’, and the latter is 

evident in the recent and high profile case of suicides in workplaces (Allard-Poesi and Hollet-

Haudebert, 2017; Gago-Cortés and Alló, 2019). Recent evidence therefore depicts 

organisational life as something which is (or, at the very least, has the potential to be) damaging 

to human well-being in contemporary circumstances. 
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Biopolitical resistance 

The constant drive to do more, to be better, or to be more efficient, has been conceptualised as 

permanent performance (Lesage, 2012; McKenzie, 2001, 2016). It is a phenomenon which is 

latent, all encompassing, spans lifetimes and deaths (Schneider, 2012), and present in the 

quotidian moments such as ‘liking’ the facebook posts of family and friends (Lesage, 2012). Or 

in expressing the need to focus on targets not wellbeing. At the same time, contemporary life 

has been characterised as the advanced capitalist condition of precariousness (Butler, 2004, 

2015), where lives are so radically interdependent, bodies are pushed and pulled into states 

vulnerable to work arrangements which are fluid, insecure, informal, and contingent (Gago-

Cortés and Alló, 2019). Permanent performance under conditions of precariousness is 

therefore immediately and intensely biopolitical, underpinned by the capitalist ambition of self-

governance (Puar et al, 2012), echoing the principle of ‘entrepreneur of the self’ (Foucault, 

2010). However, in permanent performance, the body might well be one of the only things left 

that a person can assert some control (Kasmir, 2018; Serafini, 2018). With its heritage of 

questioning the way the performance of work can have damaging and destructive effects on 

people, society, and the natural environment, performance artists and artworks have become 

particularly ‘emblematic’ of biopolitical action, and for foregrounding the body and 

embodiment (Carlson, 2007). 

Performance art, as a complex and diverse field, has explored the precariousness of 

contemporary capitalist conditions, through five main compositional themes: depicting or 

inflecting the troubled experiences of workers, the endurance of repetitive everyday ‘work’, the 

processuality of artwork through indeterminacy and chance, the primacy of interpersonal 

relationality and intimacy, and the way situational pressures can be embraced as a route to 

agency. The extant literature and practice in performance art had explored a wide range of 

areas and issues relating to wellbeing at work (Lomas, 2019, Farrier et al, 2019), including 

physical dimensions (such as health and safety, workload and scheduling, control), socio-

cultural dimensions (such as relationality, leadership, values, and reward-recognition), and 

psychological dimensions (such as strength of emotional endurance and purpose). However, 

the performance artworks had not explored personal and professional development as a work-

related driver of positive well-being at work. As such, this specific area becomes the focus of the 

research study. 

Research question and methodology 

To address the gap in research and practice, this research asks how can performance artworks 

be inflected to explore the permanent performance of work under conditions of 

precariousness, in the context of personal and professional development? To examine this 

research question, a practice-as-research methodology is deployed which imbricates theories of 

permanent performance and precariousness (as summarised above) with performance art 

making and documenting, and performance-auto-ethnographic practices. The methodology 

drew from Robin Nelson’s (2013) notion of ‘clews’ to help track and trace the doing-thinking of 

the artistic research, to help understand how the five main performance artworks (and related 

making-documenting practices) answered the research questions in themselves. Within this 

genre of research, the performance artworks, as such, speak for themselves, typically 

accompanied by a contextualisation to understand the doing-thinking. This contextualisation 

includes performed pieces, experimental pieces performed to inform other pieces, video 

documentations, and other pieces which are less easily categorised. Such an approach not only 
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embodies the all-encompassing nature of permanent performance (i.e. always performing even 

when we are practicing or documenting), but also a conceptual perspective that the distinction 

between an original and its documentation is untenable (Bouger, 2013) because each of these 

pieces can be ‘encountered’ as having corporeal and conceptual properties and can therefore 

be positioned as art (Jones, 2018). 

The third aspect of the methodology which is embodied within the contextualising elements is 

performance autoethnography, This is central to the making-documenting processes, providing 

“the raw material for cultural critique” (Denzin, 2017, p. 44). Here performance 

autoethnography fuels the creative and analytical processes based on epiphanies whilst 

participating in my work setting, and is guided by seven criteria and strategies, such as inviting 

moral and ethical dialogue and ‘showing’ rather than ‘telling’ with the rule ‘less is more’ 

(Denzin, 2014; Hughes and Pennington, 2017). Practically, this means the contextualisation 

accounts are, in themselves, intentionally performing in ways which speak to the research 

question and the conceptual framework of this study (see below).  

 

Contribution 

In contrast to the extant literature and practice, this study argues that practice-as-research can 

be positioned as a compositional strategy for precariousness in itself, that it can promote 

discontinuities in permanent performance, and that there is an unstable hierarchy and dynamic 

between compositional inflections. In terms of the first of these, this research found that 

practice-as-research was in itself a compositional strategy for precariousness. Here, 

unpredictability is not just derived from the unpredictability of ethnographic epiphanies (and 

the underlying observations and experiences), but also from the conceptual and compositional 

chains between theory, empirical evidence, making-documenting, and in turn, other 

constellations of art making-documenting which become blurred. As such, the study 

empirically and conceptually challenges the simplicity of recent theory which attempts to 

classify the compositional strategies for unpredictability as internal, external, mechanical, and 

relational (Apostolou et al, 2022). As an additional meta-layer, practice-as-research provides a 

broader condition of precariousness where fragments of making-documenting and 

ethnographic accounts can become variously and variably repositioned as compositional, which 

reflects the instability of precariousness (Kasmir, 2018). 

In terms of the second finding, this study found that precariousness can inflict a break in 

permanent performance. Here, the artworks demonstrated how the compositional inflections 

can ‘raise question marks’ (Miller, 1993) in the context of personal and professional 

development which not only revealed sociocultural expectations but also that they were 

temporarily paused, for example, when participants were trying to make sense of the 

ambiguous terms of expectation in a performance or awaiting repercussion of possibly acting 

‘naughtily’. This extends prior studies which claim that precariousness can “undermine or 

interrupt neoliberalism’s negative, fear-mongering mode of precarity” (Ridout and Schneider, 

2012, p. 9) by documenting how it can temporarily suspend the permanent performance drive. 

As such, it also extends Paula Serafini’s (2018) suggestion that the body might be one of the few 

things that a person can control in permanent performance, by documenting and theorising the 

mechanics of how performance artworks might pause or temporarily break the drive for 

permanent performance (as follows). 
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Finally, this study found that there is an unstable hierarchy and dynamic between 

compositional inflections when exploring permanent performance under conditions of 

precariousness. Here, compositional and inflective clews are dependent on the contextually 

specific routines and spaces and places for personal and professional development, which 

mean they are transient and moving in relation to the way permanent performance typically 

blurs art-life-work (Lesage, 2012). Similarly, there are a range of tensions when adopting 

minimalism and affirmation as compositional inflections, usurping other inflections such as 

repetition often associated with permanent performance. The compositional structure 

proposed extends the extant literature which typically characterise performance art 

composition as broad characterisations, manifestos or commitments and is typically resistant to 

formalisation and institutionalisation (e.g. Keidan, 1991; Goldwater, 2016; Shalson, 2018; 

Schmidt, 2019). 

Composition and structure of the thesis 

The methodological implementation of this study was messy, interwoven, non-linear, and 

complex, so an approach which attempts to carefully trace the ‘doing-thinking’ (Nelson, 2013) 

through the study has been adopted. As a practice-as-research study, the intention is that the 

practice (i.e. the performance artworks themselves) answer the research question and that the 

accompanying text provides the contextual information as to how the artwork can be 

understood in relation to the existing literature and practice. The thesis is guided by the criteria 

and methodical tactics for performance autoethnography (as will be discussed in detail later). 

For example, I am guided most strongly by a criterion which privileges “showing” rather than 

“telling” (in line with my intention to allow the performance artworks to speak for themselves), 

and a criterion which prioritise ‘thick’ accounts that highlight emotionality rather than 

representation. In line with this, the autoethnographic accounts are, in themselves, intentionally 

performing in ways which speak to the research question and the conceptual framework of this 

study. Reflecting these intentions and the way in which they were experienced, the presentation 

brings together fragments from performing-documenting, performance ethnography, and 

theory. Though fragmentary, the presentation intends to bring a coherence to answering the 

research question. As such, the artworks (i.e. the practice) which answer the research question 

are embedded within the thesis to reflect these broader intentions, rather than presented as a 

collection of pieces separated from the autoethnographic text which informed their creation. 

This thesis is structured as four chapters: an introduction, a literature and practice review, a 

methodology and methods chapter, a chapter presenting the making-documenting of a series of 

performance artworks, and finally the discussion chapter. The first of these chapters, the 

introduction, articulates and locates the main experiential and theoretical points of departure 

which form the basis of the conceptualisation of the study. This includes my own outrage at 

how bodily damage had become naturalised in my own daily life, and how permanent 

performance and precariousness were theoretical ideas helping to explain such societal 

patterns. Next, the methodology and methods chapter outlines the methodological apparatus 

adopted in this study and how they combine to answer the research question. I adopted a 

practice-as-research methodological approach which entwined theory, performance art making 

and documenting, and performance autoethnography. The results of implementing this 

apparatus is presented in the next chapter, where the making-documenting of five artworks and 

their related making-documenting, together, form the answer to the research question. Whilst 

all of the thesis is performing (i.e. is doing something which has effects on the reader), this 

section intentionally changes pace to live out permanent performance and precariousness. The 

final chapter discusses these artworks in relation to the wider scholarship and practice to help 

articulate and demonstrate the case for a new contribution to knowledge (as outlined above).  
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Chapter 2 Literature and practice review 

2.1 Work as precarious, permanent performance 

Research and practice in performance studies has examined and highlighted the ways in which 

the performance of work can have damaging effects on humans, society and the environment. 

John McKenzie (2001, 2016) traces this back to philosophical discussions around the rise and 

prevalence of the performance principle (Marcuse, 1955) and performativity (Lyotard, 1984) in 

advanced capitalist society. Here, it is argued that “society is stratified according to the 

competitive economic performances of its members… while [people] work, they do not fulfil 

their own needs and faculties” (Marcuse, 1955: 41). Bringing more precision to this 

stratification, Lyotard’s (1984) notion of ‘performativity’ amplifies how the ‘technological 

criterion’ of efficiency takes centre stage in directing power and decision making in 

organisations and life more broadly. Fundamental to this notion is the brute instrumentalism of 

equivalence, where everything becomes subject to juxtaposition and relative value as if it is in a 

constant state of market exchange (Holtaway, 2019). 

The criterion of efficiency becomes a frame from which to make sense of the world, work and 

self; it is what nurtures and legitimises the scenario of a manager exclaiming ‘we must be 

focused on our targets... you can’t afford to be distracted by your well-being’. This insidious 

nature explains why the efficiency can be all-encompassing, and might well be noticed and felt, 

or becomes naturalised and unnoticed but indeed deeply felt. Such experiences have been 

conceptualised as “permanent performance” by various performance researchers (e.g. Lesage, 

2012, Fredrickson, 2019). Permanent performance emanates from a breakdown of clear 

boundaries between work and non-work (Lazzarato 1996) and is aptly reflected in the way 

forms of performance art “deconstructed the boundaries between life and work” (Lesage, 2012, 

p17). Here, there is a ‘performance-like character’ of everyday actions such as “brushing your 

teeth, getting on a bus, washing dinner dishes, asking for the time, dressing in front of a mirror, 

telephoning a friend, squeezing oranges” (Kaprow, 2003 [1979], p. 195). Yet within conditions 

of permanent performance, everyday activities are subject to the same pressures of 

juxtaposition and relative value ‘evaluation’, or as Dieter Lesage (2012, p.19) explains: 

There is always an issue left that deserves to be improved; there is always something left 

‘to do’, if only to make a new list of things ‘to do’… ‘Time doesn’t matter’. What 

matters is the output, or the impact.  

With blurred boundaries between work, life, and art, Dieter Lesage explains how these patterns 

extend beyond work into areas which might even be categorised as leisure. For example, he 

points to social media, where the Facebook ‘time line’ is: 

a smart injunction to spend continuously a lot of time on Facebook, because the value 

of Facebook shares will eventually be co-determined by the collective time spent by 

users on Facebook. If a user does not spend continuously a lot of time on Facebook, 

‘Time Line’ will show everybody that she has been – lazy (Lesage, 2012, p. 19). 

This starts to underline the poignancy of the criterion of efficiency that can deliver “a certain 

level of terror, whether soft or hard: be operational (that is, commensurable) or disappear” 

(Lyotard, 1984: xxiv) in organisational life and beyond (McKenzie, 2001, 2016; Bevan and 

Hood, 2006). The ways in which these demands and pressures implicate the body, and its 
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ultimate damage, has become an increasing concern in the biopolitical work of philosophers 

and performance researchers alike (e.g. Lazzarato 1996; Schneider, 2012; Butler, 2015; Hadj-

Moussa and Nijhawan, 2014; Bartley, 2017). As Judith Butler explains, “the body is less an 

entity than a living set of relations; the body cannot be fully dissociated from the infrastructural 

and environmental conditions of its living and acting” (Butler, 2015, p. 65). It is precisely 

because there are hierarchical structures embedded within these relations that some lives are 

considered more worthwhile than others, that is, there is an unequal distribution of precarity 

built into social relations (Butler, 2004). Such precarity includes forms of institutional violence 

in workplaces, associated with 

living condition [sic] based on temporality, fragmentation and job insecurity in 

increasingly flexible labour markets… not being stable, settled or well staked out; these 

spaces are perceived as unstable, unsettled and relatively unmapped or less visible… 

[and] reflect exposure to spaces that are marginal (Kosmala and Imas, 2016, p. 6). 

It has been argued that precarity is associated with a special (albeit largest) category of workers 

in society, the precariat, who “do not have secure jobs or steady incomes, but instead seek a 

living through garbage picking… or taking short-term ‘gigs’ contracted through the internet” 

(Kasmir, 2018, n.p.). Such images are often narrated through undertaking unpleasant or 

dangerous work due to a lack of choice from structural inequalities and lack of resources, but 

Isabell Lorey (2006) problematizes this through the possibility of ‘self-precarization’. Here, she 

notes situations where cultural and knowledge workers ‘self-choose’ precarious work – 

particularly endless project working – as an act of deviance against dominant expectations or 

norms for a predictable job. Others attribute this choice as an attempt for hegemonic 

satisfaction to live one’s ultimate life doing something creative with autonomy, rather that the 

alternative, which is a predictable job with highly restricted autonomy (Puar et al, 2012). 

Yet even this view is somewhat challenged with evidence of arts workers being subject to 

widespread exploitation, undervaluation, and invisibility (e.g. Sholette, 2011, McKee, 2016). 

While this recognises there are workers who may be subject to different levels of of precarity, 

conceptualisations of the precariat as specific groups remain contested (Kasmir, 2018, n.p.). In 

contrast to conceptualising precarity as a groups of people with or without choice, it has also 

been conceptualised as a more common, generalised experience of life in society (Gago-Cortés 

and Alló, 2019). Judith Butler, for example, describes these circumstances as a generalised 

ontological condition of interdependence, or precariousness, with the associated challenge of 

trying to find a ‘life worth living’ in ‘liquid times’ (Butler, 2004, 2015). Here precarity 

“describes the situation wherein your tenancy on your land is in someone else’s hands” 

(Berlant, 2011, p. 192). As such, interdependency induces a state of vulnerability from the 

unpredictability of the other, where work is fluid, insecure, informal, and contingent, and 

infiltrates all aspects of the employment relationship (Gago-Cortés and Alló, 2019). As such, 

these experiences are 

not identified with a particular class, context of work or state of impoverishment, but is 

a general economic condition that unsettles the social relations of labour and life, with 

negative effects that are unequally distributed according to usual discriminations of 

class, race, gender and differential economic and political power (Hughes 2017). 

Indeed, Judith Butler points out that the pervasiveness of governmentality in advanced 

capitalism means that ‘self-governance’ is normalised to the extent that “politicians revel in the 
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idea that those individuals who have failed to "take responsibility" for their own health care may 

well face death and disease as a result” (Puar et al, 2012, p. 169). This is symptomatic of Marx’s 

idea that in capitalism, the system would only allow enough time needed for survival, and 

would essentially shorten the life of workers (Shalson, 2018), or as Lauren Berlant (2011, p. 

754) poignantly describes as slow death, which 

refers to the physical wearing out of a population… the phenomenon of mass physical 

attenuation under global/national regimes of capitalist structural subordination and 

governmentality… when that experience is simultaneously at an extreme and in a zone 

of ordinariness, where life building and the attrition of human life are indistinguishable. 

Indeed, Rebecca Schneider extends Butler’s notion to include “persons with precarious deaths 

– persons who may not appear to live or to die, nor appear to count if dead. […] Such beings 

cannot exist. But do.” (2012, p. 151). Such an extension is illustrated by the governmental 

decision to stop recording the deaths of those receiving unemployment benefits due to illness 

or disability (Bartley, 2017). Echoing such sentiments, Melinda Cooper and Catherine Waldby 

are much more explicit about how such conditions bring “the production process inside the 

body and puts organs, blood, and cell lines into circulation outside the body, scrambling the… 

distinction between the living and the dead” (2014, p. 12). 

As such, precariousness prompts the re-consideration of what might be asserted as everyday, or 

typically predictable based on past everyday events, when the conditions on which that is built is 

contingent (Ridout and Schneider, 2012; Kasmir, 2018). Indeed, Nicholas Ridout and Rebecca 

Schneider (2012) point to the resonances of such circumstances with the liveness and 

unpredictability of performance art, or the connections between precarity and the “embodied 

balancing act of the live performer” (p. 7). Here, they problematise the narrative of precarity’s 

and precariousness’s “closeness to symbolic and material forms of threat and death” (Hughes, 

2017, p. 2), and re-posit a performative tension where: 

‘positive qualities’ – leaning away from habit, stepping outside of comfort zones, 

chancing the speculative and uncertain act of critical thinking – can be used to 

undermine or interrupt neoliberalism’s negative, fear-mongering mode of precarity that 

imposes insecurity for the many in the interest of enormous wealth for the few (Ridout 

and Schneider, 2012, 9). 

The implications of such discussion highlights that although the biopolitics of work might be a 

powerful force on and through the body, towards a performative drive of efficiency, there are 

also implications for the way it positions performance as creative and critical response and 

resistance (Bryan-Wilson, 2012). As Paula Serafini explains, “under authoritative regimes, 

economic austerity, and with a lack of prospects in life, the body may be the one thing over 

which individual can maintain at least some control” (2018, p. 12). Within this context, it is 

important to emphasise Judith Butler’s proposition that biopolitical action occupies the 

relationality between bodies, not just the body alone (Butler, 2015). This is why performance 

art, specifically, has become an ‘emblematic’ art form suitable for biopolitical action, 

foregrounding the body and embodiment (Carlson, 2007; Ridout and Schneider, 2012; 

Serafini, 2018). 
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2.2 Performance art as biopolitical resistance and reclamation 

Performance art sits amongst a recent surge and proliferation of ‘creative tactics’ resisting the 

biopolitical attacks falling from the financial crisis of 2008, institutional violence, climate 

change, and even the appointment of Donald Trump (Damian, 2016; Goldwater, 2016; 

Wright, 2016; Serafini, 2018). It has been described as a “diffused territory of performance” 

(Bouger, 2013, location 274), where practice “is based on individual aesthetics, politics, and 

sensibilities, and the individuals who comprise the collection… are fiercely and vocally 

independent” (Weaver, 2019, location 3773). Indeed, some argue performance art: 

has always been a problematic term. Nobody is comfortable with it. It is used very 

generally to describe a broad range of work covering a hundred year history, when in 

reality the term is more specific to the 70s (RoseLee Goldberg in Bouger 2013, location 

287). 

In contrast, Theron Schmidt recognises that performance art is ‘intentionally capacious’ and is 

variously labelled – without consensus - performance art, live art, fluxus, happenings, amongst 

others (Schmidt, 2019). He points to Lois Keidan’s notion that it “represents a challenge to 

received ways of doing, thinking and seeing; a rejection of a single art form practice; a way of 

opening frontiers to any political, social, or cultural agenda” (Keidan, 1991, p 218). Indeed, 

Lois Keidan cautioned that live art: 

is not a description of a singular artform or discipline, but a cultural strategy to include 

experimental processes and practices that might otherwise be excluded from 

established curatorial, cultural and critical frameworks… [it] is a strategy to embrace 

ways of working that do not sit easily within received structures and boundaries, and to 

empower artists who chose to operate across, in between and at the edges of more 

traditional artistic forms. (Keidan, 2004, p. 2). 

Such heterogeneity partly underpins the view that such art practices “cannot be placed within 

any singular history, be seen through a disciplinary lens, or be held in any cultural boundary or 

place” (Keidan, 2004, p. 9). Despite not having a singular history, performance art’s heritage 

has been associated with art forms which are firmly anti-establishment, disruptive, rule-

breaking, defying and resisting definition, and focused on asking awkward questions 

(Goldwater, 2016; Schmidt, 2019). It “stressed, amongst other things, the ‘dematerialisation’ of 

the art object. The focus was on the ‘live’ moment and the unmediated relationship between 

performer and spectator” (Smith, 2016, location 3608). By re-conceptualising bodily 

performances as the art work and artistic process, performance art practices resisted the artistic 

tradition of an artist being able to sell a static painting on the walls of an elite art gallery. 

Similarly, artworks such as the instructional poems of fluxus artists, were, and continue to be, 

intentionally designed to be performed (or ‘finalised’) by others (or anyone) across the world 

(Bouger, 2013). This transience attempted to deny the commodification of artworks and the 

artist through markets, as manifest and perpetuated through art institutions, but also raised 

questions about the biopolitical demands placed on bodies (Damian, 2016; Holtaway, 2019). 

Indeed, art institutions are still described as “excusive, elitist, conservative, turgid, self-serving, 

and wasteful” (Harvie, 2019, location 2813). 

Yet, to reiterate the heterogeneity of performance art practice, though some have described it 

as distinctively live, transient and resistant to capture through documentation (Phelan, 1993), 
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others have not been constrained by such definitions (Schmidt, 2019), and some have even 

critiqued such possibilities. Specifically, the extent to which performance art and artists escape 

or challenge commodification remains a question, especially because of a proliferation and 

popularity of documentary media over the two decades (Goldberg, 2009; Bouger 2013). For 

example, in Marina Abramović’s seminal The Artist is Present, Amy Sherlock (2016) has 

questioned how Abramović was “less like a human and more like a piece of art: silent, passive, 

immobile, registering no emotion at all” and that “so many people cried while sitting opposite 

Marina Abramović… that a whole tumblr was dedicated to” documenting it (location 5960). 

Indeed, some have argued that performance artists such as Marina Abramović have become 

highly sought after commodities closely connected to art institutions and are major players in 

them (Horwitz, 2013; Sherlock, 2016). Such potential for contradiction reflect a wider critique 

of the extent to which intentionally disruptive practices are discontinuous (Lyotard, 1984; 

Jameson, 1993; Hassan, 1993) when that apparatus becomes the new norm and then becomes 

reflective of the performative efficiency (McKenzie, 2016). 

However, even without a practice becoming a new norm, there can be tensions. Such a critique 

not only comments on the potential for a contradiction or tension within forms of performance 

art as a cultural strategy for resistance. Rather, it also returns to the notion that all aspects of life 

(and death) are subject to commodification for wider utilisation for capitalist gain. As Nick 

Ridout argues, performance in the service-oriented economy “discloses the full 

commodification of human action… performance reveals itself as exemplary commodity (it 

commodifies action, not just things)” (Ridout, 2009, p. 126), including the utilisation of the arts 

to prolong – even further – ‘slow death’ (Berlant, 2011). Here, performance arts, amongst 

others, have caught the attention of policy makers and have become “normalised” as an 

effective way in sustaining and improving the health and wellbeing of a wide range of groups in 

society to extend contribution and reduce costs of servicing populations (Jensen et al. 2017; 

Whitelaw et al. 2017). These can include, for example, arts on prescription, social prescribing, 

or cultural commissioning, where they can come to replace or supplement medical 

prescriptions and treatments (Makin and Gask, 2012; Torrissen, 2015; Fleischer and Grehan, 

2016; Jensen et al. 2017). 

In the UK, the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Arts, Health and Wellbeing (APPG 2017) 

cemented the instrumental nature of the arts as for health and wellbeing as a public narrative, 

and included, for example: “positive physiological and psychological changes in clinical 

outcomes; reducing drug consumption; shortening length of hospital stay; promoting better 

doctor-patient relationships; improving mental healthcare” (British Medical Association, 2011, 

p. 9). Other evidence more or less consistently reports other well-being effects including 

enhanced quality of life, decreased anxiety, depression, blood pressure, as well as reduced visits 

to doctors (British Medical Association 2011; Stickley and Eades, 2013; Fleischer and Grehan 

2016; Jensen et al 2017; Zarobe and Bungay, 2017). Performance arts were recognised as “the 

most integrative of all the arts” (British Medical Association 2011, p. 10), and had delivered 

health and wellbeing benefits to youth (Zarobe and Bungay 2017); older people (Bernard et al. 

2015; Organ 2016); people with dementia and their carers (Harries et al. 2013); prisoners 

(APPG 2017); people living within urbanization and climate change (Wang 2017); people 

fleeing war (Arts Education Partnership 2011); across “homes or through community 

organisations, hospitals, hospices, day centres or nursing homes” (APPG 2017, p. 125).  
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Such casting of performance and performing arts places the arts firmly within markets of 

functionality and equivalence to be able to compare and judge the most efficient option 

(Holtaway, 2019). Here, art is judged in relation to ‘return on investment’, ranging from £3 

return on every £1 invested (Health Education England, 2016) to £11.55 for every £1 invested 

(Whelan 2016). Within a context of governmental austerity and decreasing budgets, such 

narratives paint art as an attractive functional instrument - and investment - for well-being 

(Brown, 2011; APPG, 2017). Despite the rise of the use of arts for health and wellbeing, there 

is strong and ongoing resistance the use of arts as ‘subservient’ to other ideological functions 

and desires (Bresler, 1995). Some argue that creative practice does not “guarantee wise, or 

ethical, actions and it is dangerous to make an assumption that this is so” (Bannerman and 

McLaughlin (2009: 68-69), and some suggest is should resist demands to be subservient. As 

artist Vaughan Pilikian (2016, location 4001) has exclaimed: 

Everywhere we go, we hear the same demand: art must open itself, make itself useful, 

respond to demand and critique, provide feedback, itemize outcomes, benefit the 

community, render itself transparent, accessible, interactive. 

As Vaughan Pilikian suggests, an alternative should be where art 

close[s] itself off, should make itself useless, should reject demand and ignore critique, 

should make no excuses, disregard outcomes, and sow discord in the world around it. 

It should retain its mysteries, rendering itself opaque, inaccessible, obscure. And it 

should present a series of dangers and traps for any who dare to approach it. 

Such sentiments and practice return us to a sense of resistance, using the art forms to resist a 

societal entanglement with “cruelty greed, and corruption” (ibid). These sentiments can also be 

seen to echo many contemporary performance artists’ and scholars’ view that performance art 

dealing with the body should frustrate, baffle, and resist (Johnson, 2019). Such functionalities – 

or perhaps more accurately, non-functionalities and ambiguities – makes it more challenging to 

examine how performance art explores issues related to the permanent performance of work 

under conditions of precariousness. However, there is recognition that performance art “is a 

research-based artistic practice driven by artists and producers who work across art forms, 

contexts and spaces” (Goh, 2016, location 218) and that distinctions amongst and between 

forms and genres can be unhelpful to analysing practice (Damian, 2016, location 1202). 

Indeed, there are few artists and artworks that directly explore precariousness or wellbeing in 

workplaces to help direct and shape this study, but this is not surprising given that performance 

artists and artworks often explore through conceptual artworks and employ ambiguity and 

indeterminacy, thereby allowing for multiple interpretations. 

In response, as a strategy to locate and inform this study within current research and practice, I 

have adopted Robin Nelson’s (2013) notion of using research ‘clews’. Here, Nelson recognises 

that because artworks “are often very complex, resonant and multi-layered” (ibid, p. 10), and 

that artistic research needs to express the research inquiry with clarity, written clues or cues as 

to the research process are required. A ‘clew’ (as the older form of the word ‘clue’) therefore 

draws attention to “the thread of doing-thinking articulates in complementary documentation” 

(p. 11), and thereby makes explicit and transparent the lines of inquiry within a study. Here, I 

have adopted the notion of clew to examine ideas and practice which resonate with the aim of 

the study, that is, how performance art explores permanent performance of work under 

conditions of precariousness (ibid). By ‘resonance’, Nelson is referring to that collection of art 
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works which generate a dialogic interrelationship within my own doing-thinking as the 

researcher. In doing this within the context of this study, there were five salient themes of 

resonances identified in the literature and in practice. The five themes were: the troubled 

experiences of workers, the endurance of repetitive everyday ‘work’, the processuality of 

artwork through indeterminacy and chance, the primacy of interpersonal relationality and 

intimacy, and the way situational pressures can be embraced as a route to agency. Each of these 

is now discussed in relation to practice. 
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2.3 Troubled experiences of workers 

The first theme that resonates with the question of how performance art explores the 

permanent performance of work under conditions of precariousness relates to the troubled 

experiences of workers. One of the earliest pieces of this kind is “The Smiling Workman” by 

Jim Dine in 1959, but which continues to be re-enacted (see Figure 1). In this 30 second 

performance, Dine dresses in a painter’s smock and uses red paint to exclaim “I love what I'm 

doing, HELP” on a large canvas. Once completed, he pours the red paint (tomato juice) over 

his head and jumps through a canvas (Tate, 2018). The piece, lasting up to 4 minutes more 

recently, has been described as Dine’s satirical response and homage to the action painting of 

Abstract Expressionists, introducing a three dimensional aspect to an otherwise two 

dimensional painting. Symbolically, the composition of the performance artwork comments on 

the precariousness of the artistic worker in a number of ways; the drinking of the paint indicates 

artistic consumption, and the act of jumping through the creative product (the canvas) 

references the self-destruction of own creative artwork. 

Figure 1 The Smiling Workman by Jim Dine (source: chegg.com) 

 

These references become even more specific through the display of handprints on the edges of 

the central painted regions of the campus, which make explicit reference to artist Jackson 

Pollock (specifically his 1A work in 1948). As such, these compositional elements invoke 

connections with Pollock’s “alcoholism as obsessive paint consumption, his painting as manual 

labor, [and] his production as violently destructive automutiliation” (Rodenbeck, 2006, p. 107). 

http://www.dreamideamachine.com/?p=55460
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Whereas The Smiling Workman points to the destructive consequences of artistic work in the 

1950s, recent research suggests that such issues persist for some contemporary art workers 

because of an unequal art world (Sholette 2011, McKee 2016). Specifically, the piece highlights 

the relevance – both historical and contemporary - of self-precarisation alluded to earlier, 

where the worker supposedly self-chooses destructive consequences as part of their creative 

work. The piece also stands as a seminal piece initiating the idea of “painter’s theatre” which 

was instrumental in the formation of other artworks (Crespy, 2012, p. 76) which will be 

discussed later. 

A more recent artwork was “Dismaland” by Banksy. Dismaland was a large scale piece 

performed on wasteland in Weston-super-Mare, a deprived area of the South West of 

England. It opened on 21
st

 August 2015 for 36 days, and was described as “Dismal Land 

Bemusement Park—a festival of art, amusements and entry-level anarchism” (Dismaland.co.uk, 

2015). At the time, the website displayed a satirical invitation: 

Are you looking for an alternative to the sugar-coated tedium of the average family day 

out? Or just somewhere a lot cheaper? Then this is the place for you. Bring the whole 

family to come and enjoy the latest addition to our chronic leisure surplus… Contains 

uneven floor surfaces, extensive use of strobe lighting, imagery unsuitable for small 

children and swearing. The following are strictly prohibited in the Park – spray paint, 

marker pens, knives and legal representatives of the Walt Disney Corporation. 

(Dismaland.co.uk, 2015). 

As such, Dismaland was a satirical-critical commentary on the contemporary leisure and 

entertainment industries, and particularly the notion of “chronic leisure surplus” promoted by 

these industries (Dismaland.co.uk, 2015). Within the context of this study, it pinpoints 

precarious work in these industries, in the form of “uneven floor surfaces, extensive use of 

strobe lighting, imagery unsuitable for small children and swearing” (ibid), which included 

spectacles involving “Cinderella-cum-Princess-Di hang[ing] head-down from her carriage-

window after a crash, while paparazzi with strobes flash the accident-scene” (The Economist, 

2015). It points to the permanent pressure to perform emotional labour, for example, the 

prolonged maintenance of an ‘authentic’ smile, engaging customers for long shifts in small 

working spaces, or actively promoting humiliating merchandise (e.g. an “I AM AN 

IMBECILE” balloon). This is not just captured within the visual display of boredom, 

dissatisfaction, and depression amongst the workers, but embodied within the relationality 

between visitors, framed by apathy as they sport hi-vis pink jackets and Mickey Mouse ears 

(The Guardian, 2015) (see the images below). As described (or warned) by the website, these 

workers are “specially trained surly and unhelpful staff” (Dismaland.co.uk, 2018). 
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Figure 2 Dismaland by Banksy (source: The Economist) 

  

  

Although Banky’s work supposedly challenges and critiques social norms, it also has an 

increasing economic value arguably only available to the bourgeoisie and elite, analogous to the 

commodification of Marina Abramović mentioned above. It has also been suggested that even 

the recent destruction of his artwork in an auction house increased the value of the work 

(rather than making a political point about the value of artwork). Indeed, after Banksy’s Dismal 

Land work, The Economist (2015) reported: 

Fireworks lit up the dark. Hollywood stars joined in the frivolity. Dandily dressed 

salespeople circulated with price-lists of objets-d'art, and Banksy has auctioned his work 

elsewhere for hundreds of thousands of pounds. In 21st century Britain, even 

anarchists have joined the champagne society. 

There are echoes of the way workers are commodified in Dismaland through the “The Hunt & 

Darton Café”. Originally performed by Jenny Hunt and Holly Darton in 2012, the café has 

since been ‘franchised’ to and with other artists, including at events such as the Edinburgh 

Fringe Festival, and in addition to many similar performances documented on YouTube, 

directly ‘replicating’ famous chains such as McDonalds. The Hunt & Darton Café is a fully 

functioning/performing café, where: 

Hunt & Darton never really smile… a definite distinction from the sugar coated 

sweetness you often find from waiting staff… they don’t aim to please. Complaints are 

not necessarily greeted with a solution, and almost never with an apology. Instead they 

are placated with the sincere but futile declaration that: ‘we knew it wouldn’t be good 

https://www.economist.com/prospero/2015/08/25/banksys-dismaland-the-miserable-kingdom
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enough’. If the customer is unhappy, the complaint is written up on the blackboards for 

all to see. (Porter, 2016, location 4773). 

 

Figure 3 Hunt & Darton Cafe (source: http://www.huntanddarton.com/)  

 

However, whereas workers in Dismaland seem to overtly express worker boredom, 

dissatisfaction and depression as a constant state, it seems the performance of the café seems to 

locate worker dissatisfaction specifically when they do not deliver against the impossible 

expectations of customers. However, this seems more ambiguous than in Dismaland. For 

example, it is not clear whether their aloof interactions are due to the nature of the permanent 

pressure to work long hours for the customer (an example of a permanent expectation), or 

because of a permanent pressure of not being able to deliver to the expectations of the other. 

In this way, it seems to prompt those encountering the performance to reflect on the 

complexity of that encounter, in terms of whether they are an audience, a customer, both, and 

the implications for their expectations as a result. As Porter (2016, location 4785) suggests, the 

“performance of a café, or rather a café that is a performance, makes the commodification of 

human action more obvious than usual”. 

In sum, there are range of compositional principles and tactics which are deployed in this 

theme to demonstrate how performance artworks help explore the permanent performance of 

work in precariousness. In all three performances, The Smiling Workman, Dismaland and 

The Hunt & Darton Café, there is a shared representation of the troubled experiences of 

workers, and point to the precarious nature of work and working environments. However, 

whereas The Smiling Workman uses specific artistic references to focus critique on specific 

communities in the artworld with an audience, Dismaland and The Hunt & Darton Café 

extend this critique using references to arguably more quotidian leisure and entertainment 

settings, and adopt a more slippery notion of audience. Indeed, Dismaland and The Hunt & 

Darton Café integrate ‘the audience’ as part of performance to an extent they become part of 

http://www.huntanddarton.com/
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the way the piece is performed interactively and relationally (to engage in apathetic relations or 

to demonstrate dissatisfaction of not meeting expectations). Yet it is The Hunt & Darton Café 

which most clearly problematizes the identity of the audience-customer-performer as a route to 

exploring the commodification of human action (Ridout in Porter, 2016).  

 

2.4 Endurance of repetitive, everyday ‘work’ 

The second theme that resonates with the question of how performance art explores the 

permanent performance of work under conditions of precariousness relates to the repetitive 

nature of everyday work and the human endurance needed to participate with it. Here, 

endurance or durational artworks reference the resilience required by the body and highlight 

routines, but also problematise the distinctions between life, art, and work (Schechner, 2013). 

Perhaps most resonant of this in terms of permanent performance was the seminal work of 

Mierle Laderman Ukeles through her Maintenance Art from the 1960s onwards (culminating 

in a major exhibition in New York in 2016). Specifically, Ukeles explored the endless and 

enduring nature of care and public service work, that is, those people who look after the 

survival of other people and things, such as mothers, nurses, and sanitary workers. Ukeles 

created the “Manifesto for Maintenance Art” in 1969 (see Queens Museum), which brought 

attention to enduring everyday tasks which might be considered art because of the needs for 

creativity and emotion to deliver them: 

clean your desk, wash the dishes, clean the floor, wash your clothes, wash your toes, 

change the baby’s diaper, finish the report, correct the typos, mend the fence, keep the 

customer happy, throw out the stinking garbage, watch out don’t put things in your 

nose, what shall I wear, I have no sox, pay your bills, don’t litter, save string, wash your 

hair, change the sheets, go to the store, I’m out of perfume, say it again—he doesn’t 

understand, seal it again—it leaks, go to work, this art is dusty, clear the table, call him 

again, flush the toilet, stay young (Ukeles, 1969). 

Following the Manifesto, Ukeles created a series of artworks documenting maintenance 

performances. For example, in Dress to Go Out/Undressing to Go In (1973), Ukeles 

documented the daily routine tasks of getting her children dressed to leave the house, and then 

undressed on return. Compositionally, the piece was a single framed pane, presenting 95 close-

up, black and white photographs of minutiae tasks across 12 rows (perhaps representing the 12 

hours of a day), such as putting the socks and coats on her children. Such composition pointed 

to the repetition of emotionally and physically intense tasks on a daily basis. Similarly, in I 

Make Maintenance Art One Hour Every Day (1976), Ukeles documents the relentless work of 

300 maintenance workers inside a single skyscraper in New York’s financial district through 

720 Polaroid photos. Compositionally, this piece extends the reach from Ukeles’s earlier piece, 

from a specific set of tasks in the home to a wide range of what might be considered ‘hidden’ 

maintenance tasks in a site which is primarily centred on financial value. The piece also differs 

from the earlier piece as Ukeles invited the maintenance workers to actively spend 1 hour a day 

creating Maintenance Art. In making such work visible, Ukeles adopted “a structure that 

exposed the disavowed durational activity behind a static object as well as the materialist activity 

that supported ‘dematerialized’ creativity” (Jackson, 2011, p. 88). In other words, Ukeles 

“revalued the labor of women and other marginalized workers” (Jones, 2018, p. 27) in 

https://queensmuseum.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Ukeles-Manifesto-for-Maintenance-Art-1969.pdf
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maintaining a building or sanitation site, as well as the activity involved in creating the more 

conceptual aspects of performance art without an art object as such. 

 

Figure 4 I Make Maintenance Art One Hour Every Day by Mierle Laderman Ukeles (source: 

Feldman Gallery) 

  

Another series of seminal artworks which speak to the theme of the endurance of work is 

Tehching Hsieh’s One Year Performances, 1978-1986 (not One Year Performance which was 

a year of distancing himself from art including looking at or producing it). A particularly 

relevant piece is “Time Clock Piece” (1980-81), where Hsieh takes 8,627 mugshots depicting 

him ‘clocking in’ every hour, 24 hours a day, over a year. Lara Shalson (2018, p. 123-124) 

highlights some of the compositional aspects of the piece: 

Throughout the performance, he wore the same clothes, resembling a generic 

workman’s uniform: grey trousers and a shirt with a badge sewn onto the left breast 

bearing his name and the numbers 41180 – 41181 (…the dates of this performance). 

Each time he ‘clocked in,’ Hsieh shot a single frame of 16 mm film, producing a 

motion picture that compresses the entire year of hourly punches into about six 

minutes. 

One reading of the Time Clock Piece points to the physical and psychological endurance of 

work where Hsieh becomes increasingly dishevelled due to prolonged exposure to the 

performance task and the resulting sleep deprivation. Part of this reading is also stimulated by 

the compositional resonances with being a prisoner, such as the homogeneity of mugshots, 

location in each mugshot, and wearing a uniform ambiguously reminiscent of a prison (work) 

uniform. Such a reading is stimulated by Hsieh’s own experience of social and economic 

isolation of being an illegal immigrant to the US, where he recalls that “the loneliness in several 

of my works reflects my situation as an illegal immigrant in the USA. [...] I didn’t have a work 

permit and didn’t know very many people in New York, I was mostly killing time” (in Gedin, 

2002, p. 67). The emotional experience of such circumstances is accentuated by displaying the 

8,627 mugshots next to a motion picture which reproduces and reduces those mugshots to 6-

minutes; a juxtaposition of intense invariability without emotional engagement, with extreme 

https://feldmangallery.com/news/2017/i-make-maintenance-one-hour-everyday-on-view-at-the-whitney-museum-of-american-art
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jiggeryness (from variability in the positioning of Hsieh in each mugshot) giving a sense of 

emotional anxiety (Shalson, 2018). 

However, Hsieh claims he is “not a political artist” and suggests “people are at liberty to 

interpret my work from a political standpoint … I’m interested in the universal circumstances of 

human life” (Marks, 2014, np). These universal circumstances point to the nature of (work) 

time, where time itself has become commodified like a currency, and as such become “the 

organizing principle of workers’ life/times” where “[a]ll other activities were forced to fit around 

the work schedule” (Shalson, 2018, p. 125, original emphasis). Here, time has become 

something that is carefully spent and accounted for, particularly through the clocking-in/out 

technology. Time Clock Piece exaggerates this through “a homogenized, quantifiable, time 

divided into units that are relentlessly equal” and as such shows time as decontextualized from 

cycles of day, night, the seasons, and even a system of production, whereby there is no 

indication of the task of production or that which is being produced (Shalson, 2018, p. 124). In 

this way, Time Clock Piece points to the way (work) time becomes all encompassing, trapped 

in a cycle, not of production, but of the circumstances for further production of work, that is, 

the performance of clocking-in (ibid). Hsieh exemplifies this blur or illusion between 

work/non-work, where the time between clocking-in “was like being in limbo, just waiting for 

the next punch” (Marks, 2014, np).  

In sum, both Ukeles’s Maintenance Art and Hsieh’s Time Clock Piece problematise which 

work and workers are valued through the capturing and re-presenting of repetitive work tasks; 

where Maintenance Art brings to the fore typically hidden production tasks, Hsieh explores 

how time in work renders the work task redundant and refocuses on how the worker 

themselves perpetuate the conditions for production (the repetitive clocking-in). Though these 

performances were created in the 1960s and 1980s respectively, they remain pertinent to the 

current precariousness of permanent performance. For example, the performances in 

Maintenance Art remain reflective of the way some work and lives are valued and therefore 

more visible than others (Butler, 2015), such as the way gig economy workers have been 

allowed in many countries to work without employment rights. Similarly, although Time Clock 

Piece uses a form of clock reminiscent of factory work settings, the performance resonates with 

contemporary work environments where time can still be core to the specification of work (e.g. 

40 hours or 0 hours), and ‘clock-ins’ can be automated ‘log-ins’, for example, in call centres. 

These works, however, illustrate performance art which celebrate the more understated, slow, 

and minimal compared to other performance art pieces (Goldwater, 2016). 

 

2.5 Embracing situational pressures as a route to agency 

The third theme that resonates with the question of how performance art explores the 

permanent performance of work under conditions of precariousness relates to embracing 

situational pressures as a route to agency. Specifically, the composition of some performance 

artworks employ the very demands that are placed on bodies by a wider socio-cultural system 

or the body itself, and are thereby subverting that demand through asserting their own choice to 

subject the body to such demands. This reflects a broader commitment in performance art 

where “the performer’s body becomes the material and landscape for challenging politics of 

ownership over bodies” (Burns, 2016, location 1472), but where the compositional stimulus is 

the situational pressure within the context of the art. 
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One of the earliest seminal pieces which demonstrates this theme is “Fluids”, a ‘happening’ by 

Allan Kaprow first performed in 1967 but ‘re-invented’ multiple times since (Dezeuze, 2017). 

Here, a group of participants worked over 1 to 3 days to “create rectangular ice structures… 

[and then] once built, the ice sculptures were left ‘to melt’… [leaving] transparent, ragged edge 

of an ice‐wall disintegrating in the California sun” (Spencer, 2016, p. 571). As such, participants 

in Fluids spent a relatively significant amount of their time and effort – or chose to place 

pressure on their body – to construct an ice structure to then watch it disappear without a trace 

(Conwell, 2012). Indeed, the ‘throwaway’ nature of Fluids, and happenings more generally, 

were embodied in calendars which promoted the events, where 

[t]he cheap paper of the calendar encouraged owners of the calendar to throw away 

each page as time passes, just as these activities or events ‘were throwaways’. They had 

taken place ‘[o]nce only’ and there was ‘[n]othing left’ afterwards – except ‘leftover 

thoughts in the form of gossip’ that could circulate through photographs, programs, 

reviews and personal accounts. ‘As the calendar is discarded like the Happening,’ 

explained the artist, ‘the gossip may remain in action’ (Dezeuze, 2017, p. 149). 

 

Figure 5 Fluids by Allan Kaprow (source: Wikiart) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.wikiart.org/en/allan-kaprow/fluids
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Figure 6 Advert for Fluids (source: ImageObjectText) 

 

 

Compositionally, the deployment of effort despite the transformation of ice into water and 

eventual evaporation without a trace (in the California heat) reflected Kaprow’s intentional 

strategy of “planned obsolescence and cycles of natural decay” (Dezeuze, 2017, p5). There are 

two implications of this strategy. The first of these is that by intentionally expending effort for 

the tangible product to eventually disappear highlighted not only the “physical labour 

resembling the planning, production and distribution cycles of the workaday world” but also, as 

a result, how such human action can be “rendered unproductive in capitalist terms, with no 

tradeable end products” (Koegel, 2008). The second implication is that by participants 

engaging in such activity despite their efforts being rendered unproductive, it points to the way 

in which “consumer society as a frenetic cycle of production and consumption” drives all 

human activity towards production and consumption despite a material use (Dezeuze, 2017, p. 

150). As Hannah Arendt describes, such circumstances drive people to “swing contently in 

https://imageobjecttext.com/tag/fluids-a-happening-by-allan-kaprow/
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nature’s prescribed cycle, toiling and resting, labouring and consuming, with the same happy 

and purposeless regularity with which day and night and life and death follow each other” 

(Arendt, 1998, p. 106, emphasis added). As such, the composition therefore highlights the 

‘absurd’ ways in which workers’ efforts are driven by a demand to perform in constant, cycles 

of work, but simultaneously, that such performance may not produce any-thing tangible. 

This ‘absurd’ perspective, also referenced through the use of the melting ice, reflects Kaprow’s 

broader view of the ‘absurdity’ (or use-less-ness) of the temporality and transience of nature and 

natural cycles, for example, through cycles of solid (ice), fluid (sea/rain), and gas (evaporation) – 

where water evaporates into the atmosphere, only for it to fall down again (Dezeuze, 2017). 

Whilst the juxtaposition of work and nature in this way points to how the precariousness of 

work is naturalised and taken for granted, by intentionally employing these ideas through 

Fluids, Kaprow was simultaneously exposing and subverting such conditions. For Kaprow, by 

embracing the drive for productive work (a group of workers constructing a structure) and 

consumption (a structure which disappears and therefore has no use) in the composition of 

Fluids, participants can convert “a work ethic into one of play… [because] as useful work 

becomes use-less, it turns into a gag” and therefore liberates participants from the demand to 

perform in particular ways (ibid, p. 151). Or in other words, because of the gag-like 

composition of Fluids, a more ‘carefree space’ was opened up, temporarily suspending the 

drive to produce or consume, and thereby enabling participants a different sense of ownership 

and agency in and through their bodies (ibid). This, as we will see later in the thesis, will 

become an important artistic clew and set of consequences in exploring permanent 

performance under conditions of precariousness. 

In contrast to Fluids, other artworks are more targeted in enabling forms of agency. For 

example, performance artist James Leadbitter (also known as the The Vacuum Cleaner, the 

self-proclaimed ‘art and activism collective of one’, and performer in the Laboratory of 

Insurrectionary Imagination) has been prolific in creating performances specifically related to 

the reclamation of agency amidst the circumstances created by economically resourceful 

institutions. One of the performance art pieces was “The People vs the Banksters: Mass 

Snowball Fight” in 2009, where amidst the recovery of the 2008 crash, the performance 

involved an assembly of 40 people outside a prominent bank in the “City of London and 

challeng[ing] the workers to a snow ball fight. Most of them cowered behind the glass frontage 

but a few came out and played” (Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination, 2022, np). 
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Figure 7 The People vs The Banksters by James Leadbitter (2018) (source: Indymedia) 

 

 

Compositionally, Leadbitter had targeted a specific group of workers – bankers – who were not 

only economically and symbolically resourceful during the 2008 crash, but were also seen as 

being partly responsible for it, as well as the precarious impacts on communities and the 

environment as a result. Indeed, the play on the word ‘banker’ with ‘fraudster’ indicated the 

view that “the bankers… have been recklessly playing with people’s money, destroying the 

economy and the climate in the process” (Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination, 2022), in 

ways which were fraudulent (this was not known at the time, but some bankers were charged 

with fraud over a decade later). As such, this referenced Bertolt Brecht’s existential conundrum 

of “What is the robbing of a bank compared to the founding of a bank?” (Yates et al., 2016), 

casting ethical critique and doubt about the fundamental existence of banks and their wider 

impacts in society. 

Within the piece, however, the economic attacks of the powerful group of the bankers on 

others less powerful were reversed, so that The People – as an assembly of 40 – were “fighting” 

back through their own symbolic snow balls on individual bankers. The piece therefore 

embraced the asymmetrical circumstances of the crash to enable a previously less powerful 

group to assert a newfound collective bodily power and agency. In this sense, the piece was a 

symbolic rebalancing of agency, albeit temporary, during the actual launching of bodies, and 

the threat of it as the bankers watched through the bank’s windows. However, whilst The 

People vs the Banksters worked with a collective, Leadbitter has also demonstrated the same 

sense of power rebalancing through works which were much more oriented to his own, 

personal circumstances, particularly in relation to mental health whilst working as an artist. For 

example, he describes how “Ship of Fools”, performed from 2011 to the present day, was a 

response to reasserting agency by embracing some of the apparatus (Costa, 2016) within the 

healthcare system: 

https://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2009/02/421150.html
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Anticipating a major decline in my mental health but wishing to avoid admission to an 

acute mental health hospital, in May 2011 I opened my own Asylum, wrote my own 

mental health act and detained myself under its rules. During this period artists and non 

artists visited and I made work with these people but also on my own. (Leadbitter, 

2018). 

Whilst Ship of Fools may be seen as asserting agency for own wellbeing, The People vs the 

Banksters may be seen as expressing a form of bodily violence. In comparison to such 

artworks, other contemporary performance artists exemplify how the embracing of bodily 

circumstances might be taken to a violent extreme. Though not specific to the specific 

circumstances of work as such, some artists do comment on chronic conditions which shape 

the experience of life in and out of work (Yap, 2016). Indeed, performance artist Martin 

O’Brien intimately connects the ‘slow death’ previously discussed (Berlant, 2011) to his own 

daily life as a sufferer of cystic fibrosis, where “[i]n cystic fibrosis this is a body slowly killing 

itself… [and] experienced through the regulation of the body by biomedical regimes” (O’Brien, 

2014, p. 58). “Mucus Factory”, performed from 2011 over a range of time frames from 3 to 9 

hours, utilises such biomedical regimes in  

a repetitive cycle of actions… appropriated from medical practices for cystic fibrosis in 

order to loosen mucus on the lungs. These techniques consist of laying on a postural 

drainage frame, which looks like an inverted bed with the head lower than the feet, and 

beating my chest; and, bouncing on a trampoline. The large quantities of mucus 

coughed up during these activities were stored in small specimen jars. The final part of 

the cycle was to use the mucus as a material. I used the mucus as an adhesive to stick 

glitter to my body, as hair gel and as lubrication to insert a dildo-shaped mouth-piece 

from a nebulizer into my anus (ibid, pp. 61-62). 

O’Brien reports how he typically experiences such routines as rendering his body docile, where 

he says “I submit to the needs of my body, I submit to medicine in order to survive – in order 

to endure longer” (ibid, p. 63). However, by self-imposing these practices, he experiences such 

practices as acts of self-determination, or 

an act of empowerment – an insistence that my body is anything other than docile and a 

defiant claim that I am my body and my body is mine… Mucus Factory became a 

performance of a life under a death sentence (ibid, p. 62). 

As articulated by O’Brien, such empowerment demands “the possibility of self-agency and 

imagining the capability of choice from within lives deprived of these” (ibid, p. 63). At the same 

time, performances working in such extremes often frustrates, baffles and raises questions 

about what are sensible limits, what are fetishes, what is art, and the intersections of such 

explorations (Johnson, 2019). Other responses demonstrate ridicule and negative stigmatisation 

of being mad and questions about the extent to which pain is felt, if at all (ibid). Nonetheless, 

the discussion in this section has highlighted a range of ways in which performance artists and 

artworks embrace the situational pressures to create a different sense of bodily agency. This has 

included re-asserting choice and control through (1) embracing the use-less production 

practices to create a liberated sense of play, (2) embracing power asymmetries to re-orient and 

re-balance a sense of agency, and (3) embracing pressures in self-imposed ways as a form of 

self-determination. 
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2.6 Processuality of artwork through indeterminacy and chance 

The fourth theme that resonates with the question of how performance art explores the 

permanent performance of work under conditions of precariousness relates to the processuality 

of artworks through indeterminacy and chance. The processuality of artworks refers to the ways 

in which performance artworks interact with the situations and contexts in which they are 

performed, including participants, spectators, time, and political agendas, and how these are 

part of the unfolding and unpredictable creative process (Serafini et al, 2018). As such, some 

works prioritise the process and conceptual aspects of the work over quality of craft or product 

(Burns, 2016). While there may be more or less processual elements to all artworks, artists 

have foregrounded indeterminacy and chance as intentional strategies which resists complete 

finalisation, functionalisation, and without resolution (Goh, 2016; Holtaway, 2019). As Theron 

Schmidt explains, by emphasising indeterminacy, the artist is foregrounding “the space of 

potential”, and avoids “resolving the question ‘is this art?’ or ‘is this activism?’… [and] 

produce[s] a moment of hesitation on the part of the spectator or policing authority” (2019, 

location 3904). 

Because of the slippery nature of processuality, this amplifies the personal nature of identifying 

work which resonates with the focus of this study, and as such relies on a more conceptual 

resonance to the study, rather than more precise and literal reference to work as such. In this 

vein, one of the earliest, seminal pieces which demonstrates this theme is “4’33” by John Cage: 

On August 29, 1952, at the Maverick Concert Hall in Woodstock, New York, David 

Tudor sat down at the piano, closed its lid over its keys, and looked at a stopwatch. 

After thirty seconds had elapsed, he raised the piano lid and lowered it again, repeating 

these actions after a further two minutes and twenty-three seconds. After another one 

minute and forty seconds had passed, Tudor raised the piano’s lid for a final time, and 

then stood up to receive applause. His performance was over. (Dodd, 2018, p. 629). 

The composition of 4’33” foregrounded indeterminacy by denying the performer the ability to 

finalise the ‘sonic profile’ of the piece; even though the piece had a music score, the intentional 

use of ‘silence’ allowed the unpredictable, accidental or environmental sounds to become 

prominent in the piece (ibid). This was an intentional compositional strategy by Cage to 

responds to and resist the music traditions of the time, where the more ambient and quotidian 

sonic profile could prompt a more conceptual or intellectual engagement in the piece and 

therefore undermine, what Cage considered to be, the overly egotistical drive of musicians at 

that time (ibid). Yet it is not just the ‘silence’ which creates such opportunity. Rather, it is the 

referencing of other artforms which then sets up an initial expectation of what will happen 

within the performance, for it then to be frustrated and challenged. Matteo Ravasio (2018) 

refers to this compositional strategy as parasitic in the sense it is “dependent on the existence of 

the art form to which they refer” (p. 397), in other words, 4’33” could not exist if it was not for 

music and the expectations typically active in music performances. The notion of the parasitic 

and its role in activating (and then disrupting) expectations becomes a particularly important 

compositional clew as the thesis progresses. This will be demonstrated as the thesis progresses. 

Though often associated with the field of music, 4’33” was part of, and reflects, a wider 

movement of avant-garde artists working across media such as fluxus, happenings, and other 

forms of performance art which defy categorisation (Allain and Harvie, 2014). These artworks, 

though difficult to classify, often shared a rejection of the typical centrality of the art object, the 
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artist, and stability of boundaries between media and non-media (Smith, 2002). Instead,  these 

artworks embraced the possibility of contingency, “interweave[ing] heterogeneous experiences 

– habitual, accidental, or extraordinary – with all things in a creative weave of encounter in flux” 

(Fredrickson, 2019, p. 34), across a constant state of impermanence. Here, even the “act of 

sitting is perceived as a dynamic stillness – one sits in a vigorously prescribed posture, 

unmoving, yet constituted by interior processes in constant motion: the heart beats, blood 

courses through the veins” (Patrick, 2010, p. 52). Alike 4’33”, performance ‘scores’ became a 

compositional strategy to provide a departure point for a performance, which is then either 

developed or finalised by others, literally or through intellectual effort (Concannon, 2014). 

Though 4’33” helps to underscore the compositional strategies of embracing indeterminacy 

and chance here - particularly with the role of the parasitic - the performance artwork of Yoko 

Ono (2000), which employs the same strategies, has particular resonance with the 

contemporary conditions of precariousness. That is, Ono’s minimalist, zen-like, and conceptual 

form of instructional poems often referenced the natural world, peace, and freedom, as a 

counter-response to the violences inflicted on people at the time, including through racism, 

sexism, and war (Jones, 2018; Fredrickson, 2019). Specifically, Ono intentionally adopts the 

stance that “A dream you dream alone is just a dream. A dream we dream together is reality” 

whereby affirmation “is a collective willing of the imaginary into reality, whether it be the 

transformation of a square into a circle or the end of war” (Concannon, 2014, p. 108). Yet 

Ono’s approach does not only rely on positive affirmation, but also “an honesty that recognizes 

reality even as it seeks to transform it” (ibid).  

For example, “Voice Piece for Soprano” (see below) was originally composed in 1961 but has 

been performed ever since in different settings and many are documented in digital repositories 

like YouTube. Although it stands alone as a four-line instruction piece, it was also installed in 

art galleries with a microphone and large speakers, for Ono and others to perform it. Despite 

its minimalist form, the ‘scream… against’ points to the frustration and anxiety of precarious 

conditions, including for women, ethnic minorities, and those experiencing war, as well as a 

desire and expression away from blockage (the wall) towards liberation (connoted by 

referenced to the wind and sky) (Barrett, 2016). Indeed, the individualistic nature of the piece 

highlights the precariousness of marginalised positions in society and the difficulty of such 

groups attempting to change systems (recall the same frustration from James Leadbitter’s Ship 

of Fools). Nonetheless, when Voice Piece for Soprano has been performed in the Museum of 

Modern Art, it has been so disruptive and disturbing to the silence which is expected within 

galleries, that the speakers may be lowered or even turned off (Halperin, 2010). 

Figure 8 Voice Piece for Soprano by Yoko Ono (source: Twitter) 

 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da_rW6xX0AA1Rjq?format=jpg
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“Wish Tree”, a piece created in 1996 but which continues to be performed today (Mason, 

2020), reflects a similar minimalist form (see below). However, it sits in contrast to Voice Piece 

for Soprano as it points more explicitly to the affirmative power of The Wish, the power of 

collective effort (rather than the individual in Voice Piece for Soprano), and the affirmative 

imagination in creative processes. In Wish Tree, Ono therefore foregrounds the stance that 

collective imagination is a revolutionary act, building a greater strength when working together 

(as referenced by the width and stability of the totality of the tree) rather than the singularity and 

relative weakness of individuals (as references by the singular wish leaf or even branch) 

(Concannon, 2014). Nonetheless, compositionally, both Voice Piece for Soprano and Wish 

Tree embrace indeterminacy and chance, as each time the pieces are performed, they are 

performed differently due to the different bodily contributions of the participants, their voices, 

their wishes and circumstances, and locations – and in each case, denying the possibility of 

exact replication (Concannon, 2014).  

 

 Figure 9 Wish Tree by Yoko Ono (source: Public Delivery) 

 

Contemporary performance artworks also display such open-ended performance scores as 

compositional strategies to encourage participation and collaborative performance. For 

example, the Institute for the Art and Practice of Dissent at Home (2017) create collaborative 

performances involving all members of the family in home and in public spaces. In response to 

the austerity politics of 2015, the Institute invited people to a “Manifesto Slam” in Liverpool, 

and provided the instructional ‘score’ to guide the performance; “[t]o get in, participants had to 

bring their own 3-minute Manifesto” (ibid, p. 1) which could be performed in any way they 

wished – it could be slammed, sang, danced, read, shouted, screamed (ibid). Subsequently, the 

piece was then extended to a shopping centre in St Helens, where “Manifestoval – a festival of 

manifestos” was hosted through a wooden bench where people narrated a manifesto for St 

Helens. Importantly the bench was a symbolic gesture referencing the removal of benches from 

the shopping centre which removed the opportunities for local people to connect. Similar 

processes have been used to co-create a map of immigrant workers to “show the systemic 

discrimination towards vulnerable and racialised im/migrant workers” (Rogers Hall et al, 2017, 

p. 116). As will be shown through this thesis, the open-ended performance score takes on a 

significant role within the artistic compositional practices of this research. It will be returned to 

shortly.   

https://publicdelivery.org/yoko-ono-wish-tree/
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In sum, compositional strategies which foreground indeterminacy and chance create creative 

spaces for others to participate in performance, both in terms of the emerging co-construction 

of a piece, and its potential finalisation. This includes, for example, removing the ability of the 

artist to control the wider situational influences when a piece is performed to enable others and 

wider circumstances to influence the performance, and by referencing other art forms to 

activate certain expectations which can then be questioned or challenged (i.e. parasitizing). 

Such strategies can be deployed at the individual level, collective level, and through such, can 

embody messages which reflect a wider critique or resistance or positive aspiration. As such, 

the processuality of artworks through indeterminacy and chance resonate closely with the ways 

in which work becomes precarious under permanent performance (Zervou, 2017); but rather 

than constant contingency placing bodily pressure on workers, it is embraced as a creative 

strategy to subvert the domination of the artist, the binaries of artist-spectator, the artistic object, 

and therefore enable co-production and participation in artistic practice. To reiterate and 

return to an earlier point that precarity in the context of performance art can help in “leaning 

away from habit, stepping outside of comfort zones, chancing the speculative and uncertain act 

of critical thinking” and can therefore undermine the commodification of work and life (Ridout 

and Schneider, 2012, p. 9). 

 

2.7 Primacy of interpersonal relationality and intimacy 

The fifth theme that resonates with the question of how performance art explores the 

permanent performance of work under conditions of precariousness relates to interpersonal 

relationality and intimacy. Performance artists often use quotidian social interactions as a point 

of departure to devise performances (Lin, 2016), and by limiting the scale and foregrounding 

the immediacy of a performance seems to highlight the intensity of the immediate 

interdependence of an encounter, and thereby the sort of ontological state of precariousness 

that Judith Butler has referred to (Butler, 2015). Indeed, others have described the way in 

which intimate experiences go beyond an awareness and knowledge of bodily moves, towards 

“an extra intention… an out-of-body experience” (Athey and Cassils, 2019, location 4438). As 

such, foregrounding intimacy in performances seems to “act in opposition to the currency of 

spectacle and scale” that are typical in arts institutions and events (Etchells and Field, 2019, 

location 1411) and enables a shifted sense of “agency, creativity and freedom” whereby “the 

body is reclaimed from a state of commodification and rationalisation” (Serafini, 2018, p172). 

Such compositional strategies can therefore potentially subvert demands for larger scale 

performances which have the potential for productive and profitable outcomes. 

One of the earliest performance artists whose works have become seminal pieces with respect 

to interpersonal relationality and intimacy is Marina Abramović; her performance artworks 

have included “Rhythm O” in 1964, “Night Sea Crossing” with her (then) partner Ulay in 1981, 

and more recently “The Artist is Present” performed since 2010). In terms of the first of these, 

Rhythm O involved her 

lying prone on a table for six hours surrounded by 72 instruments of her choosing, 

including matches, lipstick, saws, nails and even a gun with a single bullet in the 

chamber. Visitors were invited to do what they ‘desired’ to her body and many 

responded with vicious intent, marking, probing and scratching her (O’Hagan, 2019, 

location 1387). 
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Rhythm O posits the ultimate interdependence of the artist to the audience, both exposing and 

creating unmediated vulnerability to the extreme event of death. As such, the piece directly 

speaks to the precariousness that Judith Butler describes, where “the body cannot be fully 

dissociated from the infrastructural and environmental conditions of its living and acting” 

(Butler, 2015, p. 65). Indeed, the ‘unmediated’ aspect for Abramović is important to access the 

“true reality” of the limits and risk of her body involved in the performance, as distinct from 

theatre (O’Hagan, 2019). Yet the piece also implicates the audience, and amplifies their own 

complicity in perpetuating the interdependence, vulnerability, and actual and potential violence 

that is occurring. As Amelia Jones articulates in the encounter, “the artist’s body… is in one way 

or another activating the bodies of audience members, who become explicit participants in the 

construction of meaning and value” (2018, p. 21).  

However, the intensity of this interpersonal relationality and intimacy seems to take on a 

different character in “Night Sea Crossing” (1981) where the focus moves from an artist-

audience dynamic to one of two lovers. The piece involved the performers sitting “still, silent, 

and without eating, facing each other across a table for seven to twelve hours at a time over 

several days” (Allain and Harvie, 2014, p. 15). Here, Night Sea Crossing seems to extend the 

exploration of relationality and vulnerability in relation to endurance, resonating with the 

demands and implications of romantic commitments. Yet such explorations are extended even 

further almost three decades later through “The Artist is Present” (2010 onwards), where the 

composition echoes Night Sea Crossing very closely. Here, rather than with a single lover, 

Abramović invites the public into the chair to be present with her and gaze into her eyes for as 

long as they wish (though this was later limited to 10 minutes – see Kunzru, 2016). It was 

Abramović’s longest performance to date, performing the piece during the opening hours of 

the Museum of Modern Art, 7 days per week, over two and a half months, that is, for 716 

hours (the exact details are, however, reported differently, see Coonfield, 2019). 

For Abramović, the piece explores the “illusion of time” as raised by Tehching Hsieh’s Time 

Clock Piece work discussed earlier, but does so by foregrounding a wider sense of relationality 

and intimacy as a more important concept. Juxtaposed in time to Night Sea Crossing, The 

Artist is Present signals a wider sense of human interdependence and vulnerability beyond a 

loving relationship, but that should be resonant of such intention and attention. Indeed, 

Abramović has previously described the “openness and extreme vulnerability” in her 

performance work as a dialogue where she becomes “completely open and vulnerable” 

(Brawner, 2013, p. 213). She describes this relationality and intimacy as becoming “a mirror for 

them of their own emotions” (O’Hagan, 2019, location 1304) and “I give people a space to 

simply sit in silence and communicate with me deeply… they take this religious experience 

from it” (ibid, location 1318). This sort of ‘presence’, it is argued, is needed given the 

precariousness of current society where each moment is “continuously devalued and degraded 

by everything currently waiting on the periphery for our attention, our action, and our passion” 

(Coonfield, 2019, p. 315). Or, as Abramović has previously said, people are “technology 

invalids” and the “immediacy of performance” is “the cure” (ibid). 

However, The Artist is Present also explores and exemplifies the way in which permanent 

performance and such relationality and intimacy works; the demands of the performance were 

not just sitting in front of Marina Abramović. In one way, the performance included the 

experience leading up to the event, such as queuing all night to be able to sit with Abramović 

and “waiting” in anticipation whilst inside the performance space (O’Hagan, 2019, location 
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1318). As argued by Amelia Jones, regardless of whether a body is literally involved in a 

performance or not,  

a relational bond happens… conceptually and corporeally, as well as psychologically and 

phenomenologically — bodily experiences, gestures, and of course the glue of desire or 

the repelling force of anxiety, anger, or other negative feelings provide the 

intersubjective connectors/dividers that make artwork based on encountering function 

the way it does (Jones, 2018, p. 21, original emphasis). 

In another way, the performance extended into the non-performance time. Indeed, Abramović 

had herself noted that the time between performances was filled with preparing for the 

performance “physically, mentally… I learn to eat certain foods so that I don’t have to go to the 

toilet for seven hours. I learn to sleep in short bursts at night… so even the non-performing is 

intense” (Marina Abramović in O’Hagan, 2019, location 1332). This illustrates the relentless 

demands of performance, echoing the demands of Tehching Hsieh’s Time Clock Piece 

discussed earlier, where under conditions of precariousness, performance becomes permanent.  

More recently, other performance artists have explored the ways in which precariousness can 

be embodied in performance. For example, Antonio de la Fe and Robert Vesty performed “A 

Piece For Two (Lovers)” which also speaks directly to the theme of interpersonal relationality 

and intimacy under conditions of precariousness (Vesty and de la Fe, 2017). The 15-minute 

performance included the two performers walking on stage to exchange 

mp3 players containing a performance score we had each made, in secret, for the other. 

Listening through personal headphones, we pressed ‘play’ at the same time and 

performed the scores at the same time. The audience could not hear the scores we 

were listening to. They could, however, witness two male performers dancing and not 

dancing, talking and singing, dressing up and undressing, as they carried out each 

other’s instructions for the very first time. (ibid, p. 166). 

For Vesty and de la Fe, A Piece for Two (Lovers) directly resonates with the discussion about 

precariousness in terms of its relevance to their own living and working circumstances as 

precarious workers (and lovers), in terms of its composition, and because it was un-rehearsed 

(ibid). In terms of the first of these points, the piece points to a dual ontological state of human 

intimacy; the piece is framed not just Two people performing together but one which is 

parenthesised as a particular sort (as Lovers). This duality is reflected compositionally, where 

the piece embodies a volatility from apparently un-coordinated and dis-harmonious action 

from each performer crossing over each other in a ‘messy and dysfunctional’ manner (ibid, p. 

6). Vesty and de la Fe reflected the immediacy of the pressures under circumstances of 

precariousness: 

At times our performances remained in calm juxtaposition, at other times they 

interfered with each other chaotically – either one of us being asked to perform a task 

on the other while at the same time attempting to keep to the tasks instructed through 

the individual scores (2017, p. 7). 

Yet precarity also appears in the denial of the ability to rehearse, again reflective of the speed or 

immediacy at which workers need to be able to perform at work, and materially experienced 

through anxiety and a feeling of being “totally unprepared for the task” (ibid). Yet as Vesty and 

de la Fe point out, whereas the intentional composition of the performance and the denial of 
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rehearsal demonstrated fiery volatility, it also demonstrated that by delivering under such 

precarious circumstances exemplified an intimate trust in one another. As such, coupled with 

the framing of the title of the piece, A Piece for Two (Lovers) suggests how intimate 

relationality may be affected under circumstances of precarity, but also that the conditions of 

intimacy – and the trust it offers – is perhaps needed to be able perform under circumstances 

of precariousness. 

In sum, there are various compositional strategies that artists use to foreground interpersonal 

relationality and intimacy, but this varies depending on how performance is conceptualised. 

With a relatively narrow conception of performance, bodies are physically in the same room 

together. Here, foregrounding relationality and intimacy can include limiting the scale of a 

performance, both in terms of the performers or participants involved in the performance, and 

in terms of the space in which a piece is performed, but it can also involve submitting one’s 

own body to the will of others or exposing own vulnerabilities such as not rehearsing. Such 

compositional strategies exemplify the precariousness of interpersonal relationality in terms of 

creating or exposing interdependencies and the resultant vulnerabilities of doing so. However, 

with a broader conception of performance, the experience of relationality and intimacy is not 

dependent on bodies being physically present, given that people experience performance both 

corporeally and conceptually; bodily gestures generate affective responses which are materially 

felt in the body and act as ‘intersubjective connectors/dividers’. As such, these compositional 

strategies can extend beyond the performance of physically present bodies, including in the 

lead up to it, after it, or when the artist is otherwise ‘not-performing’. Once again, this returns 

us to the all-encompassing demands of permanent performance and how it implicates human 

relationality and intimacy even when not physically close. 

 

2.8 A conceptual framework 

The previous section outlined the five themes that resonated with the focus of this study, that is, 

how performance art explores permanent performance of work under conditions of 

precariousness. At this stage in the study, the themes function as a way of locating this research 

within the extant literature and practice, making explicit “the thread of doing-thinking” (Nelson, 

2013, p. 11) in this piece of research. To recap, the five themes were: the troubled experiences 

of workers, the endurance of repetitive everyday ‘work’, the processuality of artwork through 

indeterminacy and chance, the primacy of interpersonal relationality and intimacy, and the way 

situational pressures can be embraced as a route to agency. The themes and key aspects 

explored in the extant literature and practice are summarised in Table 1 below.   
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Table 1 Summary of clews from the extant literature and practice 

Theme Example performance 

artwork/artist 

Explored aspect of precariousness Example artistic compositional strategies / clews 

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers 

The Smiling 

Workman / Dine 

Dismaland / Banksy 

Café / Hunt & Darton 

• Emotional toll of work, and the lack 

of satisfaction and fulfilment of work 

• Omnipresent expectations of 

consumerism 

• Self-precarisation 

• Reference dissatisfaction at work – as a permanent 

state or during moments of interaction 

• Reference precarity issues at work or their 

consequences 

• Self-imposed precarity 

Endurance of 

repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’ 

Maintenance Art / 

Ukeles 

Time Clock Piece / 

Hsieh 

• Omnipresence of un-recognised and 

un-rewarded work and workers 

• Ownership of time and the all-

encompassing demand of 

performance 

• Isolation of work 

• Extreme repetition reflects all-encompassing nature of 

precarity 

• Target specific groups of workers who experience 

precarity 

• Reference restriction and isolation whilst at work 

Embracing 

situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency 

Fluids / Kaprow 

People vs the 

Banksters / Leadbitter 

Mucus Factory / 

O’Brien 

• Simultaneous demands for useful-

ness (productivity) and useless-ness 

(consumerism) 

• Play as denial of purpose to subvert 

demands 

• Reversing asymmetries and self-

imposition as tactics for agency 

• Collective performance score to reference workplaces 

• ‘Planned obsolescence and decay’: explores demands 

for useful-ness (productivity) and useless-ness 

(consumerism), and activates play  

• Target own experiences of precarity 

• Reverse typical power relations 
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Theme Example performance 

artwork/artist 

Explored aspect of precariousness Example artistic compositional strategies / clews 

Processuality of 

artwork 

through 

indeterminacy 

and chance 

4’33” / Cage 

Voice Piece for 

Soprano / Ono 

Manifestoval / Institute 

for the Art and 

Practice of Dissent at 

Home 

• Denial of finalisation to subvert 

commodification, consumption, and 

the artist’s ego 

• Diversity of practice as reflective of 

life flux, resistance to finalisation and 

domination 

• Minimalist performance ‘scores’ to 

enable other people or 

circumstances to finish corporeally 

or conceptually 

• Minimalist performance scores to embody precarity as 

in-flux / un-finalised / un-fixed allowing circumstances 

to influence performance 

• Parasitize other familiar forms to explore expectations  

• Reference local precarity issues and their 

consequences 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality 

and intimacy 

The Artist is Present / 

Abramović 
A Piece For Two 

(Lovers) / de la Fe and 

Vesty 

• Proximity, scale and link to 

interdependence and vulnerability 

• Performance beyond bodily 

proximity; before, during, after, and 

non-performing 

• Love as normative condition to 

rebalance and relocate presence in a 

frenetic life 

• 1-2-1 interaction 

• Reference love / romance / hope 

• Performance as performing, non-performing, before, 

during, and after 

• Performing and overlaying un-known performance 

scores 

• Un-rehearsal as facilitating sense of precarity 
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The table highlights heterogeneity in the areas explored by performance artworks and artists in 

relation to permanent performance under conditions of precariousness, including how it 

implicates the bodies of specific groups of workers (such as art workers) through to everyone 

living in the contemporary society (such as capitalism or consumerism). The table also 

summarises the compositional strategies employed throughout the chapter, ranging from 

conceptual (such as minimalistic scores enabling others to finalise a piece as an act of agency 

amongst an otherwise controlled work life) through to imminently literal (such as not rehearsing 

a piece to add a sense of precarity in the moment). The table does not document the particular 

histories, experiences and circumstances of the individual artists which largely shape each of the 

pieces, for example, an artist’s experience of mental health, being a woman of colour, or being 

an illegal immigrant. These are important in relation to the methodological aspects of this 

study, and will be discussed further in the next chapter. 

However, the discussion so far has not attempted to discuss and highlight areas that have not 

yet been tackled by performance artworks, as a way of developing the more particular focus of 

this study. One way of doing this is to overlay a contemporary conceptual framework which has 

resonance with the focus of the study, thereby identifying areas which have been explored, and 

areas which have been under-explored or even areas that have not yet been explored. There 

are a number of conceptual frameworks which resonate with permanent performance under 

conditions of precarity, including stress management at work (Herr et al, 2018), managing 

resilience at work (Kossek and Perrigino, 2016), thriving at work (Kleine et al, 2019), or 

wellbeing at work (Lomas, 2019). However, despite being entangled within a capitalist 

discourse and intention to drive productivity, the differentiation of the conceptual frameworks 

is not clear cut and remains a longstanding critique of scientific work in such areas. In addition, 

stress and resilience management approaches have been associated with managerial agendas to 

squeeze even more from staff without changing the very work structures which create the very 

problems which make stress and resilience interventions necessary in the first place (Fougère 

and Meriläinen, 2019). Similarly, thriving at work is particularly associated with a state 

foregrounding individual vitality and growth towards increasing success, or striving, an ideal 

which is diametrically opposed to performance art in general, and in particular, some of the 

themes and pieces discussed earlier. 

Whilst all options are entangled with managerial intention, wellbeing has become, more 

recently, most commonly associated with the arts, and as discussed earlier in the chapter, often 

a route to instrumentalising artistic practice. In particular, wellbeing at work specifically focuses 

on the “quality of an employee’s experience of work and performance” (Pagán-Castaño et al, 

2020, p. 2, emphasis added), or more particularly a “state of successful performance 

throughout a life course integrating physical, cognitive and socio-emotional function” (Pollard 

and Davidson, 2001, p. 10, emphasis added). As wellbeing at work typically foregrounds 

subjective experiences of work and performance, physical and mental health, and relationships 

(Pagán-Castaño et al, 2020), there are clear resonances with the five themes identified in the 

extant literature on how performance art explores permanent performance in the conditions of 

precariousness. 
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One of the most comprehensive conceptual frameworks for wellbeing at work was recently 

conducted by Tim Lomas (2019). As a multidimensional framework, it offers the opportunity 

to undertake a more nuanced and detailed analysis of wellbeing at work (Lomas, 2019). 

Lomas’s work expresses the dimensions of wellbeing at work as work-related drivers of 

wellbeing, including psychological drivers (which includes strengths, emotions, purpose and 

personal development), physical drivers (which includes health and safety, workload and 

scheduling, control and content), and socio-cultural drivers (which includes relationships, 

leadership, values and reward-recognition) (Lomas, 2019). A summary is provided below. 

Table 2 Summary of work-related drivers of wellbeing at work 

Psychological Physical Socio-cultural 

• Strengths 

• Emotions 

• Purpose 

• Personal and 

professional 

development 

• Health and safety 

• Workload and 

scheduling 

• Control and content 

• Relationships 

• Leadership 

• Values 

• Reward-recognition 

 

Whilst Lomas’s work is the most comprehensive it is a product of scientific method, so is 

bound by expression and exposure from that worldview, and therefore will embody privileges 

and blindspots like any perspective. A reflexive strategy of exploring the limits of this, it can be 

helpful to adopt an additional framework which was intentionally for public or mass use in 

practice. Here, an alternative contemporary framework for wellbeing is the “Five Ways of 

Wellbeing” framework which has become increasingly commonplace in a range of settings 

including but not limited to workplaces (Farrier et al, 2019). The original framework was 

derived from research funded by the UK government to incrementally and positively nudge the 

mental health of the whole population, for wider social and economic benefit. As such, the 

insights gained from the project was generated and packaged up the for widespread 

consumption in community and organisational spaces. It was later adapted into the “Six Ways 

of Wellbeing” (SLAM, 2013), which is outlined with the communication commonly associated 

with each category.  
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Table 3 Summary of The Six Ways of Wellbeing (SLAM, 2013) 

1. Be Active… Go for a walk 

or run. Step outside. Cycle. 

Play a game. Garden. Dance. 

Exercising makes you feel 

good. Most importantly, 

discover a physical activity 

that you enjoy; one that suits 

your level of mobility and 

fitness. 

2. Keep Learning … Try 

something new. Rediscover 

an old interest. Sign up for 

that course. Take on a 

different responsibility at 

work. Fix a bike. Learn to 

play an instrument or how to 

cook your favourite food. Set 

a challenge you will enjoy 

achieving. Learning new 

things will make you more 

confident, as well as being 

fun to do. 

3. Give … Do something nice 

for a friend, or a stranger. 

Thank someone. Smile. 

Volunteer your time. Join a 

community group. Look out, 

as well as in. Seeing yourself, 

and your happiness, linked 

to the wider community can 

be incredibly rewarding and 

will create connections with 

the people around you. 

4. Connect … With the 

people around you. With 

family, friends, colleagues 

and neighbours. At home, 

work, school or in your local 

community. Think of these 

as the cornerstones of your 

life and invest time in 

developing them. Building 

these connections will 

support and enrich you every 

day. 

5. Take Notice … Be 

curious. Catch sight of the 

beautiful. Remark on the 

unusual. Notice the changing 

seasons. Savour the moment, 

whether you are on a train, 

eating lunch or talking to 

friends. Be aware of the 

world around you and what 

you are feeling. Reflecting on 

your experiences will help 

you appreciate what matters 

to you. 

6. Care For The Planet … 

look after your community 

and the world.  Make small 

changes to your life that will 

reduce your energy use, 

recycle more, leave the car at 

home, use low energy light 

bulbs, small steps to a 

greener life can make a 

difference. 

 

Together, the two frameworks provide a framework to analyse the wellbeing areas that have 

already been explored through performance artworks, and those areas which have been under-

explored. A summary of the comparison is presented in Table 4, where the five themes and 

issues explored are cross-referenced against Tim Lomas’s work-related drivers of wellbeing at 

work and the Six Ways of Wellbeing. The table highlights that the works have already explored 

many areas of wellbeing, including emotions (especially how wider demands affect our 

emotions under precarity), workload and scheduling (especially the implications of permanent 

performance), health and safety (the bodily risks and slow death of wider conditions), reward-

recognition (especially the lack of), relationships (especially intimacy and presence), strengths 

(especially the positive endurance and resilience of bodies), control and content (especially 

participatory approaches and self-determination), leadership (especially in relation to 

participatory approaches), and the alignment of purpose and values (especially in becoming 

aware of how wider systems determine what is valued and what is not, and the ‘absurdity’ of 

working without purpose). 
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However, the analysis also highlights an area in both frameworks where performance artworks 

and artists have not yet explored; personal and professional development (Lomas, 2019) and 

keep learning (SLAM, 2013). Personal and professional development, as a work-related driver 

of wellbeing, highlights the role of human growth and change in wellbeing at work, which Tim 

Lomas conceptualises as potentially including cognitive, career, moral, and ego development, 

and that which can be grown through continuous improvement, vocational, skills training, and 

work-based self-determination initiatives (Lomas, 2019, p. 74). For clarity, the latter of these, 

‘work-place self-determination initiatives’ should be read in relation to personal development, 

rather than being the same as the other category of ‘control and content’. In other words, it 

relates to personal and professional development through ‘work-based self-determination’, i.e. 

the worker has a sense of control in deciding what they need to develop and how. The notion 

of human growth and change can therefore include functional technical skills through to 

developing new ideas of what it might be to act ethically at work. This wide conceptualisation of 

learning is also encapsulated by the “Six Ways of Wellbeing” framework. 

Workplace and professional learning scholar, Stephen Billett (2014), provides a more detailed 

and nuanced framework of what personal and professional development might encompass, 

including what he calls practice curriculum, practice pedagogies, and personal epistemologies. 

In terms of the first of these, practice curriculum includes professional development which 

occurs through “participation in that practice” (i.e. learning by doing) as well as “specific 

arrangements that assist securing experiences that otherwise would not occur” (e.g. 

secondments, special projects) (p. 683). Practice pedagogies, on the other hand, “refer to 

means by which learning experiences might be enriched or augmented” (p. 686), such as direct 

instruction, coaching, mentoring, and storytelling. The final aspect of personal and professional 

development through Billett’s model are personal epistemologies, or personal ways of knowing 

which are learning processes not “relying on individuals teaching or being taught… and, 

perhaps, most principally, processes of mimesis (e.g. observing and imitation), listening, and 

actively engaging in work tasks and interactions” (p. 688). Emerging evidence suggests personal 

and professional development in the context of precarious work is often characterised by 

“undertaking free online courses/tutorials, learning by receiving feedback, collaborating with 

others, self-study of literature, making notes when learning” (Margaryan, 2019, p. 250).  

In principle, all performance artworks might create opportunities for these types of personal 

and professional development, for example, for other artists developing their technical skill of 

presence, or for participants to reflect on the values and ethics of bankers (or Banksters). 

However, this is not the question being explored in this study. Rather, this study has located the 

areas of investigation in the ways in which performance artworks explore the permanent 

performance of work under conditions of precariousness. The cross-referencing of the works 

against a multidimensional framework of wellbeing at work has highlighted that these artworks 

have explored most of the dimensions of wellbeing at work. The area that remains 

underexplored relates to how performance artworks can be inflected to explore the permanent 
performance of work under conditions of precariousness in the context of personal and 
professional development. It is not surprising that such an area remains underexplored given 

how some of the performance artworks discussed here problematise – or actively resist – 

formal institutional spaces which might attempt to commercially benefit from the work and 

worker-employer relationships. This underexplored dimension therefore becomes an 

intentional area of exploration, through the five themes of permanent performance of work 

under conditions of precariousness discussed in this chapter, as shown in Figure 3 below. In 
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totality, this acts as the framework underpinning the conceptual and methodological aspects of 

this study, as discussed in the next chapter. 

Table 4 Extant explorations by work-related drivers and six ways to wellbeing 

Legend: + and – indicate relationship between theme and aspect of wellbeing 

Theme Explored aspect of precariousness Comparison to work-

related drivers for 

wellbeing (Lomas, 

2019) 

Comparison to Six 

Ways of Wellbeing 

(SLAM, 2013) 

Troubled 

experiences 

of workers 

• Emotional toll of work, and the 

lack of satisfaction and fulfilment of 

work 

• Omnipresent expectations of 

consumerism 

• Self-precarisation 

• Emotions ( – ) 

• Relationships 

( – ) 

• Reward and 

recognition ( – ) 

• Values ( – ) 

• Connect ( – ) 

 

Endurance of 

repetitive, 

everyday 

‘work’ 

• Omnipresence of un-recognised 

and un-rewarded work and workers 

• Ownership of time and the all-

encompassing demand of 

performance 

• Isolation of work 

• Reward and 

recognition ( – ) 

• Workload and 

scheduling ( – ) 

• Health and 

safety ( – ) 

• Strength ( + ) 

• Values ( – ) 

• Be active ( – ) 

Embracing 

situational 

pressures as a 

route to 

agency 

• Simultaneous demands for useful-

ness (productivity) and useless-ness 

(consumerism) 

• Play as denial of purpose to subvert 

demands 

• Reversing asymmetries and self-

imposition as tactics for agency 

• Control and 

content 

( + – ) 

• Strength(s) 

( + – ) 

• Purpose ( + – ) 

• Be active ( + ) 

Processuality 

of artwork 

through 

indeterminacy 

and chance 

• Denial of finalisation to subvert 

commodification, consumption, 

and the artist’s ego 

• Diversity of practice as reflective of 

life flux, resistance to finalisation 

and domination 

• Minimalist performance ‘scores’ to 

enable other people or 

circumstances to finish corporeally 

or conceptually 

• Leadership 

( + – ) 

• Purpose ( + ) 

• Take notice ( + ) 

• Care for the 

planet ( + ) 

• Give ( + ) 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality 

and intimacy 

• Proximity and scale and link to 

interdependence and vulnerability 

• Performance beyond bodily 

proximity; before, during, after, 

and non-performing 

• Love as normative condition to 

rebalance and relocate presence in 

a frenetic life 

• Emotions ( + ) 

• Relationships 

( + ) 

• Connect ( + ) 

• Take notice ( + ) 

• Give ( + ) 
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Figure 10 Summary of clews for methodological framework 
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Chapter 3 Methods 

The discussion so far has highlighted my experiential point of departure as someone coming to 

wellness with illness, where my own body has become vulnerable to the wear and tear effects of 

prolonged exposure and compliant participation in work. Yet this point of departure not only 

describes my own experience; a productive drive not only taints my own experience but 

seemingly global contexts where stress and death in and from work has reached shocking 

levels. Such consequences have been explored and conceptualised as permanent performance, 

where wider conditions in society diffuse boundaries between performing and not-performing 

work. Such moves are entangled with wider conditions of precariousness, where because of 

interdependence, work and life are vulnerable to the demands and desires of others, and so 

they become flexible, un-fixed, and transient. As such, they place biopolitical demands on 

working bodies, an area which performance art has explored and questioned for decades, 

particularly in relation to the troubled experiences of workers, the endurance of repetitive 

everyday ‘work’, the processuality of artwork through indeterminacy and chance, the primacy 

of interpersonal relationality and intimacy, and the way situational pressures can be embraced 

as a route to agency. 

Yet despite this extensive set of explorations, an area which has remained underexplored is 

how performance artworks explore personal and professional development, as a driver of 

wellbeing at work, in relation to the permanent performance of work under conditions of 

precariousness. With this in mind, this chapter clarifies the methodological framework and 

methods employed in this study. It starts by outlining the research aim, objectives and questions 

which then frame the broad methodological approach which adopts three intertwined, 

methodological strands: theory (framed by the material in the literature review and resultant 

conceptual framework from the previous chapter), performance-art making and its 

documentation, and auto-ethnographic practices. The chapter concludes with the ethical 

approval procedures which were secured as part of this study. 

3.1 Research aim, questions, and objectives 

The aim of the research targets the underexplored area highlighted above, to develop a 

framework to inflect performance artworks to explore personal and professional development 

in relation to the precarity of permanent performance. The research question is therefore: how 

can performance artworks be inflected to explore the permanent performance of work under 

conditions of precariousness in the context of personal and professional development? In 

order to address this research question and aim, the research objectives are to: 

• Create a conceptual and methodological framework which explores personal and 

professional development in relation to the precarity of permanent performance, 

• Create performance artworks which aim to explore personal and professional 

development in relation to the permanent performance of work under conditions of 

precariousness, 

• Document the design, making and performance of the artworks, 

• Analyse the making and performance of the artworks, auto-ethnographic fieldwork, and 

documentation, to identify new insights into how performance artworks can be inflected 

to explore personal and professional development in relation to the precarity of 

permanent performance. 
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3.2 Performance-as-research methodological approach  

There are a variety of research perspectives which might help to elucidate answers to above 

research question, and one crude conceptualisation of approaches is quantitative, qualitative, 

and performative (Haseman, 2006). The first and second of these approaches refer to forms of 

inquiry which are supposedly oppositional in relation to objective/subjective stances and related 

im/partial, dis/passionate and attached/detached researcher perspectives and participation 

(Haller, 2018). Indeed, this worldview is reflected in current research which links performance, 

arts and wellbeing, as alluded to earlier, and exemplified in the extreme as calculations of 

‘return on investment’ of performance and arts interventions. Even these calculations are 

critiqued using terms symbolic of the ‘scientific method’ used in medical and public policy 

research (Goulding, 2014). 

Such expectations relate to the proportion of initiatives which adopt ‘formal evaluation’ 

methodologies (APPG, 2017), the sample sizes which are required to confidently demonstrate 

statistical significance (Fleischer and Grehan 2016), the use of standardized measurement 

instruments and other comparative controls in experimental designs (Bickerdike et al., 2017), 

methodological triangulation (Goulding, 2014), researcher independence (Beard, 2012), and 

longitudinal analyses which aid the pinpointing of the longer-term efficacy or return of such 

approaches (Carnes et al. 2017). Here, the performativity drive appears as an instrumental 

utilisation of arts as an intervention to enhance and improve, which should be meticulously 

measured by scientists, for wider consumption in and through the wider health and policy 

system.  

Yet it is now acknowledged that contemporary performance research can include “wildly 

diverse approaches to what counts as artistic research and development, [as well as] interaction 

with unlikely forms, locations, and communities” (Schmidt, 2019, location 3089). As discussed 

earlier, an experiential departure point of this study emanated from my own performances of 

illness and wellness at work, and as such, my own passionate attachment to explore the focus of 

this research through performance. This perhaps reflects a wider performance research 

commitment to crossing the ‘membranes’ of boundaries and “braiding together disparate and 

stratified ways of knowing” (Conquergood, 2016: 44). This study is therefore articulated as: 

three crisscrossing lines of activity and analysis… (1) as a work of imagination, as an 

object of study; (2) as a pragmatics of inquiry (both as model and method), as an optic 

and operator of research; (3) as a tactics of intervention, an alternative space of struggle. 

(Conquergood, 2016, p. 44). 

Within this domain, a methodological stance which “thrives on a proliferation of types of 

creative and investigative difference” (Kershaw, 2009: 15) is practice-as-research and seemingly 

reflects dimensions of imagination, inquiry and intervention of sorts. This indicates how it can 

be understood as a form of mixed-methods and multi-modal research whereby “a practice… is 

submitted as substantial evidence of a research inquiry” (Nelson, 2013: 9). Or as Hasemen 

(2006: 6) describes, foregrounds the ‘primacy of practice’ whereby research is: 

expressed in nonnumeric data, but in forms of symbolic data other than words in 

discursive text. These include material forms of practice, of still and moving images, of 

music and sound, of live action and digital code. 
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Nelson (2013) describes practice-as-research as being underpinned by praxis, where theory is 

intentionally imbricated within practice (and which Nelson uses interchangeably with intelligent 

practice or material thinking). Here, as Nelson recognised the complex and multi-layered 

nature of arts knowing and knowledge, he refers to a variety of aspects which can have a 

dialogic and processual relationship and which have different forms of evidencing, thereby 

emerging and developing over time as a metaphoric ‘liquid knowing’ (ibid). One aspect relates 

to ‘know-that’, or the objective, distant knowing, such as the number of deaths estimated to be 

attributable from the management practices in organisation life, and which is documented 

through the literature. A second aspect related to ‘know-how’, which is the closer, tacit, and 

embodied knowing which is partly documented through practice and changes to practices over 

time. And finally, ‘know-what’, which attempts to make the tacit explicit, and which is partly 

documented critical forms of reflection to capture insights into what works, the methods 

adopted, the principles used in art making and performing, and the outcomes of such artworks 

(Nelson, 2013: 37). As such, Nelson (2013: 11) also highlights the importance of “articulating 

and evidencing the research inquiry”, to help position and communicate the work as a research 

activity. 

 

Figure 11 Nelson’s conceptualisation of practice-as-research 

(source: adapted from Nelson, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Running counter to a more modernistic form of action research where one stage of reflection 

informs the next, the initial stages of this practice-as-research study reflected Nelson’s (2013) 

‘liquid’ approach and involved a complex and multi-layered dialogic investigation involving 

reading, viewing artworks, participating in performances, reflecting, observing organisational 

life, creating art works which made statements about the broad theme of well-being and 

organisational life, documenting and talking to others about these aspects. The function of this 

early work related to the co- and mutual- development of research question, sense making, 

clarification, and the data/space/place of artist-researcher-insider. This indicated and echoed 

the value of Nelson’s notion of arts praxis, whereby artworks are created through imbricating 

theory within and through practice, or more specifically, where theory and practice gave clews 

(“clues” as well as “cues”) as to the next step in the inquiry process (ibid). As will be 

demonstrated late, however, these intentional clews take on a significant role in the 

compositional practices of the artistic research. 

Praxis as theory 

imbricated within 

practice 

Know-how as embodied 

and tacit knowing and 

experience 

Know-that as 

conceptual and 

empirical knowing 

Know-what as critical 

reflection and explicit 

knowing 
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As such, these ideas informed my own conceptualisation of my own methodology and methods 

as a kind of interlocking and interweaving DNA strand, whereby three main strands articulate 

the dimensions of my arts praxis: theoretical, making and performing, and auto-ethnographical. 

The theoretical aspects provided insights into how to position the study (as discussed in this 

chapter) as well as informing or prompting artworks (which will be discussed in the next 

chapter), and included ideas about performative terror in organisational life. The art making 

and performing aspects were typically conceived as performance experiments and 

investigations, were informed by theory, reflection, and the work of other artists. Yet they also 

acted as embodying the focus of the investigation and a prompt for further critical reflection or 

exploration into further research. And finally, auto-ethnographic practices embodied the critical 

reflection aspects which not only formed a stream of data for the findings (related to the lived 

experience part of the research question) but also prompted art making and performing 

practices. 

Two early praxis insights indicate the dynamics of how this methodological apparatus worked 

in tandem through the thesis. The first relates to how I came to reject conceptualising the study 

as using arts practices to instrumentally enhance the well-being of a group of employees in an 

organisation. Here, I had been reading the empirical work related to arts for well-being 

practices, and I was unclear why I felt a bodily reaction to conducting a study into enhancing 

employee well-being. Using auto-ethnographic inquiry into this, I came to understand that such 

an action in the context of organisational life could be interpreted as another management and 

performative instrument of terror to generate more value for the wider system. Indeed, in 

discussing such issues with a colleague, it was expressed and captured in the eloquently physical 

phrase “yes, they are squeezing the pips out of all of us”. A second insight related to when I had 

noticed that I had come to bracket or brush me and my body out of my performance work, 

both in literal terms (I was clothed head to toe) and in terms of abstraction (I was ‘playing’ a 

character of sorts). Here, I had been reading the practice-as-research of others and had noticed 

how they had come to embrace the risks of performance or live art, including their own 

positionality in their practice-as-research. Such insights emerged during the entirety of the 

research and the next chapter articulates and documents the details.  

The intention was not to prove or disprove a hypothesis, nor to attempt to instrumentally 

improve the situation in the workplace (Read, 2019). These critical ambitions are beyond the 

scope of this study as it has been conceptualised here, but renders more important the 

interrogation of creative practices and the related theoretical and methodological apparatus 

used to bring forth that action (ibid). The next sections outline the methodological strands in 

more detail. 
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Figure 12 Broad methodological framework of this study (source: author) 

 

 

3.3 Theory to be imbricated with performance artworks 

In Nelson’s (2013) model of practice-as-research, theory and (performance art) practice are 

imbricated as a mechanism to position practice in a way which connects with the extant 

literature and practice to be able to articulate new knowledge. The theoretical location and 

apparatus adopted in this study was articulated in the literature review, in terms of the 

precariousness of permanent performance at work, drawing from the work of Judith Butler 

(2004, 2015). The literature and practice review also synthesised the extant literature and 

practice in relation to the precariousness of permanent performance at work, and is 

summarised in the table below. Table 5, below, therefore articulates the clews that will drive the 

making and documenting of performance artworks in my own setting, and the area of focus for 

this study. 
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Table 5 Summary of clews from the extant literature and practice 

 

Theme Example performance 

artwork/artist 

Explored aspect of precariousness Example artistic compositional strategies / clews 

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers 

The Smiling 

Workman / Dine 

Dismaland / Banksy 

Café / Hunt & Darton 

• Emotional toll of work, and the lack 

of satisfaction and fulfilment of work 

• Omnipresent expectations of 

consumerism 

• Self-precarisation 

• Reference dissatisfaction at work – as a permanent 

state or during moments of interaction 

• Reference precarity issues at work or their 

consequences 

• Self-imposed precarity 

Endurance of 

repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’ 

Maintenance Art / 

Ukeles 

Time Clock Piece / 

Hsieh 

• Omnipresence of un-recognised and 

un-rewarded work and workers 

• Ownership of time and the all-

encompassing demand of 

performance 

• Isolation of work 

• Extreme repetition reflects all-encompassing nature of 

precarity 

• Target specific groups of workers who experience 

precarity 

• Reference restriction and isolation whilst at work 

Embracing 

situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency 

Fluids / Kaprow 

People vs the 

Banksters / Leadbitter 

Mucus Factory / 

O’Brien 

• Simultaneous demands for useful-

ness (productivity) and useless-ness 

(consumerism) 

• Play as denial of purpose to subvert 

demands 

• Reversing asymmetries and self-

imposition as tactics for agency 

• Collective performance score to reference workplaces 

• ‘Planned obsolescence and decay’: explores demands 

for useful-ness (productivity) and useless-ness 

(consumerism), and activates play  

• Target own experiences of precarity 

• Reverse typical power relations 
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Theme Example performance 

artwork/artist 

Explored aspect of precariousness Example artistic compositional strategies / clews 

Processuality of 

artwork 

through 

indeterminacy 

and chance 

4’33” / Cage 

Voice Piece for 

Soprano / Ono 

Manifestoval / Institute 

for the Art and 

Practice of Dissent at 

Home 

• Denial of finalisation to subvert 

commodification, consumption, and 

the artist’s ego 

• Diversity of practice as reflective of 

life flux, resistance to finalisation and 

domination 

• Minimalist performance ‘scores’ to 

enable other people or 

circumstances to finish corporeally 

or conceptually 

• Minimalist performance scores to embody precarity as 

in-flux / un-finalised / un-fixed allowing circumstances 

to influence performance 

• Parasitize other familiar forms to explore expectations  

• Reference local precarity issues and their 

consequences 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality 

and intimacy 

The Artist is Present / 

Abramović 
A Piece For Two 

(Lovers) / de la Fe and 

Vesty 

• Proximity, scale and link to 

interdependence and vulnerability 

• Performance beyond bodily 

proximity; before, during, after, and 

non-performing 

• Love as normative condition to 

rebalance and relocate presence in a 

frenetic life 

• 1-2-1 interaction 

• Reference love / romance / hope 

• Performance as performing, non-performing, before, 

during, and after 

• Performing and overlaying un-known performance 

scores 

• Un-rehearsal as facilitating sense of precarity 



3.4 Performance art making-documenting 

A central methodological strand to the practice-as-research approach adopted involves the 

making and documentation of performance artworks; this strand is core to the research 

question of how can performance artworks be inflected to explore the permanent performance 

of work under conditions of precariousness in the context of personal and professional 

development? Whereas the making of the performance art pieces attracts the definitional 

controversies alluded to earlier in the study, another area which needs clarification related to 

the role of documentation in these processes. Although Nelson (2013) argues that 

documentation processes are critical to articulating the trail of doing-thinking within a practice-

as-research study, these issues are perhaps more problematic in the context of performance art. 

Indeed, the debate around the paradox and possibility of documenting performance art works 

remains in contemporary performance art research and practice. One stance is that because 

performance art is live, transient or ephemeral, it cannot and should not be documented nor 

re-enacted. This is the line of thinking from Peggy Phelan who argues that 

Performance’s only life is in the present. Performance cannot be saved, recorded, 

documented or otherwise participate in the circulation of representations of 

representations: once it does so it becomes something other than performance… to the 

degree that performance attempts to enter the economy of reproduction it betrays and 

lessens the promise of its own ontology (Phelan, 1993, p 145-6). 

Here, value is placed on the “immediate and relatively uncontaminated” experience of 

performance outside of reproduction which seeks to condense the “deep questions” of 

performance to “representations of representations” (Coonfield, 2019, p. 307). In this sense, 

performance art relies on non-reproducability and the lack of traces after performance, or 

through disappearance rather than preservation (Phelan, 1993). This is consistent with 

performance art heritage where forms of artworks were developed to deny or protest against 

the commodification of art objects for consumption and profit within arts institutions (Bouger, 

2013). However, despite this heritage, the role of documentation seems to have changed over 

time. As Jecu (2013, location 6625) has argued, documentation 

originally understood to be a medium allowing for the effects of works to be prolonged 

and actively maintained, documentary materials did not serve to prolong concepts in 

and of themselves, but rather the forms of documentation became objects in their own 

right. 

Paradoxically, although Peggy Phelan denies the possibility of reproduction/documentation, 

she also argues that “performance… can be seen as a model for another representational 

economy, one in which the reproduction of the Other as the Same is not assured (Phelan, 

1993, p 3). Here, documentation itself creates paradoxical circumstances and effects as part of 

artistic and creative process; it may or may not necessarily deny institutional parameters and 

values, but may navigate or negotiate them differently over time. This is particularly reflected in 

the “processuality of artwork through indeterminacy and chance” theme in this research which 

embraces the desires and demands of others and circumstances as part of the creative process. 

Yet it is also reflected in wider fluxus practices which were intentionally designed to be finalised 

or reproduced by different people across the world. Documentation and reproduction has 

even been embraced by Marina Abramović in relation to ‘presence’ who has recently been re-
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performing/re-documenting others’ works, and encouraging others to re-produce/re-document 

her own works in different settings. 

The key conceptual and methodological point here, however, it is that documentation/ 

reproduction does not simply re-represent (Serafini, 2018), as the “semiotic / imagery / 

aesthetic / ideological qualities are unescapably transported, re-signified or faded” (Bouger, 

2013, location 505). Here, in line with Marina Abramović’s perspective (Bouger, 2013, location 

532), the documentation is not the performance, but enables: 

Re-inscribing oneself in and from the experience of the other… making the experience 

that precedes him/her, the medium and support for the expression of another 

recontextualized corporality. By breaking away from the discourse of the first person, the 

performative discourse becomes not only an end, but also a platform for another 

physicality (Bouger, 2013, location 546). 

This is particularly important under the circumstances of the precariousness of permanent 

performance, performance art expands to that which is performed before a physically located 

event, after it and moments during it which may be otherwise considered ‘non-performing’ – 

and does not need the physical presence of the body for someone to experience the 

performance corporeally and conceptually (Jones, 2018). To emphasise this point, Coonfield 

(2019, p. 308) argues in relation to Marina Abramović’s Artist is Present: 

it is necessary to avoid fetishizing the performance of presence at the heart of the 

exhibit in order to situate it within the greater assemblage of images, documents, 

artifacts, bodies, technologies and spaces with which it communicates.  

Within this context, and reflective of the permanent performance of work in the conditions of 

precariousness, this study problematizes a clear distinction between art-making and its 

documentation, and therefore the role of documentation to simply to re-present the artworks 

that are created. Rather, it adopts art-making and documentation as an intertwined artistic 

research process which speak directly to the research question being investigated. However, the 

imbrication of theory and practice-documentation informs, and is informed by, the final 

methodological strand of the study. 

 

3.5 Performance autoethnography 

The final methodological strand which contributes to the imbrication of theory and 

performance art making-documenting is performance autoethnography. In a broad sense, auto-

ethno-graphy seeks to study self  within a cultural context, and to map out self-in-culture and 

culture-in-self. As such, rather than eschewing the subjectivity of the individual researcher as is 

typical in the modernist empirical works examining arts and wellbeing, it values and celebrates 

the richness of it as someone located within a cultural context, or as being an insider (Hughes 

and Pennington, 2017). As such, autoethnographic studies enable researchers to “consider 

their own roles with critical reflexivity, whereby they come to view themselves as complicit (at 

least partially) in the problems they perceive” (ibid, p. 22). According Paulo Freire (2000, p. 

22), 
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My abhorrence of neoliberalism helps to explain my legitimate anger when I speak of the 

injustices to which the ragpickers among humanity are condemned. It also explains my 

total lack of interest in any pretension of impartiality. I am not impartial or objective; not 

a fixed observer of facts and happenings… And this does not necessarily mean that the 

observer’s position is erroneous. It is an error when one becomes dogmatic about one’s 

point of view and ignores the fact that, even if one is certain about his or her point of 

view, it does not mean that one’s position is always ethically grounded. 

This is particularly important in the context of this study, given that workers can self-impose 

precariousness in own working conditions, so it is important to explore my own role in such 

processes. Within the total set of methods adopted, therefore, this strand specifically functions 

to connect myself as a worker-in-a-workplace and the cultural aspects of that workplace, to 

directly feed in to the performance art making-documenting. However, this is intentionally a 

reciprocal process as the performance art making-documenting will then also feed own 

thinking-doing in terms of myself as a worker-in-a-workplace and the cultural aspects of that 

workplace. 

Autoethnography is a diverse field, with a variety of perspectives and practices not clearly 

differentiated, for example analytical (with a particular interest in theory generation), evocative 

(with a particular focus on emotional engagement), and critical approaches (with a particular 

interest in unsettling power relations) (Hughes and Pennington, 2017). Others include poetic, 

critical reflexive, narrative, performative, collaborative, political, postcolonial, transnational, and 

relational (Denzin, 2014). Within the context of this study, the most resonant form of 

autoethnography is performance autoethnography, a way of “critiquing culture as we write and 

perform it” (Denzin, 2018, p. 51). It is a 

response to the successive crises of democracy and capitalism that shape daily life; 

showing how these formations repressively enter into and shape the stories and 

performances persons share with one another... It shows how persons bring dignity and 

meaning to their lives in and through these performances; it offers kernels of utopian 

hope of how things might be different, better (Denzin, 2014, p. 25). 

Performance autoethnography appreciates the “participatory, intimate, precarious, embodied, 

grounded in circumstance, situational identities, and historical process” (Denzin, 2019, p. 1), 

and as such resonate closely with Judith Butler’s notions of performativity and precariousness 

(Butler, 2004, 2015). They “open spaces for a focus on the body, trauma, memory, emotions, 

the tyrannies of language, the economies of space, and the post-technological body cut loose in 

free-fall in a postcyber universe” (Denzin, 2017, 44). They create “texts that move from 

epiphanies to the sting of memory, the personal to the political, the autobiographical to the 

cultural, the local to the historical” (Denzin, 2014, p. 25). Specifically, this means a central 

methodological strategy for pinpointing creative and analytical movements revolves around 

epiphanies, defined as the “interactional moments and experiences which leave marks on 

people's lives” (ibid, p. 52). Epiphanies can be: 
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(1) a major epiphany: event, which touches every fabric of a person's life 

(2) a cumulative epiphany: a cumulative or representative event, which signifies 

eruptions or reactions to experiences which have been going on for a long period of 

time 

(3) an illuminative / minor epiphany: which symbolically represents a major, 

problematic moment in a relationship or a person's life 

(4) a relived epiphany: those episodes whose meanings are given in the reliving of the 

experience (Denzin, 2001, pp. 34–38). 

 

In terms of conducting performance autoethnography, Denzin argues that researchers “must 

always start with a person, a body, a place, and a historical moment” as the “performing body 

and experiences” are “the raw material for cultural critique” (Denzin, 2017, p. 44). Although 

theory is involved in performance autoethnography, “theory turns back on itself, rereading 

itself through the biographical, the historical, and the ideological” (ibid, p. 45). As such, theory 

takes on a different status and becomes entangled with the performing body, experience and 

cultural critique, analogous to the visual presentation of the methodological framework of this 

study (see Figure 12 Broad methodological framework of this study (source: author), page 51).  

Within the context of the artistic research in this thesis, epiphanies became a central, directing 

device to composition so they not only left ‘marks on peoples’ lives’ but ‘marks on the bodily 

canvas’. The thesis returns to the significance of epiphanies later. 

Denzin articulates seven criteria from a synthesis of other performance autoethnographies, 

summarised in Table 6 below. He explains that not all will always apply to related 

performance work, and so provide a reflexive framework for performance autoethnographic 

practices. I summarise the methodological tactics adopted in this study in Table 6 below, 

which provides a reflexive framework to guide and structure the performance 

autoethnography.   



Table 6 Criteria and strategies for the performance autoethnography adopted in this study  

(source: based on Denzin, 2014 and Hughes and Pennington, 2017) 

Criteria for performance autoethnography Strategies in the context of this study 

1. Unsettle, criticize, and challenge taken-

for-granted, repressed meanings 
• Observe and reflect on routines and events which may have taken-for-granted implications 

for permanent performance and precariousness at work – especially those which are shared 

by a wider group 

• Notice and explore conflicting values and social constructions, and their contexts 

• Reflexive questions: who may be privileged, who may be penalised, in my observations and 

reflections 

• Reference in the composition of performance artworks 

2. Invite moral and ethical dialogue while 

reflexively clarifying their own moral 

position 

• Explore ethical conflicts or dilemmas 

• Explore differences between self-reflection and action 

• Reference in the composition of performance artworks 

3. Engender resistance and offer utopian 

thoughts about how things can be made 

different 

• Reflect on alternatives 

• Reference in the composition of performance artworks 

4. Demonstrate that they care, that they are 

kind 
• Reflect on how love, care, and kindness are present/absent at work 

• Reference in the composition of performance artworks 

5. Show, instead of tell, while using the rule 

that less is more 
• Prioritise showing in auto-ethnographic works (with some telling to make doing-thinking 

explicit) 

• Reference in the composition of performance artworks 
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Criteria for performance autoethnography Strategies in the context of this study 

6. Exhibit interpretive sufficiency, 

representational adequacy, and authentic 

adequacy: 

• Interpretive sufficiency: accounts should 

have “depth, detail, emotionality, nuance, 

and coherence” (p. 73) so readers can 

extract meaning. 

• Representational adequacy: “free of 

racial, class, or gender stereotyping” (p. 

73). 

• Authentic adequacy: “they represent 

multiple voices, they enhance moral 

discernment, and they promote social 

transformation” (p. 73). 

• Accounts to prioritise thick description and emotionality/evocation rather than literal 

representation 

• Avoid racial, class, gender, sexual orientation stereotyping 

• Point to multiple voices, including own 

• Prompt participant reflection on issues related to permanent performance and 

precariousness at work, including their/my own role 

• Notice changes in self-understanding and self-determination 

• Write up provides a credible or plausible account 

• Reference the above in the composition of performance artworks 

7. Are political, functional, collective, and 

committed 
• Observe and reflect on managerial or organisational routines and events which have 

implications for permanent performance and precariousness at work 

• Reference in the composition of performance artworks 



3.6 Methodological framework  

Synthesising the three strands into a single methodological framework resulted in the Figure 

below. This framework underpins this study. Together, this methodological apparatus is 

considered to be an oscillating process rather than sequential one, oscillating between the 

concerns of (Conquergood, 2016; Denzin, 2014):   

• Performance: the making and documenting of performance artworks (what I am 

referring to as performance art making-documenting)  

• Process: experiencing, observing, and critically reflecting on permanent 

performance in own and wider practice (what I am referring to in the performance 

autoethnography strand), and  

• Analysis: connecting to the wider extant literature and practices (what I am referring 

to as theory in my methodological framework).  

This highlights the connection between the different strands of performance art making-

documenting and the performance autoethnographic processes, and is summarised in Figure 4 

below.  

 

Figure 13 Synthesised methodological framework for this study (source: author) 



 

3.7 Ethics in practice 

Two interrelated principles in research ethics which are particularly germane to performance art 

research – especially in the context of wellbeing at work – include the avoidance of physical or 

emotional harm and informed consent. The notion is that those participating in research should 

be aware of the potential risks of engaging with the research activity, both in terms of damage or 

benefit, so they can make an informed choice about whether to engage or not, or the breadth 

and depth of that engagement. Importantly, this notion is underpinned by assumption that the 

research activity and that the interpersonal dynamics during that activity is either known or can 

be reasonably predicted. Yet within the context of performance art research, the processuality 

of the performance artworks, where indeterminacy and chance play a role in the unfolding of 

the artwork itself, means it can be problematic to identify, with certainty, what the research 

activity becomes, and therefore how the interpersonal dynamics and their associated impacts 

upon participants unfold. Bannerman and McLaughlin (2009: 70) recognise this issue of pre-

determining informed consent where aspects of performance are: 

deliberately left open… in these cases the process is fundamental and it is virtually 

impossible to offer clarity about where the process will lead… due to the shifting 

complex working relationships. 

However, this is not to suggest that parameters and practices are not possible. Indeed, it 

highlights some of complex ethical considerations which should be considered in the design of 

practice, and the requirements for attentive reflective practice to the relational ethics in-practice 

settings. For the performance aspects of the performance artworks, I framed and defined those 

who observe my performance artworks as audience rather than as research participants. This 

meant that the intention was to generate and explore reactions in a naturalistic setting without a 

detailed prompt or consent form which would severely influence reactions. I did commit, 

however, to not capture or reveal the identities of audience members where documentation was 

being sought unless I had written permission from those engaged. Finally, I secured permission 

from my line manager to perform artworks in my own work space (a campus of my university) 

for a specific period of time, through a letter of consent. 

These reflective processes needed to recognise that I was both artist and researcher and 

therefore had a significant role in the research process, so need to be clear about the potential 

risks for my own health, safety and possible occupational/career impacts (although I take 

various medication, I do not have pre-existing conditions which could be acerbated by 

participation in this project e.g. PTSD). But I also needed to acknowledge my own experience 

and expertise as an underpinning to the above process; I am an experienced researcher with 

extensive experience of performing in a variety of spaces and who is aware of possible physical 

or emotional risk and harm (I have training in psychoanalytic processes, coaching, neuro-

linguistic programming, art therapy processes, and am a qualified Mental Health First Aider). I 

also have enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service status. The arrangements described above 

were scrutinised by the Arts & Humanities Faculty Ethics Committee, and after various 

revisions, was granted ethical approval in line with the University of Chester’s research 

governance framework. 
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Chapter 4 Performance artworks 

This chapter documents the implementation of the methodological framework discussed in the 

previous chapter. As depicted earlier (Figure 4 Synthesised methodological framework for this 

study, page 56), each artwork was performed-documented with reference to theory, the research 

question, performance ethnography, and other performance art making-documenting. In 

practice, methodological implementation was messy, interwoven, non-linear, and complex, so it 

is especially important to present the trails of ‘doing-thinking’ through the study (Nelson, 2013). 

As such, the performance artworks performed-documented during the study are the primary 

device for organising the presentation of this chapter; as a practice-as-research study, the 

intention is that the practice (i.e. the performance artworks themselves) answer the research 

question and that the accompanying text provides the contextual information as to how the 

artwork can be understood in relation to the existing literature and practice. 

With this in mind, this chapter is delivered through five sections, contextualising five primary 

performance artworks. Each is grounded in my own experiences related to personal and 

professional development, including the ‘non-work’ moments which become learning moments 

about permanent performance (following Billett’s (2014) notion of mimesis involving 

observation and imitation). The sections are guided by the criteria and methodical tactics for 

performance autoethnography (Table 1 Summary of clews from the extant literature and 

practice, page 53). I am guided most strongly by “showing” rather than “telling” (criterion 5) 

which is in line with my intention to allow the performance artworks to speak for themselves, 

and ‘thick’ accounts which prioritise emotionality rather than representation (criterion 6).  

In line with this, the autoethnographic accounts are, in themselves, intentionally performing in 

ways which speak to the research question and the conceptual framework of this study; they 

illuminate the quotidian, repetitive aspects of permanent performance at work and their 

troubling or damaging aspects, often with a close intimacy or proximity to my experience, but 

also with a sense of indeterminacy or level of openness for the reader to interpret the wider 

complexity of the situation. Reflecting these intentions and the way in which they were 

experienced, the presentation brings together fragments from performing-documenting, 

performance ethnography, and theory. Though fragmentary, the presentation still aims to bring 

a coherence to answering the research question (how can performance artworks be inflected to 

explore personal and professional development in relation to the precariousness of permanent 

performance?).  

This chapter, therefore, integrates the practice-as-research functions of performance (the 

performance artworks), process (how the performance autoethnographies informed the 

artworks), and analysis (how the artworks were informed by theory and others’ practice) 

(Conquergood, 2016; Denzin, 2014). The form of analysis which articulates the findings and 

relates this back to the literature and others’ practice is discussed specifically in the discussion 

chapter (pages 108 onwards).  

So for now, the chapter should be read with the research question in mind: how can 

performance artworks be inflected to explore the precariousness of permanent performance 

under conditions of precariousness in the context of personal and professional development?   
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4.1 Artwork I “Toxins in the blood” 

 

Part I. Ping, ping, bang, bang.  

I can’t work in my office when I need to do new or hard things. I feel so isolated. I can work a 

whole day without seeing a soul. I can sit for hours, eyes permanently glued to my laptop 

screen answering emails from my colleagues and students. Or marking what feels like a 

continuous stream of student assignments. My routine is occasionally broken by interruptions 

from colleagues also yearning some human contact amongst their own raft of emails or 

marking. This is increasingly rare as we become busier.  

The marvel of technology means I can work anywhere and anytime; while I am waiting for my 

friends to return from the rest room, or even while they are talking to me. I can reply to emails 

while waiting for the nurse to take a blood sample or blood pressure reading at my local GP 

surgery. And, I can work in complete darkness, alone, those times when I cannot get to sleep 

until I have worked my list of unanswered emails down to one screen. If the list defeats me, I 

turn to YouTube to learn about things I had planned to earlier in the day. If all else fails, I 

consume copious amounts of puppy clips.  

I sometimes take myself off to a local café so I can focus on my work in the company of other 

lost souls. Although these souls surround me, I don’t feel free from the pressure of work. On 

the contrary, I know all too well the sensation of attempting to string single sentences together 

whilst simultaneously fending off a constant barrage of email alerts and ‘pings’. They 

permanently occupy my peripheral vision, lingering the bottom right-hand corner of my screen.  

* * * * *  

I am sat in the café, with a coffee, laptop and note pad in front of me. Today, I am determined 

to read and learn about the latest work in wellbeing at work. I will tackle some emails first, 

before I get engrossed in my reading. It’s my routine.  

I quickly find myself engrossed in marking student work. As I type, I notice:  

Thank you Sandra . . .  

Ping. Ping.  

. . . for submitting your first . . .  

Ping. Ping.  

. . . module assignment . . .  

Ping. Ping.  

  . . . I . . .   

. . . by which time I had forgotten what I had wanted to say.  

I feel my heart beat – no, bang – in my chest when I cannot action all of the emails.  

I carry on marking.  
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Congratulations, you have successfully met the . . .  

Bang. Bang.  

. . . learning outcomes of the. . .  

Bang. Bang.  

. . . module . . .  

Bang. Bang.  

  . . . I . . .   

The ping, ping, bang, bang onslaught reminds me of the Sentinels, the terrifying, relentless 

killing robots in the movie The Matrix (1998), which breach through the thick, solid concrete 

fortifications of the last safe space for humanity to survive, filling it with dread and terror.  

It is a rhythm and terror I live with most hours of every day.  

* * * * *  

I am once again sat in the café, with a coffee, laptop and note pad in front of me. I am, once 

again, determined to read and learn about the latest work about wellbeing at work. I will tackle 

some emails first, before I get engrossed in the reading.  

Ping, ping.  

Bang, bang.  

Ping, ping.  

Bang, bang.  

The rhythm of the Sentinel attack is broken by a conversation I overhear on the next table: 

Man 1:  I am diabetic. 

Man 2:  Oh, do you have any symptoms? 

Man 1:  No, I have a pill. 

[Proceeds to eat pasta bake and Belgian chocolate eclair.] 

Shall I pay the bill? 

I am haunted by the Marxist adage of disavowal, the anthropological observation that ‘we know, 

but still’, which indicates we can be cognitively aware of things which might be harming us (or 

which might be wrong), but we continue to repeat the behaviour despite the damage on our 

bodies (Žižek, 2016). 
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I have a pill, a pill to eat  

To help me cope with any feat   

If you see the wonder of a fairy tale  

You can take the future even if you fail  

I believe in angels  

Something good in everything I see  

I believe in angels  

When I know the time is right for me  

I'll pay the bill, I have a pill 

I have a pill, a fantasy  

To help me through reality  

And my destination makes it worth the while  

Pushing through the darkness still another mile  

I believe in angels  

Something good in everything I see  

I believe in angels  

When I know the time is right for me  

I'll pay the bill, I have a pill  

I'll pay the bill, I have a pill 

I have a pill, a pill to eat  

“I Have A Pill”  

Not composed or performed by ABBA   
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I am sat in a hotel car park in the pitch black. My eyes are lit by the intense blue light of my 

mobile device. I am answering emails as I wait to go in to an evening dinner speech at the 

hotel. I have been invited to give a CPD session about organisational wellbeing to human 

resource professionals, that is, a group of professionals who have an explicit role for managing 

or advising on health and wellness in organisations.  

I finish my emails and enter the hotel.  

I am welcomed onto a large round table where the meal will be served and the session 

consumed.  

Beef is consumed as I make a start.  

I talk through each of the ‘6 ways to wellbeing’ (SLAM, 2013), each accompanied by an 

observation from work.   

Be active . . .  

Give . . .  

Take notice . . .  

Connect . . .  

At which point, the conversation span into a downward spiral of discontent of how isolated and 

disheartened the group was.  

“Nobody knows my name at work.”  

“People only speak to us when there is a problem.”  

“Nobody gives a shit about us.”  

One worker even retold the tale of a previous employer who had installed CCTV cameras in 

toilets to catch the inappropriate behaviours of employees and punish them as a result.  

I was stunned into silence, a silence punctuated with the noise of knives and forks clinking 

against plates as beef and a side plate of knowledge is consumed.  

I moved quickly through “Care for the planet” and “Keep learning”, the last two parts of the ‘6 

ways to wellbeing’.  

I taste the irony.  

There was beef in the room, and it was raw.  
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Epiphany  

I am once against sat in the dark, eyes lit by my mobile phone screen. This time, I am sat on a 

bar stool, waiting for friends to arrive. I notice the CCTV in the corner, and the bar music is 

drowning out the news being screened on the muted TV. I could not fathom the story, as the 

bar music was so loud, but I could see reports about a war somewhere in the world. My eyes 

flit from war to my mobile phone, carrying on answering emails that I have spent the last 7 

hours working on. I become aware of my eyes straining to read the email messages, despite an 

intense pleasure and pride of being so productive even in ‘down time’.  

In that moment, I had an epiphany.  

The juxtaposition of my mobile phone and emails with war, resonated with the ‘torturous’ and 

damaging character of workplaces, not with the “stereotypical image of torture as involving only 

certain atrocious acts of physical violence” (Basoglu, 2009: 143), but those which are relatively 

‘silent’ in contemporary society (Mackert, 2016). This silence is the plague of naturalisation, 

where such tiny moments are considered mundane and inconsequential, yet are nonetheless 

cruel, inhumane, degrading, or damaging (Cox, 2018). I come to consider the ping, ping, bang, 

bangs as ethnographic episodes speaking of the permanent performance of work (Lesage, 

2012, Fredrickson, 2019) and its precarious character (Butler, 2004, Berlant, 2011). When 

naturalised, the ping, ping, bang, bangs, or beef around beef, are minimalist, and perhaps so 

minimal the significance of them can go unnoticed. This highlighted the importance of the 

minimalist composition of artworks such as John Cage’s 4’33, a piece which can bring attention 

the typical, cultural expectations of a performance. More specifically, I sensed a close 

resonance with the way in which Tehching Hsieh captured moment-by-moment in Time 

Clock Piece and its documentation, pointing to the repetitive nature of work and its 

psychological and physical wear and tear on the body.  

 

In terms of personal and professional development, I could now see how the grip of 

consuming emails pushed development opportunities to bedtime moments, evidencing the 

performance drive’s deeply entrenched stressors that can lead to repetitive strain injuries at 

work (e.g. Goh et al., 2016; Waters et al 2016; Allard-Poesi and Hollet-Haudebert, 2017; 

Hassard et al., 2018). The grip of permanent performance rendered the doing of emails as 

acceptable and positively pride-inspiring in any unproductive moments, like those moments 

before I entered a session to learn how to manage my blood pressure at the GP surgery, to eat 

whilst you engage in a CPD session, and to permit, without question, the precarious monitoring 

of workers whilst they use the toilet. In these ways, I sensed a resonance with the self-

precarization (Lorey, 2006) that Jim Dine captures in The Smiling Workman, to the 

detriment of one’s health. I was choosing these moments, despite desperately wanting to 

develop myself.  

Yet the ping, ping, bang, bangs also highlight a sense of intense intimacy between me and my 

phone, particularly in terms of the proximity between my eyes and my phone’s screen. This 

resonated with Marina Abramovich’s Artist is Present, where the connecting of eyes between 

two people has an intimate and almost spiritual route into reading another’s soul. Although in 

my case, it was the relentless, blue-lit screen of a mobile rather than another (lost) soul.  

My epiphany entangled my autoethnographic accounts and performance literature and 

practice, to inform the making and performance of “Work, Now”.  
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Artwork 1: “Work, Now” 

View here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3rWHCALguE 

This piece documents me emailing. 

It explores the drivers and consequences of emailing. 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3rWHCALguE
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Part II. Toxins in our blood.  

I share Work, Now with students and colleagues.  

I am struck by how people carrying on despite pain and damage is a common experience for 

staff and students in higher education as a space of personal and professional development. As 

such, self-precarization (Lorey, 2006) is seemingly a shared phenomenon.  

I am troubled by the naturalisation of this disavowal in workplaces.  

It is everywhere.  

* * * * *  

A work colleague and I are at a carvery restaurant for our evening meal.  

We talk about work until 11.30pm when the restaurant is about to close.  

As we leave, we observe how a freshly cooked turkey is about to be thrown in to the trash.  

It has not been touched.  

It will be binned because nobody wanted a slice of its succulent body.  

We learn this is a daily routine. It is systematic. Each night, staff are required to carefully weigh 

each turkey, record their weight, email that record to head office, and then flip it into the trash 

before they finish work.  

They are prohibited by management to consume it.  

I salvage the turkey for my imaginary dog.  

* * * * *  

I am stood at the checkout at a local newsagent with a bottle of water.  

It’s been a long, tiring day and I am anticipating the 

refreshing sensation of ice cold water on my lips.  

It is my turn.   

I observe the cashier scan my £2.79 bottle of water . . .  

then scan a Financial Times newspaper, and 

then throw it in to the trash.  

I learn this is a daily routine. It is systematic. Each time a customer buys a £2.79 bottle of water, 

the worker systematically disposes of the free newspaper when the customer does not want it.  

They are prohibited by management to recycle it.  

I salvage 500 Financial Times over a few visits.  

* * * * *  
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I share the salvaged goods with students and colleagues in learning spaces.  

We sit. Still. In silence.   

I ponder: does anyone care about this? Are we ‘desensitised’ or ‘dehumanised’ to this?  

It’s like it runs through our blood, and we can’t sense it. 

 
 

Artwork 2: “>turkey” 

This piece documents a salvaged, freshly cooked turkey that nobody wanted. 

It is carefully wrapped in a medical waste bag and displayed in a learning space 

protected by police ‘no entry’ tape. 

It explores disavowal. 
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Artwork 3: “>2.79” 

This piece documents 500 salvaged Financial Times that nobody wanted. 

The newspapers were stacked precariously in a learning space. 

The stack fell, separating the tables. 

The water bottle is the £2.79 purchase that was required to get the newspapers for free. 

It explores disavowal. 
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Epiphany  

I have agreed to do a TEDx talk. They have become a very popular, easily digestible form of 

personal and professional development. TEDx is very precise about what is valued in such 

learning events. Speakers are required to: stand still on the red dot, move but don’t move off 

the red dot, talk for at least 3 minutes but no longer than 18 minutes, and in presentation slides 

use one point per slide, do not use bullet points, use font size of 42 or larger, and use a 

common sans serif font. TEDx organisers specify:  

To help you have a sense of whether an 

idea is worth spreading or not, we put 

together these guidelines...  

Guideline 1: No selling from the stage  

Guideline 2: No political agendas  

Guideline 3: No religious proselytizing (including new age beliefs) 

Guideline 4: Only good science.  

My talk should:  

• Be testable experimentally.  

• Have been published in a peer-reviewed journal.  

• Show clear respect for the scientific method and scientific thinking generally.  

  

My talk should not:  

  

• Be so obscure or mysterious as to be untestable.  

• Be considered ridiculous by credible scientists in the field.  

• Abandon evidence-based thinking or be dismissive of the scientific method.  

  

I liken the level and nature of prescription embodying these highly popular personal and 

professional development events as the long standing critiques of contemporary higher 

education, my own work place and site for personal and professional development. Here, the 

critiques document the intensifying drive towards performativity, with increasing levels of 

privatisation, marketisation, and managerialism, deeply entrenching ‘value’ in terms of 

satisfaction (enjoyment utility to the individual) and employability (practical relevance to the 

economy) (Barnett, 2000; Collini, 2012). This is the ultimate drive to achieve more, to be the 

best one can be – to embody the ‘entrepreneur of the self’ (Foucault, 2010). Such movements 

orient staff and student towards a concern for customer satisfaction rather than the critical 

capacities that may be more challenging and difficult than enjoyable (Ghoshal, 2005; Parker, 

2018; Shrivastava, 2010). In turn, reproductive behaviours are inculcated, emotionally 

detaching and dispassionately disconnected from anything other than investments which 

promote individual gain (Žižek, 2006).   

I liken precariousness here as a person’s dependency on consumerist whims for satisfaction, 

and am reminded how these are performed in Bansky’s Dismaland and Hunt & Darton’s 

Café; one through lingering staff apathy, and the other through an acceptance of permanently 

failing to meet the needs of the customer.   
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It seems Jacques Lacan alluded to the dangers of easily digestible knowledge five decades ago 

when he talked about ‘dialectical inertia’ in professional development of his students:  

You will observe in the training we give to our students that this is always a good place 

to stop them. It’s always at the point where they have understood, where they have 

rushed to fill the case in with understanding, that they have missed the interpretation 

that it’s appropriate to make or not to make… it appears that at the very least a question 

mark could have been raised which alone would have been sufficient for the valid 

interpretation, or at least the beginnings of it. (Miller 1993, p. 22).  

I sense this inertia in the way knowledge is treated in the highly digestible format of TEDx, just 

as I do when I see how workers dispassionately follow managerial instructions to put the turkey 

in the trash and put 500 Financial Times in the trash. It feels like inertia resonates with apathy, 

detachment and dispassionate on a life-wide scale. It is analogous with having to work, live and 

learn in a deeply toxic environment which requires individuals to constantly wear personal 

protective equipment. Despite the PPE dampening and restricting our intimate sensations and 

relationships, we need it to survive as we clean up our environment. The problem is, the toxin 

is not outside; it runs through our blood.  

I ponder whether this is inevitable; should we put the light of hope in the trash, too? Counter 

to Lacan’s dialectical inertia, there lies the possibility and potential of ambiguity, enabling ‘at 

least the beginnings of alternative interpretations’. I am drawn to the ambiguity of many 

performance artworks, where indeterminacy enables the possibility of choice despite precarity 

(such as Martin O’Brien’s Mucus Factory) or the poignant possibility of hope for imagining 

brighter alternative futures (such as in Yoko Ono’s Wish Tree).  

I embody these insights to make and perform “Toxins in the blood of education . . . ?” The 

compositional aspects deployed in the performance are summarised in Figure 14 Summary of 

compositional strategies informing “Toxins in the blood”, page 78.  
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Artwork 4: Promotional material for “Toxins in the blood” 

 

 

 

Toxins in the blood of education today? 

An outcast French psychoanalyst from the 1950s found the secret of what happens when we 

think we know: we close down possibilities, as we think we have found the answer. This is a 

toxin which destroys the lifeblood of creativity and passion. This talk takes the form of a 

dramatic art which gives the audience power: power to make sense of what is toxic in education 

today, power to decide for itself, what to do about it. 

 

By Anonymous Professor 

The speaker is a university professor, researching provocative, pedagogical, performance 

artistry. The professor is interested in the potential of human capacity when we organise with 

curiosity and the unknown, rather than a constant drive to pin down and be precise about 

knowledge. It is for these reasons the professor remains anonymous. 
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Artwork 5: YouTube video “Toxins in the blood…?” TEDx performance 

View here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBk6QVShTcE 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBk6QVShTcE
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* * * * *  

After the performance, I casually join participants to talk about it.  

Despite the ambiguity in the performance, I was struck by the shared experience of education 

as a “Pandora’s box”; something powerful but malign despite it being a site of personal and 

professional development.  

It is understood in dualistic terms, that is, representing powerful ‘things’ which can be both 

“malign” (e.g. how a neo-liberalism inculcates individualism in the educational system) as well 

as “emancipatory” (e.g. the possibility of education to offer hope and alternative futures).  

I saw how ambiguity in performance artworks critiqued as well as connected to others’ 

experiences.  

  

Professor:  I’ve worked in higher education for over 30 years 

and [the performance] really caught it perfectly.  

[Professor walks away]  

  Me:  

  

  [Silently thinking… What? Which bit?]  

* * * * *  
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Toxins glorified.   

I resist, relive, record.  

But with grit, without the glitz.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Artwork 6: Darker “Toxins in the blood…?”  

View here: darker  

  

 

  

    

https://outlooklivechesterac-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/t_wall_chester_ac_uk/EcJ1m-MCALRHjkiovdvOkv8BeVDLEPCbqGTrQ9tkDryh6A?e=vLVS1h
https://outlooklivechesterac-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/t_wall_chester_ac_uk/EcJ1m-MCALRHjkiovdvOkv8BeVDLEPCbqGTrQ9tkDryh6A?e=vLVS1h
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Figure 14 Summary of compositional strategies informing “Toxins in the blood” 

Theme  Compositional strategies and tactics deployed  

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers  

• Reference dissatisfaction at work: references apathy when discovering ‘the light’. 

Focuses on a moment as reflective of a wider state. 

• Reference precarity issues at work or their consequences: references a systemic toxin in 

a wider system of education, a site of personal and professional development. 

Grounded in own experiences of toxins. 

• Self-imposed precarity: sense of apathy when finding a potential cure (‘the light’).  

Endurance of  
repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’  

• Repetition reflects all-encompassing nature of precarity: use of imagery of blood cell 
beating and use of personal protective equipment reference all-encompassing nature of 

the problem.  

• Target specific groups of workers who experience precarity: explicitly references 
workers with an educational role in society.  

• Reference restriction and isolation at work: solo performance, restricted senses and 

movement because of personal protective equipment.  

Embracing  
situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency  

• Collective performance score to reference workplaces: references a wide scale, systemic 
problem.  

• ‘Planned obsolescence and decay’ (simultaneously exploring useful-ness (productivity) 
and useless-ness (consumerism) to activate play): ambiguous practical implications are 
unclear, scrambled ending.  

• Own experiences of precarity: Yes. 

• Reverse typical power relations: The problem is out toxic blood (inside), not the system 

(outside). This reveals the suggestion that we have personal responsibility rather than an 

anonymous, unchangeable system.  

Processuality of 

artwork through 

indeterminacy 

and chance  

• Minimalist performance scores to embody precarity: minimalist design with no speech, 
relies on expressive music and symbolism.  

• Parasitize other familiar forms to explore expectations: references TEDx format, but 

immediately broken through a theatrical performance.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes. 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality and 

intimacy  

• 1-2-1 interaction: solo performance, intimate and temporarily arresting interaction with 

a black box and light.  

• Reference love / romance: references a moment of adoration of ‘the light’ and return to 
apathy.  

• Performance as performing, non-performing, before, during, and after: Anonymous 

Professor lingering before and after the TEDx recording.  

• Performing and overlaying un-known performance scores: not a central feature as 
highly crafted from disparate fields / traditions (e.g. visual symbolism and Russian opera 
and rap music).  

• Un-rehearsal as facilitating sense of precarity: not a central feature as performance 

highly crafted.  

Personal and 

professional 

development?  

Performed at a TEDx event: a series of popular and prescriptive personal and professional 

development events. Sessions should “be testable experimentally, have been published in a 
peer-reviewed journal, show clear respect for the scientific method and scientific thinking 

generally”. Should not “be so obscure or mysterious as to be untestable, be considered 
ridiculous by credible scientists in the field, abandon evidence-based thinking or be 
dismissive of the scientific method”. 

Performed counter to the prescriptive guidance, e.g. through the use of ambiguity and 
indeterminacy, and as such critiquing the performative format of TEDx. Explores 

precariousness in the symbolic space of easily digestible personal and professional 
development, that is, its potential to inculcate detached and dispassion replication and 

repetition of simplistic procedural knowledge (cf. put the turkey in the trash, but 500 the 
Financial Times in the trash, put hope in the trash). 

Presented in the guise of a ‘practice pedagogy’ (story) but more akin to an experience of 
‘personal epistemology’ (mimetic). 
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4.2 Artwork II “Work is good for you”  

 

Part I. Two big fish.  

I am curious about the possibility of ambiguity to critique and connect, embodied by the 

performance scores used by John Cage in 4’33 or Yoko Ono in Voice Piece for a Soprano. 

Their ambiguity simultaneously provide space for critique and the possibility for 

indeterminacy, that is, to enable others to complete – even momentarily – a performance. 

These pieces draw my attention to the performance-like character of managerial instructions 

around sites of personal and professional development such as higher education.  

I become lost for days, noticing managerial performance scores everywhere.  

Even in very personal and intimate spaces.  

* * * * *  

1. Visit the toilet.  

2. “NOW WASH YOUR HANDS”.  

3. Repeat each step in the diagram.  

* * * * *  

I become engrossed in a performance score which translates pre-existing texts through Google 

Translate (Obrist, 2013). I select managerialist texts which give prescriptive instructions to keep 

staff well at work. I try different processes, such as translating into languages beginning with the 

letters A, B and C. I then try translating into languages referencing the Fibonacci Sequence, or 

nature’s divine code, seeing if I can learn some divine insight.  

1 = Afrikaans  

2 = Albanian  

3 = Amharic  

5 = Armenian  

8 = Basque  

13 = Catalan 

21 = Dutch  

34, 55, and 89.  

I translate extracts from the “5 ways of wellbeing” through 18 languages. I translate extracts 

from the “National Institute for Health and Care Excellence Guideline NG13 Workplace 

health: management practices” through 101 languages. I translate testimonies of ill health at 

work from national documents (Waddell and Burton, 2013). The opportunities are infinite.  

  

I feel echoes of Hseih’s Time Clock Piece and the allure of repetitive performing.  
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Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. 

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

  

I feel a sense of freedom as I am choosing to do this.  

  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. 

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

  

I feel I am sensing the kind of reorientation towards play explored through Alan Kaprow’s 

Fluids; I am critiquing through a supposedly absurd and useless task and enjoying the repetitive 

copy and paste performance from one language to another.  

  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  

Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste. Copy, paste.  
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Artwork 7: “We know one thing”.  

One of the ‘6 ways of wellbeing’ translated through 18 Google Translate languages.  

  

  

We know ... one thing.  

Resurrection of the old.  

Join the education.  

Fate to exclude something.  

Cool bike.  

Learn how to prepare your music or 
choose your favorite food.   

Try to show fun and improve nine things.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Artwork 8: “Two Big Fish”.  

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence   

Guideline NG13 Workplace health: management practices Translated 
through 101 Google Translate languages.  

  

  

Okay  

Town and city  

Page 1.3.1 
[2015] Two big 
fish. It's time in 
addition  

(Security), security,  

(I)  

(We believe we have space.  

(Selection) [2015]  
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Epiphany  

I share the pieces with colleagues.   

“it has such metaphoric meaning to me 

and how to think about wellbeing at work… 

it gives me more space to decide”  

“it doesn’t make any sense… 

why are you doing that?!”  

The second response lingered in my ear. I realised I was tussling between the welcoming safety 

and security of enacting a mundane performance – and the sting of not having a socially 

sanctioned purpose. This of course, was the sting of universal equivalence (Holtaway, 2019) 

and the threat of doing useful performance ‘or else’ (McKenzie, 2001, 2016).  

This sparked an epiphany.   

I realised that my performance artworks to date were embodying the sort of detached and 

dispassionate response to my own body that I was seeking to critique and explore. I sensed I 

was avoiding a sense of disclosure and the professional risk associated with doing things which 

might be seen as absurd, whether or not it was part of my own personal and professional 

development. An avoidance of the “why are you doing that?!”, or the heavy expectation of 

permanent performance. As Etchells (2004, p. 213) describes, performance:  

always carries a burden of expectations… Why is one embarrassed or reluctant in this 

way? Because there is no possibility of owning representation... a force bears upon you 

from society and culture, a violent force; you are subjected to its economies, pressed 

inside its limits, framed and made by its language.  

As I experimented with and explored my own performance artworks, as part of my own 

personal and professional development performance, I realised I was hiding my body: Work, 

Now and Toxins in the blood both anonymised my own body, and my copy and paste was no 

different.  

I returned to Denzin’s principle that the performing body is my raw material (Denzin, 2017, p. 

44), and I connected with the way in which Martin O’Brien uses his own illness to connect with 

the precariousness of bodily performance in Mucus Factory. I turned to the precariousness 

within my own body; my body’s resistance to insulin. Diabetes, the inability of the body to 

process sugar, means sugar floats around my system, damaging nerves, veins, key organs, and 

healing, and is often linked to high blood pressure.  

I sensed the precariousness of slow but harmful build-up of toxin and pressure in the body, 

resonating with the idea of slow death (Lorey, 2006). I sense Jim Dine’s reference to Jackson 

Pollock’s ill-health in his workplace as an artist, in The Smiling Workman. I turn to sugary 

foods as paradoxically toxic yet some of the most readily available and inexpensive foods to 

consume.  
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Artwork 9: “Tea cake (47g/100g sugar) pressed by a person with diabetes (116kg)” 

 

 

 

 

Artwork 10: “Barbeque sauce (27.8g/100g), tomato ketchup (22.8g/100g), 

and mayonnaise (3g/100g). Pressed.” 
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Artwork 11: “Cola jus (11g/100g)” 

 

 

  

* * * * *  

I think about the veins in my body that have the 

potential to pop with each heartbeat.  

Ping, ping.  

Bang, bang.  

Ping, ping.  

Bang, bang.  

Pop.  

* * * * *  
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Part II. The Silent Killer Lurks. 

I have taken 20 minutes off work to attend my annual diabetic nurse appointment.  

I feel like I am being taught how to be a good boy.  

I am given the same instructions. Over and over again. Year in, year out.  

* * * * *  

1. Lose weight.  

2. Reduce salt.  

3. Exercise regularly.  

4. Cut back on alcohol and caffeine.  

* * * * *  

My nurse tickles my feet to check whether there is deterioration in my circulation. She draws 

blood to check liver and kidney functioning. And she takes my blood pressure. The machine 

inflicts pressure onto my arm and I can feel my own heart beat become faster and more 

intense. It feels like it is crushing my arm as it seeks a pulse and the pressure in my veins. She 

looks at the reading on the machine, and repeats the procedure. The device inflates and 

deflates. After a 15 second respite, the nurse repeats the procedure a final time. The device 

inflates and deflates. My hand loses sensation. She looks concerned and taps something into 

the computer.  

Nurse:   “what are you doing this afternoon?”  

Me:    “work”  

Nurse:   “You’re at 180/120.  

    You’re likely to have a stroke.  

    You need to see the doctor today”.  

I leave the nurse’s box room stunned. I return to work. I rearrange work commitments and I 

return to the doctor’s surgery later in the afternoon. Back in the chair, I explain the scenario. I 

explain I had missed a few pills. The doctor - nonchalantly – replies:  

 Doctor:   “Sorry for a wasted trip. Take your pills”.  

 Me:    [I returned to work and carried on working.]  
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* * * * *  

I reflect on the extent to which these performances enabled me learn to change my health; I 

feel disconnected to the consistently relayed performance scores, and the numbers that are 

designed to help professionals deliver an improved health. The medical renderings of me 

(Žižek, 2006) were like a secret code needing medical knowledge for it to reach beyond my 

retina.  

I feel like I am trying to listen in on a conversation about the “silent killer”, but it is so faint, I 

can not hear what’s being said (see the screen shot below of a warning from the NHS blood 

pressure website). 

 

  

  

  

  

  

I self-monitor.  

I resist, relive, record.  

But with grit, without the glitz.  
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Artwork 12: “Readings”  

180/120 149/106 144/96 140/91 143/96 
148/106 139/104 141/103 139/97 134/94 
125/89 140/109 138/101 131/97 130/96 
133/97 134/95 133/91 128/89 155/104 
152/102 145/99 146/98 146/97 147/98 
180/120 149/106 144/96 140/91 143/96 
148/106 139/104 141/103 139/97 134/94 
125/89 140/109 138/101 131/97 130/96 
133/97 134/95 133/91 128/89 155/104 
152/102  145/99  146/98  146/97 147/98 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Artwork 13: “Silent reading” 

Silence using blood pressure readings. 
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Epiphany  

I notice my own inability to understand the secret language of medical knowledge, and connect 

it with the official government message that work is good for our health (Waddell and Burton, 

2006; Black, 2008; Waddell and Burton, 2013). I notice how the reports document 

testimonies from employees, employers, and scientists attesting to the benefit of work, giving a 

sense of a shared and coherent buy-in to the core message. The official message has a sense of 

‘we are all in it together’, reminiscent of the collaborative performance of Alan Kaparov’s 

Fluids, all sharing a performance score. But the official message feels more like an ideological 

message sent by the government to be sold and consumed: “work is good for us”, a sinister 

promotional campaign for slow death for the purposes of performance (Lorey, 2006). And by 

implication, it resonates with the idea that the non-productives are erased from official data 

(Bartley, 2017). It resonates with the invariably repeated performance score performed by my 

diabetic nurse to get me to perform. Lose weight. Reduce salt. Exercise regularly. Cut back on 

alcohol and caffeine.  

But I can not fully digest the message to be consumed; it is always out of my grasp and I am 

never able to learn it. It is at odds with my experience of work: the precarious pressure to 

perform at every moment is both “Work, Now” and “Now, Work”. The sounds from 

“Work, Now” is imprinted in my ears. The permanent threat of pressure resonates with the 

sting of expectation I sense when there is a possibility I might be performing an absurd score, 

or something without value. The absurdity of the literal “We know one thing . . . Two Big 

Fish” is the ultimate deviance from the brute instrumentalism of equivalence which underpins 

how we can judge performance (Holtaway, 2019). I am reminded of how this manifests in the 

Hunt & Darton Café, where the sting of expectation never subsides, and creates a constant 

pressure of imminent dissatisfaction. A pressure palpable on contact. It is a sensation that is 

precariously sustained through a constant blurring between whether this is a performance piece 

or whether it is a real café, and therefore a fuzziness of which expectations to pursue. This is 

present when I am with my nurse: am I fully grown professional, or am I a nameless child 

learning to eat properly?  

Yet I am also reminded of how people reclaim a sense of agency in James Leadbitter’s The 

People vs the Banksters: Mass Snowball Fight. The small but symbolically mighty snowball 

thrown in the face of bankers gives a sense of violent release to an injustice, and reflects a life 

time of permanent performance finally released through a dramatic end of the performing 

body. Pop. Release. The End.  

These reflections informed the composition of “Work is Good For You”, and the 

compositional aspects deployed in the performance are summarised in Figure 15, page 94.  
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Artwork 14: Performance score for “Work is Good For You” 

 

 

 

Work is good for you.   

 

Sit together.  

Inflate together.  

Measure together.  

Record together.  

Pop together.  

  

Release. 

  

The End. 

 

 

  

  

   

I perform the score with students.  

   

We sit together in a circle.  

We are dimly lit.  

We are silent.  

  

Medical equipment beeps in the background.  

It gets louder.  

And louder.  

And louder.  

I exclaim “work is good for you!”.  

  

Each person is handed a pen, imprinted with 

“WORK IS GOOD FOR YOU”.  

  

Each person is handed a tightly inflated 

balloon, the size of a human torso, and carrying 

white cellular-shaped balls.  

  

The beeps stop.  
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We sit in anticipation, each with a sharp pen in one hand, 

and a precariously inflated balloon in the other.  

I attach my blood pressure monitoring device to my arm.  

We are silent.  

We witness it inflate.  

Then deflate. 

Then inflate.  

Then deflate.  

We listen to the device’s motor, 

straining with an uncomfortable 

whirling and grinding rhythm,  

We witness it inflate.  

Then deflate. 

Then inflate.  

Then deflate.  

  

The motor stops.  

It delivers a number.  

  

I lean to the person on my left, and 

whisper so no one else can hear: 

“write the number on the balloon”.  

The person etches the number on the balloon, 

careful not to etch too deep.  

  

I invite the group to repeat the act. 

They do.  

  

I lean to the person on my left, and 

whisper so no one else can hear:  

“pop it”.  

 

He does.  
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BANG. 

The balloon explodes, 

flicking its skin across the room, 

and sprinkling its cellular balls like snow.  

  

I invite the group to repeat the act. 

They do.  

  

BANG, BANG… 

The balloons explode, 

catapulting their skins across the room, 

and dropping their cellular balls like an avalanche.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

We sit together in a circle.  

We are dimly lit. 

We are silent.  

  

  

  

But now, 

r  e  l  e  a  s  e  d.  
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Artwork 15: The “Work is Good For You” Pen 
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Artwork 16: Trace from “Work is Good For You” 
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Figure 15 Summary of compositional strategies informing “Work is good for you” 

Theme  Compositional strategies and tactics deployed  

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers  

• Reference dissatisfaction at work: Fully inflated balloon symbolic of a constant state of 

precarity (energy, balance, and potential to burst). Pop expresses biopolitical burst and 

collapse. Focuses on a moment as reflective of a wider state. 
• Reference precarity issues at work or their consequences: references work as the sharp 

pen which activates the balloon bang and collapse. Grounded in own experience of 

precarity at work, through blood pressure taking.   

• Self-imposed precarity: each participant activates the collapse of their own balloon.  

Endurance of  
repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’  

• Repetition reflects all-encompassing nature of precarity: Breaths to inflate the balloon. 

• Target specific groups of workers who experience precarity: pen symbolic of a worker, 
but otherwise ambiguous.  

• Reference restriction and isolation whilst at work: references collective work space of 

working in a group/team and collective compliance to bursting our balloons.  

Embracing  
situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency  

• Collective performance score to reference workplaces: Mimicking of collective routine 
related to work: passing round the material which creates and releases pressure, and 
then collective bursting of the balloon.  

• ‘Planned obsolescence and decay’ (simultaneously exploring useful-ness (productivity) 
and useless-ness (consumerism) to activate play): performance disappears, leaving 
blood and shrivelled balloon shells scattered all around the room.  

• Own experiences of precarity: Yes. 

• Reverse typical power relations: participants become the explicit holder of the pen and 

are implicitly instructed to burst their own balloon, thereby making explicit power 

relations of self-precarity. We hold the pen, not the workplace. 

Processuality of 

artwork through 

indeterminacy 

and chance 

• Minimalist performance scores to embody precarity: precarity referenced specifically in 
the balloon and carefully writing on it in a way to prevent it from bursting.  

• Parasitize other familiar forms to explore expectations: ambiguously references an 
informal play session (sat in a circle at school), with pens and balloons.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes. 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality and 

intimacy  

• 1-2-1 interaction: small group, intimately sat on the floor close to each other.  

• Reference love / romance: blood cells in the balloons, symbolic of blood and the heart.  

• Performance as performing, non-performing, before, during, and after: initial silence 
and stillness before and after the performance symbolic of the ‘silent killer’ status of 

high blood pressure. Burst balloon skins and balls scattered around room.  

• Performing and overlaying un-known performance scores: Partially unfinalized 
performance, unpredictable mimicking by others. 

• Un-rehearsal as facilitating sense of precarity: unrehearsed.  

Personal and 

professional 

development?  

Performed as part of a university seminar, a typical site of personal and professional 
development, with students and staff. Performance moved students sitting in rows on chairs, 
to sitting close to each other in a circle. Blurs lines between informal play when learning as a 
child with other children (or in performance play in drama education) and informal team-
building activities at work as an adult. Both point to personal and professional development 

and blurred lines between working, learning and playing.  

In this setting, references one’s own role in the collective build-up and eventual dramatic 
damage of bodies, and the potential compliance with insidious instructions which have 
implications in bodies and around blurred work-life spaces.  

Presented in the guise of a ‘practice pedagogy’ (seminar instruction) but more akin to an 
experience of ‘personal epistemology’ (mimetic). 
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4.3 Artwork III “Apple a day . . .”  

Part I. Microsoft Teams.  

Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel IS4001.  
         Email: Ping. You have been added to channel IS4001.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel IS4002.  
         Email: Ping. You have been added to channel IS4002.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “are you coming to this meeting?”. 
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS4001.  

        Email: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS4001. 
Email: Ping.  
Email: Ping.  

Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel Working From Home.  
       Email: Ping. You have been added to channel Working From Home.  
Microsoft Teams: Ring, ring. Your colleague is calling you.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “is mark joining us? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯”.  
         Email: Ping.  
         Email: Ping.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS4002.  
        Email: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS4002.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “we sent a diary invite with link”.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “what time does it start?”. 
Microsoft Teams: Ring, ring. Your colleague is calling you.  
         Email: Ping.  
         Email: Ping.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel IS7001.  
         Email: Ping. You have been added to channel IS7001.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel IS7002.  
         Email: Ping. You have been added to channel IS7002.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS7002.  
        Email: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS7002.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “where is everyone? Microsoft 
Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “I’m here, have we started yet?”. Microsoft 
Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel IS8001.  
         Email: Ping. You have been added to channel IS8001.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have a new voicemail from your colleague.  
         Email: Ping.  
         Email: Ping.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague +2 others have reacted to your message. Microsoft 
Teams: Ring, ring. Your colleague is calling you.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “there you are, hi mark! ☺”. 
Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel IS8002.  
         Email: Ping.  
         Email: Ping. You have been added to channel IS8002.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague +7 others have reacted to your message.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “cute, whats the cats name?”. 
Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel Teaching Online Tips.  

    Email: Ping. You have been added to channel Teaching Online Tips. 
Microsoft Teams: Ping. You have been added to channel Online Teaching Support.  
     Email: Ping. You have been added to channel Online Teaching Support.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “mark youre on mute”.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “i like that picture on your wall”. 
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “we cant hear you unmute yourself”.  
         Email: Ping.  
         Email: Ping.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “still cant hear you (>_<)”. Microsoft 
Teams: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS8001.  
        Email: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS8001.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS4001.  
        Email: Ping. Documents have been added to channel IS4001.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “we can hear you now”. Microsoft 
Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “where mark gone? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯”. Microsoft 
Teams: Ring, ring. Your colleague is calling you.  
Microsoft Teams: Ping. Your colleague has commented: “sory folks I have another meeting”.  
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* * * * *  

I am sat in my small conservatory at home, listening in to a ‘online teaching tips’ session. I am 

wearing headphones as the BANG of the rain on the corrugated roof is deafening.  

As I am talked at by the trainer, I am distracted by my own thoughts.  

I remember a time when I could not work in my office when I needed to do new or 

hard things. Now, I am not allowed to. Now, I need to get written permission from 

my Pro-Vice Chancellor to even set foot in one of our buildings due to the imminent 

risk of acquiring COVID-19. The symbolism in Toxins in the blood is now all over 

national news and social media. We have dropped everything to make sure our 

students are safe and satisfied.  

My distractions turn to new emails that have pinged in. Ping, ping. Bang, bang.  

I remember a time when I saw emails as Sentinels. This has paled into insignificance 

now given our reliance on Microsoft Teams. We’re at another level, now: we get 

‘alerts’ and ‘pings’ to join channels, groups, conversations, to share documents, and 

to a host an unfathomable range of technical opportunities for interaction and 

connection.  

My day dreaming is broken by the silence of the trainer. I think he has taken a break to see if 

we have any questions.  

I wasn’t listening. I am silent.  

He reminds us about the other sessions. They are mandated. I check I have booked them:  

• session for translating my teaching into online teaching  yes, in the diary 

• session for sharing tips for online teaching      yes, in the diary 

• session about a single tip for online teaching in 60 seconds  yes, in the diary  

• session about sharing thoughts about sharing a tip     yes, in the diary  

I realise I am taking TEDx pills. Perform, or else.  

I click into the next session.  

* * * * *  

I am sat in my small conservatory at home. It isn’t raining at the moment, so no headphones.   

I am waiting for the session to start.   I peer at the clock.  

Colleagues are missing.     I peer at the clock.  

The trainer is muted. But speaking.  I peer at the clock. 

The struggle is exposed for all to see.  I peer at the clock.  

 

* * * * *  
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I am sat in my small conservatory at home. It isn’t raining at the moment, so no headphones.   

I am talking to a director of public health as part of his 

personal and professional development as a new leader.  

We talk through how he has developed during lockdown.  

We talk through how he has helped his new team develop during lockdown.  

We talk through how he can build the resilience of public health services for his 687,000 

residents as lockdown progresses.  

At that moment, a sassy blackbird stomps 

across the roof of my conservatory. 

Conversation halts.  

Epiphany  

As I return to the didactic forms of personal and professional development, I feel a greater 

sense of precariousness: as I gaze in to the screen, I am aware I am heavily dependent on the 

other – and the internet connection – as I await sequential cues to know if I am following 

protocol. I witness disjointed conversations and awkwardness when we accidentally talk over 

each other, or when the internet connection breaks. As we talk, our physicality is oriented 

towards a didactic one-on-one or one-to-many-ones. It feels like we are replicating the direct 

eye-to-eye proximity featured in Marina Ambramovich’s Artist is Present, but the intimacy is 

different; I have not chosen this, it is a forced directive by management.   

I feel a tension. On the one hand, I can see a greater sense of vulnerability from this 

managerially constructed exposure, highlighting an increased sense of precarity when exposing 

our personal spaces to those with power to judge my performance. I am reminded of how 

Mierle Laderman Ukeles’s Maintenance Art brings closer attention to the work which, and 

workers who, would normally be hidden or forgotten. Not just in terms of new channels into 

blurry work-home spaces, but also the additional performances required to personally and 

professionally adapt to a new context. New teaching materials and processes adapted ‘behind 

the scenes’, our view of the student, feeling like a never ending cycle of TEDx production, 

demanding enduring resilience.  

On the other hand, working at home with cats, dogs, children, delivery people – and the divine 

sassy blackbird – increases indeterminacy and exposes our interactions to the whims of chance 

as embodied in John Cage’s 4’33 and Yoko Ono’s performances such as Wish Tree. I resist 

thinking that this is an invasion of my home, as I know it has already occupied those 

supposedly non-productive moments around the clock. It has even occupied my bed. Now, 

Microsoft Teams enable my colleagues, and managers who make judgements about 

performance, to see more of me in my home. It is an extension of what is already there; it has 

further blurred the lines between work and life, reminiscent of Hsieh’s Time Clock Piece.  

The cute puppy, the mischievous cat, and the sassy blackbird seem symbolic of a greater 

proximity to the quotidian of life working at the blurred boundaries of work and home. Yet I 

feel a shared sense of love and hope in these moments amongst, and despite, the TEDx-like 

prescriptive performance scores of Microsoft Teams development sessions. I am reminded of 

the minimalism, love and hope I feel through Yoko Ono’s Wish Tree performance score. Just 
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as the tree symbolises a sense of organic strength, vitality and longevity, I connect with the 

symbolism of the apple. Here, the apple resonates in this moment of love and hope during a 

ratcheting up of permanent performance; the child who gives an apple to their teacher out of 

appreciation for their own learning development, and the adage ‘an apple a day, keeps the 

doctor away’ as an aide memoir to look after ourselves despite the possibility of self-

precarization.  I use these insights to make, perform and document “Apple a day . . .”, and the 

compositional aspects deployed in the performance are summarised in Figure 16, see page 

111.  

 

Part II. Setting up eventbrite. 

 

Artwork 18: Eventbrite page for “Apple a day . . .” 

One of the 101 Eventbrite events for “Apple a day . . .”. 

Eventbrite reminded registered participants 

2 weeks before, 2 days before and 20 minutes before. 

View here: http://appleaday041120.eventbrite.co.uk/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork 17: Performance score for “Apple a day . . .”   

  

1. Connect, with an apple*.  

2. Explore, and ingest as much as you wish.  

3. Disconnect, when you have digested as much as you need.  

  

*Bring an apple. Keep your video and sound on.  

http://appleaday041120.eventbrite.co.uk/
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As I prepare, I notice the heavy demands of performing.  

A necessary painful performance.  

I lose track and have to re-perform.  

  

 

 

 

Artwork 19: Making 101 apples 

 

Creating the Eventbrite pages for 101 “Apple a day . . .”. 

 

View at: https://youtu.be/PDX6lpgnwfs 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

https://youtu.be/PDX6lpgnwfs
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Part III. The invite.  

 

 
Artwork 20: Email FWD “Apple a day . . .” 

 
From: Tony Wall   
Sent: 28 August 2020 17:58  
Subject: FW: Apple a day  
  
FYI - I thought you might be interested in this, or know someone who 
may be.  
Feel free to share.  
Hope you and yours are well, Tony.  
 
-------- Original message -------- 
From: Apple Tree <appletree@teachers.org> 
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 2020, 11:31 
To: Tony Wall <t.wall@chester.ac.uk> 
Subject: Apple a day 
CAUTION ! 
 
This email originated outside of the University of Chester. Do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognise the sender and 
know the content is safe. 
 
===== 
 
 
I thought you might be interested in this. 
 
Title: Apple a day 
 
Date/time: Wed, 4 November 2020, 13:00 – 23:59 BST 
 
Learning outcomes: 
By the end, you will have: 
1. Connected, with an apple*. 
2. Explored, and ingested as much as you need. 
3. Disconnected, when you have digested as much as you need. 
 
Resources: *Bring an apple. 
 
Aim: The session aims to ensure good practice and excellent student 
experience. 
 
Consent: This event will be recorded for artistic research purposes. 
By registering for this event, you are giving permission for the 
event to be recorded, reproduced, and manipulated for these 
purposes. 
 
Key concepts: 
 
Design and plan learning activities and/or programmes of study 
Teach and/or support learning 
Assess and give feedback to learners 
Develop effective learning environments and approaches to student 
support and guidance 
Engage in continuing professional development in 
subjects/disciplines and their pedagogy, incorporating research, 
scholarship and the evaluation of professional practices 
 
The subject material 
Appropriate methods for teaching, learning and assessing in the 
subject area and at the level of the academic programme 
How students learn, both generally and within their 
subject/disciplinary area(s) 
The use and value of appropriate learning technologies 
Methods for evaluating the effectiveness of teaching 
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The implications of quality assurance and quality enhancement for 
academic and professional practice with a particular focus on 
teaching 
Respect individual learners and diverse learning communities 
Promote participation in higher education and equality of 
opportunity for learners 
Use evidence-informed approaches and the outcomes from research, 
scholarship and continuing professional development 
Acknowledge the wider context in which higher education operates 
recognising the implications for professional practice 
 
Key Terms of Use: 
 
Using or accessing an apple a day constitutes your acceptance of 
this Policy and the terms contained therein which shall govern your 
use of an apple a day. An apple a day may be downloaded, printed, 
stored, copied and reproduced in any medium by UK higher education 
institutions and organisations delivering services to the UK higher 
education sector, strictly for their own educational, non-commercial 
use, provided that in all cases: 
 
1. The original source is acknowledged as “Apple a day”. 
 
2. The following statement is retained: 
 
“An apple a day and its content is developed on behalf of the UK 
higher education sector. The copyright in this material and content 
is owned by apple tree. © Apple tree 2020. All Rights Reserved. Any 
redistribution or reproduction of part of or all of the contents in 
any form is prohibited other than in accordance with the Apple a day 
Key Terms of Use. Apple a day is not a company limited by guarantee 
registered in England and Wales and does not have a number. Not 
registered as a charity in England and Wales, without a number. Not 
registered as a charity in Scotland, without a number. 
The words ‘Apple a day’ is the property of the apple tree and should 
not be used without written permission from the apple tree. 
 
3. The copyright statement appearing on any Associated Materials is 
retained on those materials. 
Apple a day and Associated Materials may not be: adapted, modified, 
edited, republished, licensed or translated; used outside of the 
terms within this in Policy; used outside of the UK or outside of 
the HE sector; commercially exploited in any way, including but not 
limited to sale or participation in a sale, without the prior 
written consent of the apple tree. A request for consent shall be 
addressed to any apple tree. 
 

 
 

 

* * * * *  

“Can I eat a banana instead… or a carrot?”.  

“I have a mysterious event about an apple in my diary, is there a link to it?”. 

“How bizarre!”  

  

 * * * * *  
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Part IV. The crunch.  

  

 

 

Artwork 21: “Apple a day . . .” *(x1000) 

 

View here: https://youtu.be/urjQanllWAk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

We do not talk. But the conversation is frantic. 

  

  

https://youtu.be/urjQanllWAk
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Artwork 22: Conversational poem derived from “Apple a 

day . . .” 

 
Someone got building work on.  
I have just found out about sewing apple pips 
and November is a good time to do it!  
host is there a  
My grandmother told me a Story.  
She knew a lady who swallowed apple pips 
and a tree grew inside her.  
Victorian working class myths.  
I've realised I don't like apples that much.  
You mean that's not true...  
I'm really enjoying my apple, 
I don't tend to eat them much!  
Apple and cheese.  
Good lunch!  
I wish I had cheese!!  
OOO Cheese would be nice.  
Me too!  
I bought mine on Saturday, 
but ate it!  
Haven't been out since.  
Fake news. Victorians didn't have a working class.  
This is a ruminant experience.  
Someone joined the meeting.  
Yes, but did trees grow in their stomachs.  
This is ruminant commensality. it really super  
Someone leaves the meeting. 
My dog has my apple now  
She is VERY happy  
- can't believe her luck!  
I wanted a picture of an eating apple for my background 
and all google gave me were images of the Apple logo 
I can't see eating his apple. 
TSK. 
That's what I have as my back-up Apple!  
like the Apple record label. Nostalgia!  
We don't have to eat one!  
Have to be honest and say the noise is unpleasant 
and my stomach is starting to churn. 
I've turned the sound off now, 
so if anyone speaks you will have to do it in sign language!  
What???  
Sour or sweet?  
My internet likely to go down in a minute 
as having fibre installed right now.  
Isn;t there enough fibre in the apple?  
Enough for what?  
Where is "anon"?  
How do they install the fibre into the apples?  
Thank you again. That's led to my checking out Apple label 
artists and being reminded of Badfinger!  
Looks like New Brighton?  
Badfinger?  
What???  
I was probably too young to have heard of them! 
Yes, you didn't go to the Stadium on Saturday nights 
in the 70s did you?  
49p a concert sometimes.  
Have just had (apple) fibre installed in me! 
Now I'm wishing I was born earlier - sounds like I missed out!  
Core is going into the caddy for the compost heap now.  
Someone left the meeting.  
you certainly did! 

 
Mind you, a lot of time might have been wasted having fun... 
I left my core in the kitchen, 
after I had chopped my apple into slices to eat it.  
Can anyone really WASTE time?  
Sounds like some difficult exercises you were doing 
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to have left your core behind!  

  
 

 
Dustmen spend lots of time on waste.  
Waste-timers rather than time-wasters? 
Once upon a time they used to shout 'cor(e)' 
- never in my direction, mind!  
If you eat any more apples you will have a stomach ache!  
Where's Alexa?  
I have a friend who does not eat red apples 
because red apples contained the poison 
that affected Snow White.  
I think you should demonstrate your knife throwing skills 
by throwing the apple into the air and slicing it up, 
to land perfectly into the pre-made pastry base 
of the apple pie you have on the go.  
Dog now snoring  
- very content with life.  
I'd pay good money to see that  
Is that another Apple artist?? 
who Apple Pie?  
I'd come to see you at the Stadium if it still existed.   
Can we use wine for the next one of these?  
Is there going to be a next one?  
Surely cider would be more appropriate?  
Either way Tony's getting a hangover.  
Someone joined the meeting.  
Yes, but we'll have to wait for election 2024!  
Wine and cheese and apples.  
And pickled onions.  
Going now to have cheese ... is 'fermenting' a rude word - my 
comment has disappeared - is there a moderator?  
Don't think so  
- but then I am quite naïve  

 
that's quite jolly and also quite disturbing. 
you didn't stab the apple with the stalk 
to work out your secret admirers initials!  
I thought so too!  
Secret admirer - do tell!  
It's me.  
No longer a secret.  
He knows I love him anyway.  
Way to ruin the suspense!  
I haven't worked out yet whether we're being naughty 
using the chat or whether it's allowed 
or, indeed, encouraged.  
Tony gives nothing away!  
Don't care  -sorry Tony.  
I have to shoot off in a min, attending a research seminar.  
Good thing we do like you Tony. 
If this was a classroom full of students, 
they would have all left by now!  
me too  
Some other fermented fruit type event, 
?  
Mind you, they would have just left their initials sitting there, 
so we wouldn;t know whether they were there or not! 
durian based 
not diuretic based?  
Laters, folks! 
This has been most entertaining 
and a different way to split up my day.  
Off to hear about literary mapping  
Can you eat your Apple in the mode of the Thinker?  
My apple is in my dog's stomach now 
...so NO  
Can you?  
Or perhaps channel the US Election 
through the mode of a fruit? 
gotta fly - it's been very a-peeling. 
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fruit-fly?  
YES!!! You've thought of a new way to cover the election – 
lord knows they've thought of everything else.  
Nice to see you all  
- sadly I am going to have go back to [work]... 
Hopefully see you soon...  

 
someone left the meeting. 
peeling? Really? 
gotta get a brew  
- this is thirsty work!  
Lovely to revisit teenage days and music.  

  
Save and plant your pips, 
and present to Tony so he can make an orchard!  
The dog....  
ate my apple so retrieving the pips isn't a good idea...  
although possible...  
Got to go and get some cheese.  
Let's have details of the premiere when available, Tony.   
Get your better half to do it!  
you are so gonna regret eating all those apples by tonight!  
Not even bob apple night!  
Don't horses get colic from eating too many apples? 
Not that I'm suggesting Tony is a horse, but if you change 
one letter of his first name, he would be close!  
Feels a bit like Only Connect!  
All those apples are connecting...  
Cheese is calling...  
Thanks for whetting my appetite. I'm loving being part of a 
movement - performing in the studio.  
Thanks, Tony Warhol.  
Is that Pony Warhorse?  
We'll need the Yorkshire Vet soon! 
Looking very pleased with yourself I'm so funny!  
Someone joined the meeting.  
Is this an afternoon performance, Tony?  
I mean, all afternoon?  
Do we sit here and wait for you to make a mad dash across 
the room?  
'cos of all them apples?  
I'm just suggesting this might be preferable to exploding....!  
Well that's what a Pony Warhorse might do if it had colic.  
I'm loving this but time to go.  
I have a very hot curry for lunch  
Do you want me to say something to put you out of your pain?  
Is it a trigger word you're waiting for?  
Someone left the meeting.  
Who says Tony is in pain? 
He's eaten about 10 apples 
and I think that most normal human stomachs can;t tolerate 
that! 
OK, I though we started just 4 min ago 
We are 13.04-hrs....I think an hour in!  
OK I get it - misinterpreted the time  
It probably won;t be as long as the US Election.  
Hopefully not! but wht about 'even this will pass'? 
If he continues eating those apples, 
he's got more stamina than most people I know!  
I refuse to leave you alone to your fate, Tony. 
So, I'll leave you in the background and get some work 
done. 
As the sound it off, 
you will have to wave furiously to catch my attention. 
might be a reminder that we all need to stop and reflect? 
Offering us a projection area to catch sight of our thoughts? 
Silence allowing us to listen to our inner voice. 
Okay. Good point, but reflect on what? 
I guess my inner voice is telling me I've got too many other 
things to do. 
Also that I need to fill the silence. 
I think the pandemic is getting to me! 
An apple a day... 
keeps the doctor away, 
but if you eat a heap of them it isn't good for your health 
But Ok, let's say we need to do something... 
to interfere? 
protect Tony 
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allow him to stop... 
maybe the apple eating will go on 
as long as someone is watching? 
By watching, passively, 
it just continues...exactly like climate change? 
There is a chink in your armour Pony Wharhorse 
Tony, do you realise you'll never like green apples after this? 
Too much and never enough 
(Trump's niece) 
Thank you Tony - Got to go... Hug 
Someone left the meeting. 
Sorry, I had to take a Teams call. 
I see you've finished! 
I was going to share this! 

(Animated GIF) 
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Part IV. Aftertaste.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork 23: Completed Evaluation Forms for “Apple a day . . .” 

An evaluation form was sent to participants at 3am. 

It rated each line of the performance score, and an open text field. 
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Artwork 24: >cores 6 months old 
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Part V. Precarities.  

The performance and the open text comments from participants feed my thinking.  

I sense precarity as a form of transience characterised by accidental and playful non-linearity 

sparked by participants’ histories and current locations: Would you like a cup of tea? Sshh. 

The WHHRRR of a laptop overheating. Cheese. Mmm cheese. Victorian myths. A guitar. An 

ode to an apple. BARK BARK. A 70s dance. I hate apples. Victorian fake news. My dog is 

eating my apple. Is fermenting rude? Who’s deleted my message? Pricking the name of a 

crush into an apple. I am your secret admirer. Badfinger. Am I late? Laters folks. Here’s a 

photo of pigs playing with an apple.   

I can sense precarity in the ambiguities of how to perform in this space, in ways which create 

tensions in wanting to be productive whilst maintaining our relationality with others. I can see 

people holding others to account when they are not eating their apple (“TSK”), and those 

resisting that very demand (“we don’t need to”). I can see tensions when participants expose 

their potential sting of expectation in terms of the ambiguity of the space (“If we were our  

students, we would have left by now”) and the ambiguity of etiquette (“are we being naughty by 

typing?”). But again, there are those who resist that very demand (“I don’t care”), and explicitly 

question productivity: can we really waste time? There are, after all, time-wasters and 

wastetimers. This precarity is also present when participants deliberate over their own role in 

the performance; is their watching or not intervening influencing this? Do we intervene or 

comply?  Does he continue to eat the apple because we are watching? Is there a trigger word to 

stop it? You’ll get colic. Tell me if you need me. I sense precarity in terms mutual 

dependencies even when we leave the space: when we tell others, or apologise to others, that 

we have to go to the next meeting, or when we tell others we are doing some other work while 

we are present in the meeting.  

I see precarity in the way all 14 participants engaged in the performance despite in some cases 

not enjoying the apples or the particular apple they had, and engaging in the absurd 

performance evaluation. In many cases, the open text comments demonstrated ambiguities 

about how to make sense of their experience. One participant said: 

I imagine I missed any specific point of the activity. Did I fail to make any 

necessary connections? Was this due to my mind whirling with other tasks?  

Was my seeming inability to resist 'filling the (chat-bar) gaps' an effort to use 

humour to deflect from the visuals and sounds? Was it an effort at attempting 

to rationally understand the point of the exercise? Was it an unconscious 

attempt to justify not doing other tasks by physically engaging through the 

written word in this 'empty/soundless' space? The sound of the crunchy,  

slurpy, munching had to be quietened by turning the sound off. Better to 

disconnect early, I thought, than barf over my lap-top.  

Similarly, another said: 

Maybe I missed something in the beginning? I expected to be guided to 

encourage connecting with my apple, but there was no sign of that, so I just 

joined in and started to eat. I really enjoyed the silence and being in touch - 

resting my brain for a while. Great surface for projection of reactions and 

reflections. 
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Others seemed to let go of the sting of expectation and explore the beauty of the literal apple 

and its symbolism in relation to the performance score. One participant said: 

At first I was a bit disappointed that it wasn't a verbal chat about apples, then I 

thought that absence gave participants freedom to take the event as they wish, so 

I explored 'Apple label artists' and loved finding some old favourites and 

reliving my teenage years. Eventually, I came to see the session as the seed (or 

pip) of a new cultural movement: a 21st century development of Andy Warhol's 

Factory. I enjoyed the creative space in the middle of the day, and came to like 

the lack of agenda.  What a change from business meetings!  I'd like it - my 

mind and soul would like it - if we had similar spaces in the future.  

 

Similarly, another participant said: 

I loved that a setting was created in which a group of us could come together 

and truly focus on the beauty and great taste of the apple in front of us. The 

process of eating the apple allowed for reflection, for me personally I reflected 

on health, the apple as a fruit of the Earth gifted by mother nature and how such 

gifts are taken for granted by us all and underappreciated, and the amazing taste 

of the great Granny Smith. I reflected on my own health and on how long it had 

been since I last enjoyed the taste of an apple… I had ingested, explored and 

connected with my apple whilst also disconnecting from the stresses of the 

workplace and moving into a different headspace of contentment and 

appreciation.  

 

I can sense participants ventriloquizing the performance drive when they deliberate over the 

point of the exercise. For some, this absurdity irritated, especially the overly distracting or 

painful ‘stomach churning sounds’ which are better muted to prevent ‘barfing over the 

computer’. Others let go of the sting of such expectations and experienced a sense of 

“freedom” for their “mind and soul” in their work day, deliberated on their “whirling mind of 

other tasks” and break from “not doing other tasks”, loved a group focusing on the “beauty and 

great taste of the apple in front of us” which enabled “disconnecting from the stresses of the 

workplace and moving into a different headspace of contentment and appreciation”, and 

valued “the silence and being in touch – resting my brain for a while”.  

As such, I sense the performance variously created a space for deliberation and connection in 

work, against a cultural backdrop of enforced social distancing.  
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Figure 16 Summary of compositional strategies informing “Apple a day . . .” 

Theme  Compositional strategies and tactics deployed  

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers  

• Reference dissatisfaction at work – as a permanent state or during moments of 
interaction: implicit in the repetitive consumption of apples. Focuses on a series of 
moments as reflective of a wider state. 

• Reference precarity issues at work or their consequences: implicit in the repetitive 

consumption of apples. Demands of performance at making, documentation, and 

design-before-during-after stages. Informed by own experiences of students, and my 

own, ongoing troubled relationship with work. 

• Self-imposed precarity: my own self-precarization through continued consumption of 

apples despite unpleasant experience, and others’ self-imposed precarity through 

attendees’ participation despite ambiguity in a context of pressing deadlines and 

other meetings. Troubled by own desire for an alternative, hope-filled experience 

of work, i.e. imposed demand for hope. 

Endurance of  
repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’  

• Extreme repetition reflects all-encompassing nature of precarity: continued 
consumption of apples until all participants have left.  

• Target specific groups of workers who experience precarity: reference educational 

workers in my own organisation through referencing the terms and conditions of the 

Advance Higher Education professional body.   

• Reference restriction and isolation whilst at work: didactic interaction imposed by the 

use of MS Teams, and my minimal emotional response to requests for interactions.   

Embracing  
situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency  

• Collective performance score to reference workplaces: Ambiguous performance score 
created shared by all attendees.  

• ‘Planned obsolescence and decay’ (simultaneously exploring useful-ness (productivity) 

and useless-ness (consumerism) to activate play): no ‘formal’ content, use-less apple 

eating (which was questioned by some).  

• Own experiences of precarity: Yes. 

• Reverse typical power relations: subvert expectations of something (product) to be 

delivered after a learning event/activity, in a certain way (process).  

Processuality of 

artwork through 

indeterminacy 

and chance  

• Minimalist performance scores to embody precarity as in-flux / un-finalised / un-fixed 
allowing circumstances to influence performance: minimalist performance score, 
enabling greater influence of chance events to influence the performance.  

• Parasitize other familiar forms to explore expectations: parasitizing a staff-CPD session. 

• Local precarity issues: Yes. 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality and 

intimacy  

• 1-2-1 interaction: small group in MS Teams which has a didactic interactional nature 

(only one person is able to communicate as a time on the screen – many-to-many 

interactions in the chat box).  

• Reference love / romance: emerged! Driven by a romantic idea of education and 

respect through apple symbolism. 
• Performance as performing, non-performing, before, during, and after: designed from 

invitation through to evaluation.  

• Performing and overlaying un-known performance scores: leaving ambiguity for others 
to determine the performance, plus enabling it to happen.  

• Un-rehearsal as facilitating sense of precarity: un-rehearsed.  

Personal and 

professional 

development?  

Performed as a university staff CPD training session, referencing a typical site of personal 

and professional development, and the terms and conditions used by Advance Higher 

Education (the sector’s professional body) in their CPD events. Performance intentionally 

invited staff to a CPD session through a set of instructions alongside a very detailed set of 

itemised outcomes for the session (a fashion typical of the sector for staff CPD). Performed 

counter to these highly specified performance scores, with a high level of indeterminacy and 

allowing for others desires and interests, as well as chance, to feature in the creation of the 

performance. Considers the possibility of exploring own and others’ role and expectations 

in personal and professional development, and the role of ambiguity for creating playful 

spaces. Presented in the guise of a ‘practice pedagogy’ (direct instruction and story) but 

ambiguously emergent as more akin to an experience of ‘practice curriculum’ (learning by 

doing) for some and ‘personal epistemology’ (mimetic) for others. 
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4.4 Artwork IV “3 mins for slow work” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork 25: “zero sugar” (in binary code) 

  

  

01111010 01100101 
01110010 01101111 
00100000 01110011 
01110101 01100111 
01100001 01110010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I think I have become one of those sentinel robots. 

I am consuming emails like never before. 
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Subject: YOUR ATTENTION IS URGENT NEEDED 

Message preview: I want to inform you that i just arrived at Dulles 

International Airport,Washington DC,USA with your package 

worth($5,000,000.00)Five million united state dollars. 

Deleted. Or should I say: 01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Your Consultant on Risk-Based Drug Development 

Message preview: I hope your drug development project is going well! 

 01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Business Proposal....95-67 

Message preview: Dear Friend I was assigned by two of my colleague to seek 

for a foreign partner for the transfer of Fifty two million seven hundred 

and fifty thousand dollars only pending on our arrival in your country for 

utilization and disbursement with the owner of the account. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

Message preview: Submit your paper. Electronic structure modulation of MoS2 

by substitutional Se incorporation and interfacial MoO3 hybridization: 

Implications of Fermi engineering for electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution… 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: H1299, CT26 and Hela cell lines | Ubigene 

Message preview: In-stock KO cell lines, as fast as 1 week! 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Gold Cup Day | Private Box | Cancellation - £6,990 

Message preview: Good afternoon, Very exciting news, we've just had a 

cancellation on a 18 seater private box at Cheltenham Festival. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Waste Disposal & Sustainable Energy 

Message preview: WDSE has been launched to promote the research and 

development of both waste disposal and the use of waste to produce… 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: [blank] 

Message preview: How are you?I am miss Celina Williams i will like to be 

your friend please write me back on my email for more details. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Choose your boiler online 0% interest finance 

Message preview: From buying your boiler online to installation, we make 

everything as simple and efficient as you can imagine. 

 01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:          Ho-ho-hold tight! Our ultimate festive sale is here       

Message preview: ‘Tis the season to bag some bargains   

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: DONATION FOR YOU 5.200,000.00USD/EURO 

Message preview: Hallo, mein geliebter Bruder und Schwester im Herrn. Ich 

hoffe, deine Tage sind gesegnet. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Get Branded Eco Brollies        

Message preview: Branded brollies are a brilliant promotional giveaway. 

They offer a large, visible branding area and a long life.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: ➔ Конференція 10.12.2021 

Message preview: Запрошуємо до дистанційної участі у конференції, що...  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Fat Removes and Protein Bars 

Message preview: African Mango is a weight loss supplement that burns fat, 

suppresses hunger and cravings, and helps maintain healthy cholesterol.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Low Processing charges: International Journal of Clinical Images 

Message preview: Based on your previous significant contributions and 

research interests, we are contacting you again. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 
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Subject: Now extended - 30% off stays 

Message preview: Extended until Tuesday: 30% off Stays!  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: 50% Off WordPress.com Courses! 

Message preview: Join our expert-led learning community...  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Register now and to get speaker slot 

Message preview: Hello Colleuage, Greetings from United Research Forum!!  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: (2) a message from Lukana 

Message preview: For older men only, for meeting older women 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Are your loved ones protected? Get your quote now! 

Message preview: British Seniors Funeral Insurance Plans can help you 

protect your loved ones from the financial pressures… 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Nano Intellects 2022 Are you ready? 

Message preview: I would like to take the privilege to invite you to be a 

Distinguished Speaker and deliver a presentation of the same  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:       7 must-see shows in 2021 and their filming locations 

Message preview: Find out where Squid Game, Dune and other 2021…                                                            

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Hello. 

Message preview: I have a very confidential business proposal involving a 

transfer of US $18,500,000.00 which will be of great benefit to both of us. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Julia sent you (5) erotic pics 

Message preview: View her profile and get sex with her. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: A new way to achieve point mutation, 100% success! 

Message preview: Ubigene’s new point mutation service, as low as $4000! 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Publish your latest research with us 

Message preview: we invite you to contribute to this Special Issue on Mild 

Cognitive Impairment of the journal Austin Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s… 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Earn a U.S. degree in Vienna with a scholarship 

Message preview: Earn a U.S. degree in Vienna with a scholarship 

Based in Vienna, Central European University brings together students and  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Marijuana Dispensary Packaging Bags  

Message preview: We make Marijuana Dispensary Packaging Bags | Exit Bags | 

Childproof Bags. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: I NEED YOUR REPLY 

Message preview: Did you get the email I sent on 04/01/2021 04:46:53 pm? 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:     Cooperation Request      

Message preview: I'm Caroline, the project manager of Lionfly Technology 

Co., Ltd. After getting to know your company, we have a project that we 

want to collaborate with you.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Microsoft Account Team 

Message preview: Your mailbox has exceeded the storage limit of the 

administrator, you are required to validated your email account or failure 

will result in immediate closure of your email account.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 
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Subject: Geosynthetics material supplier 

It is glad to write to you with keen hope to open a business relationship 

with you. I obtained your company name and email address from the Internet.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: wholesale makeup supply 

Message preview: We glad to get your information posted on website. that 

you are in the market for makeup.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: New Dofit with protein cream. Yummy! 

Message preview: New Dofit with protein cream and up to 15% protein. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Japanese Journal of Gastroenterology and Hepatology  

Message preview: Tthis is a cordial request to publish your research work 

in our Journal running issue (Volume 7). 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Claim for miss-sold solar panels today 

Message preview: Find out if we can help today. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: 24 hours left: Get 50% off Academia Premium 

Message preview: Unlimited access to all our best author and researcher 

tools. Mentions, PDF Packages, Analytics, and more. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Win £100 Amazon voucher, 3 mins to contribute 

Message preview: We can’t believe it’s been a year since the last Aptem 

anonymous, industry-wide survey about the apprenticeship marketplace. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Re: Re: Article Proposal 'Stop the Hemorrhaging' 

I have something you asked for. DOCUMENT DOWNLOAD LINK 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:       Ultimate guide to employee pulse surveys 

Message preview: New! We’ve rounded up everything you need to know about 

employee pulse surveys, including top tips, how-tos and question sets. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Do your staff know what to do in an emergency? 

Message preview: First Aid, Fire Marshal & Train the Trainer courses 

available. Meet HSE Requirements from only Â£33/person  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: FW: CCTV survey 

Message preview: I recently emailed to ask whether you're looking to 

install or upgrade… 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Help build a supportive workplace culture 

Message preview: These quick tips can help managers to create a supportive 

workplace culture and encourage employees to prioritise their health. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Hurry up! Get Your 2500 Instagram Followers On The Way 

Message preview: [blank] 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Stop Interest payments increasing your debts! 

Message preview: Stop Interest payments increasing your debts. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Four Golden Tips for Time Management In Meetings 

Message preview: Tip 1 - It is important for every meeting to have a clear 

goal and a structured process for monitoring the topics discussed at the 

meeting. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: To Restore Perfect Eyesight Tomorrow! 

Message preview: New studies show that your eyes will deteriorate with each 

passing year…  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 
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Epiphany  

I feel empathy for those caught in endless loops of work and email consumption, as 

experienced by some of the participants in “Apple a day . . .”. The loop is an emblematic 

example of the demands of permanent performance at work. This “constant checking” 

behaviour has been described as an addiction for some, interfering with other daily tasks such 

as “distracted driving, neglected children, and lost productivity” (Gerlach & Cenfetelli, 2020, p. 

1705). I sense urgency to respond and react throughout the day – in case I am missing 

something, missing an opportunity to be more effective or efficient. Dealing with my work 

email, I feel the pressure to  

Claim for my miss-sold solar panels TODAY. 

Get that 50% off in the next 24 HOURS. 

Contribute in 3 MINS to get my voucher. 

Help my staff know what to do in an EMERGENCY. 

HURRY to get 2500 Instagram followers. 

The beat of ping, ping, bang, bang is with me as I press on with processing quick-paced binary 

judgements of utility. Some are simple: 

I don’t need X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. 

I don’t need a Private Box at Gold Cup Day for £6,990. 

I don’t need Julia’s 5 erotic pics. 

I don’t need a new way to achieve mutation. 

I don’t need marijuana dispensary packaging bags. 

I also notice how the CAUTION! notice which prefaces each email messages becomes 

analogic of the apparent certainties and occasional ambiguities that emerge as I process: 

===== 

CAUTION! 

This email originated outside of your organisation. 

Do not click links or open attachments 

unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

===== 
 

Occasionally, I notice momentary question marks raised as I process emails: 

Do I know this Celina Williams who wants to be my friend – did I meet her at a 

conference and forget? It can’t be the professional tennis player? 

Did I miss an email someone sent me on 04/01/2021 04:46:53 pm? 

Have I really exceeded the storage limit of my Microsoft Account? 

Is that article 'Stop the Hemorrhaging' really in that DOWNLOAD LINK? 
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Are my loved ones protected? 

My attention moves from the emails themselves to my response to those emails, that is, my 

sharp, decisive acts of deletion – or momentary deliberation before deletion. The notion of 

‘planned obsolescence and decay’ where there is a simultaneous sense of useful-ness 

(productivity) and useless-ness (consumerism) is acutely present. It’s the sort of productivity 

present when throwing snow balls at Bankers after the financial crash (cf. Leadbitter’s People v 

The Bankers) – not materially productive, but generative of an emotional unleashing of a 

playful quasi-revenge. My decisive acts of deletion feel symbolic for the modus operandi of my 

daily life, and how I am observing others work (or cope with work) beyond emails alone. I still 

recall the audience amazement of a conference keynote speaker announcing their achievement 

of a Guinness World Record for printing a book in 3 mins. Indeed, there are over 15,000 

World Records, and over 6300 relate to being the fastest at something (see 

https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/). 

I am returned to the brute simplicity of Yoko Ono’s hopeful performance scores which 

resonate in their miniature stature but grand weightiness of unfixed meaning offered through 

indeterminacy and its associated ambiguity. This time, and in the shadows of “Apple a day . . 

.”, I am enticed by even greater levels of simplicity embodied in the Japanese poetic artform of 

haiku which combines the strict discipline of minimalist structural form (e.g. 3 lines with a 3, 5, 

then 3 syllable structure) with its typical reference to nature. I wonder what these micro 

moments of deletion might become as a haiku. In doing so, I amplify the tension between the 

fast pace (or beat) of the mechanics of efficient processing (delete, delete, delete) in a way 

which also ironically positions this as a ‘naturalistic’ way of being at work. 

Yet this ironic positioning is also raising the question in my own mind of what a hopeful 

aesthetic rendering of the relentless mechanistic responses in my quotidian work life might 

become through haiku. In this way, I am playing with the notion of ‘slow movement’ in 

academic life (Berg & Seeber, 2016), a response to the trend towards the “corporatization of 

the contemporary university has sped up the clock, demanding increased speed and efficiency 

from faculty regardless of the consequences for education and scholarship” (p1). I notice the 

same irony in managerial instructions for wellbeing, where the freedom to ‘be well’ is offered 

only ever in place of the constraint of another freedom: “Don’t send emails after 5pm on a 

Friday”. Isn’t this another rendition of “Visit the toilet. “NOW WASH YOUR HANDS”. 

Repeat each step in the diagram”? 

I imagine a world where a group of staff are instructed to write a new course module called 

“Slow Work”, given a short period of time to complete it on top of all the other commitments 

to produce it, in line with university instructions (in my localised case, 34 pages of guidance), 

and then reviewed in line with another set of instructions. This is a world of time pressure 

without the space of a group of people to explore and discuss the task at hand. It is even a 

world where the options to meet through an online meeting organisation tool (a doodle poll) 

are limited to one or two options, or the link to participate is broken. A false (ironic) sense of 

freedom to choose. 

I use these insights to make, perform and document “3 mins for slow work”. The 

compositional aspects deployed in the performance are summarised in Figure 17, see page 

126.  

 

https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/
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Part I. The invite. 

  

 

Artwork 26: Performance score haiku invite for “3 mins for slow work” (with an 

intentionally broken link to a doodle poll) 

  

  

We’ve 3 mins to write* 
A new “Slow Work” module spec. 
Doodle when you’re free. 
 
* We will be recorded for artistic and research purposes. 
 

By participating, you are giving permission for your participation 
to be recorded, reproduced, and manipulated for these purposes. 

 

 

 

The score it met with ambiguity, suspicion, and a performative dance-off between a Star Wars 

Stormtrooper and Spiderman (see the link): 

 

Reply 1:  

I know this is probably over cautious but is that Slow work email from you? 

It’s unusual and suspicious. 

Reply 2: 

Am I allowed to ask a question?  

My question is, do I complete this whenever I can or, 12-1203 next Monday? 

Reply 3: 

Absence* drives networks. 

I hope to hear of what moves. 

But then hope cheats us.  

* I have kept my video and audio indeterminate. It provides ambiguity to the recordings for artistic and research purposes. 

By participating, I am giving permission for my participation 

to be recorded, reproduced, and manipulated for no, and all, purposes. 

 

https://doodle.com/poll/i87kn7v4fnw7rv7h?utm_source=poll&utm_medium=link
https://youtu.be/hr6ey0jpWLA
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Part II. The confirmation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork 27: Performance score haiku confirmation for “3 mins for slow work” (with link to 

MS Team meeting, module specification template in GoogleDocs, and instructions) 

  

  

Meeting*: 8th at 12. 
Be ready to fill this doc*. 
1 rule: 3 mins max. 
 
* Keep your video and audio on. 
We will be recorded for artistic and research purposes. 
 
By participating, you are giving permission for your participation 
to be recorded, reproduced, and manipulated for these purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZTA0MmM4MDAtYmY2Ni00MGUwLWJkYTQtNDFmNGIzZjMzZThh%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2218843e6e-1846-456c-a05c-500f0aee12f6%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%225945fbaa-7c97-4160-a9ac-c46bbe18f4f6%22%7d
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yCTuvoYHmsEFKoM_fNxUp1MRlBubdWbssfZ5CKb15vc/edit?usp=sharing
https://portal1.chester.ac.uk/aqs/Quality%20Standard%20Manuals/Handbook%20B%20-%20Approval,%20Modification%20&%20Withdrawal/Handbook%20B-%20APPROVAL%20MODIFICATION%20WITHDRAWAL%20%202020-21%20Updated%20Sept%2020.pdf
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Part III. The 3 mins. 

 

 

Artwork 28: “3 mins for slow work” (working) 

 

View here: recording of MS Teams. 

 

 
 

 

 

Artwork 29: “3 mins for slow work” (the production) 

 

View here: recording of module writing. 

 

 
 

 

https://youtu.be/Gh4e64mzBDQ
https://youtu.be/g82-j7HG9-8
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Artwork 30: Module specification of “Slow Work” 

1. Module Code  ZZZ 2. Module Title Slow Work 

3. Module Level  4-7 
 

4. Module Credit  60 

5. Delivery Site(s)  Life 

6. Available to / Restrictions  All 

7. Expected Student Learning Activity 

Structured guidance 48hrs - Placement 0 hours - Independent guided study 150hrs 

8. Attendance Guidance 

 VLE 

9. Module Content 

Taking time to notice, enjoying the lesser noticed parts of life and valuing their contributions. 
The philosophy of “slow”. 
The physiology/ biology of “slow” - how to move in and out of this state. 

10. Aims 

 More thought to everything we do can lead to unexpected insights. 
To dedicate life to each other. 

11. Methods of Learning and Teaching and Formative Assessment 

Taking photographs of taking life a bit slower. Showing key insights otherwise missed through 
hurrying along.  
Poetry and free-writing. 
Breathing and sleeping 

12. Learning Outcomes 

By the end of the session, you will be able to: 
Critically analyse the benefits of slow work in the context of academic writing 
Appreciate the impact of slow work on systems and processes 
Evaluate a slow employees skills and motivations 

13. Assessment and Reassessment Components and Weighting 

 13a. Assessment 

Time spent sleeping  
Eating at least once a day 
Grow a diamond. 
Creating pictures of Turtles 
Act or monologue about favourite paintings, poetry, films. 

 13b. Reassessment 

Same as above but drawing a snail rather than a turtle 

14. Key References 

Harry Potter 
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The Bible 
The Quran 
University of Chester Mindfulness Guide 
www.questionablecontent.net 
The Guardian  
 

 
 

 

15. Module Leader 

Wonder Woman 
Yourself as primary module leader but you may have other tutors <3 

16. Module Assessment Board 

Cast/Cats of Friends 

17. Approved by 

Dr Sheldon Cooper PhD 
You 

18. Date of Approval 

 8th March 2021  
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Part II. Review. 

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork 31: Performance score haiku request to review new module (with link to review 

instructions, new module specification template in GoogleDocs, and survey) 

  

  

We need to review 
Our new “Slow Work” module spec. 
Write your review here. 
 
* Responses will be recorded for artistic and research purposes. 
By participating, you are giving permission for your participation 
to be recorded, reproduced, and manipulated for these purposes. 

 

 

 

   

 

  

A few days after the 3 mins and its review, I get two emails from two different people: 

 

Just been teaching and went to teams, for this session. 

Is it happening or is it arranged for a different time. 

 

I’m not sure of the status of this exercise – was it performance art or programme development 

(or both)? It strikes me on reflection that I can imagine how this could be taken forward in all 

seriousness (and playfulness!) as a module within a wider programme on developing individual 

and organisational resilience…just thought I’d put it out there       

 

  

https://portal1.chester.ac.uk/aqs/Quality%20Standard%20Manuals/Handbook%20B%20-%20Approval,%20Modification%20%26%20Withdrawal/Handbook%20B%20-%20Appendices/C2%20Review%20Group%20Guidance.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yCTuvoYHmsEFKoM_fNxUp1MRlBubdWbssfZ5CKb15vc/edit?usp=sharing
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=bj6EGEYYbEWgXFAPCu4S9qr7RVmXfGBBqazEa74Y9PZUN1BXMFk1OVhZM0ZYTENRRk9GRVFIVk5TMi4u
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In this performance, I sense precarity being refracted back at me like a flying boomerang. I see 

this first in an email reply to my invitation; a reply which reflected an equally as ambiguous 

haiku declaring indeterminate participation in any and no forms and a link to a humorous clip 

of Star Wars Stormtrooper engaging in a dance off with Spiderman. I am reminded of the 

email caution: 

===== 

CAUTION! 

This email originated from your own ambiguity. 

Do not read with certainty  

unless you recognise the sender and are certain of its content. 

===== 

I then sense this refracted ambiguity as I attempt to read the writing of the module; where I see 

a palimpsest of formal regulations amongst the creative formations of a slow work curriculum – 

the formalised terminology of “critical reflection” ahead of formal learning outcomes, alongside 

the absurdity of analysing the skills and motivations of a slow employee. Or is it absurd? Was it 

being proposed as a serious option for 60 credits? And is that enough for a real module which 

should be 600 hours rather than 200 according to our systems – but here, I have caught myself 

using the lens and knowledge of the bureaucratic system to undermine my own readings of 

responses.  

I then sense this refracted ambiguity in the review of the new module, where questions about 

doing a module on such a topic in 3 minutes are met with an apparent outcry of such 

incoherence; “Who the hell wrote this? Unacceptable!”. But the exclamation and question 

marks introduce and indicate a sense of irony. Or do they? One review noted an ‘outstanding 

job under the circumstances’ and noted the irony of constructing such a module in 3 mins with 

constructive suggestions for alternative time frames: 

If this was truly rooted in the theory of Slow Work, then it should not have been 

completed in such a short period, era, age, generation and therefore further reiteration 

should be returned to the panel in the next millennium, which is considered to be 

wholly reflective of Slow Work theory. 

One review fully embraced the rules in very nuanced ways whilst introducing a similar sense of 

humorous refraction: 

This module is an interesting addition to a programme.  The levels are appropriate, 

although level 8 should not be excluded without good rationale.  Reaching to life as the 

delivery site is developmental.  I suggest placement hours are reviewed, perhaps a 

placement could be a life swap, like wife swap to enable students a deeper 

understanding of their own life.  VLE attendance is interesting, as this is virtual and the 

dimension of virtual reality and artificial intelligence is an important one; however, 

attendance in real life needs to be included.. The reflexivity elements of the content are 

welcomed. In the aims, there needs to be expansion to include the virtual reality and AI 

of the attendance guidance.  In the learning and teaching there are assumptions that 

students can take photographs, write, breathe and indeed sleep.  These may not be the 

case especially when considering AI and Virtual reality.  The learning outcomes, are 

more organisational than life linked.  I like the learning outcomes but some continuity 

would be welcomed. Assessment toward seating at least once a day - does not link back 

to AI, but the growing a diamond is a good assessment - because the definition of 
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diamond is not defined.  The key readings are good, although cat bias - other animals 

should be included.  Perhaps the Spider's guide to weaving.  Wonder woman is a great 

module leader because they are not always slow and therefore will be able to ensure 

EDI within the content.  The MAB - would benefit from the friends of snails and turtles 

because of the assessment/ reassessment , other wise a good MAB.  Sheldon Cooper is 

a good approver - however, he may be better as the external examiner.  Well done on 

submitting your module spec ahead of the deadline. 

I sense the embracing of the brute reality of managerial instruction and entangling it with 

additional unorthodox responses refracts and loops ambiguity in an infinite loop to an extent it 

is not possible to be clear on the intent of those involved. The status of the review comments 

then come to mirror the multiple ways I am making sense of the range of responses. I realise 

I'm now lost in an entanglement where I am uncertain if this is serious, I am uncertain if this is 

a joke, and I am uncertain whether the writers are being ironic. 

I linger in the joy of experimenting with alternative interpretations and realise this reflects the 

precarious relationship between my own (ambiguous) offer to perform and the (ambiguous) 

response to engage. It seems my call for indeterminacy has been met in response, and my 

response to that response; an unrelenting spiral of ambiguity, uncertainty, but also possibility. 

And I am joyfully reminded of Yayoi Kusama’s Infinity Mirrored Rooms, where there is no 

end to the looping of reflections and where one thing ends and another begins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/yayoi-kusama-infinity-mirror-rooms
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Figure 17 Summary of compositional strategies informing “3 mins for slow work . . .” 

Theme  Compositional strategies and tactics deployed  

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers  

• Reference dissatisfaction at work – as a permanent state or during moments of 
interaction: implicit in the compressed time period and removal of opportunity to 
interact to complete the task. Focuses on a moment as reflective of a wider state. 

• Reference precarity issues at work or their consequences: compressed time period 

and removal of opportunity to coordinate and interact to complete the task. 

Informed by own experiences of impossible pace of work, and desire for an 

alternative work state/pace. 

• Self-imposed precarity: own self-precarization through intentionally compressed time 

period and ambiguity of the task in hand and the lack of opportunity to clarify the task 

and ways of interacting. Troubled by own desire for an alternative work state/pace, 

i.e. imposed demand for hope. 

Endurance of  
repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’  

• Extreme repetition reflects all-encompassing nature of precarity: repetition in the form 
of invitation, confirmation, and review performance score haikus.  

• Target specific groups of workers who experience precarity: reference educational 

workers in my own organisation through referencing the specific module template, the 

module design guidance, and the module review guidance.  

• Reference restriction and isolation whilst at work: through MS Teams, compressed 

time period, removal of opportunity to interact to complete the task. 

Embracing  
situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency  

• Collective performance score to reference workplaces: Ambiguous performance score 
shared by all attendees.  

• ‘Planned obsolescence and decay’ (simultaneously exploring useful-ness (productivity) 

and useless-ness (consumerism) to activate play): engagement in an impossibly short 

and incoherent module specification which is not going to be utilised, but sparking 

other utility and appreciation of a different form of value. 

• Own experiences of precarity: Yes. 

• Reverse typical power relations: subvert expectations of one person owning/leading a 

module, and learning as a linear experience. Emerged as a simultaneous, collective 

experience (chaos) rather than an individual leader. 

Processuality of 

artwork through 

indeterminacy 

and chance  

• Minimalist performance scores to embody precarity as in-flux / un-finalised / un-fixed 
allowing circumstances to influence performance: minimalist performance score, 

enabling greater influence of chance events to influence the performance.  

• Parasitize other familiar forms to explore expectations: parasitizing module 

development processes under pressure and in line with verbose instructions for module 

creation and review.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes. 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality and 

intimacy  

• 1-2-1 interaction: small group in MS Teams which has a didactic interactional nature 

(only one person is able to communicate as a time on the screen).  

• Reference love / romance: Driven by a romanticised notion of ‘slow work’.  
• Performance as performing, non-performing, before, during, and after: performance 

crosses invitation through to review.  

• Performing and overlaying un-known performance scores: leaving ambiguity for others 
to determine the performance, plus enabling it to happen.  

• Un-rehearsal as facilitating sense of precarity: un-rehearsed.  

Personal and 

professional 

development?  

Performed as formal work task, referencing formal governance and guidance documents for 

the construction of appropriate learning activities, in impossible time limits. Invitation, 

reminders, module writing, and evaluation performances all cast in ambiguity but providing 

space for alternative perspectives to emerge. Considers the possibility of re-examining own 

expectations in relation to the construction of learning and the role of ambiguity for creating 

playful spaces. Ambiguously presented as a ‘personal epistemology’ (mimetic). 
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4.5 Artwork V “PDR*” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I reach to grasp a bottle of water in my local corner shop. 

A person behind me coughs. 

I no longer want that water. 

I ponder whether the pandemic is looping endlessly like 

Yayoi Kusama’s Infinity Mirrored Rooms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * 

Cough Piece: 

Keep coughing a year. 

Yoko Ono, 1961 winter 

* * * * 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/yayoi-kusama-infinity-mirror-rooms
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Back at home, I am sat at my kitchen table working. 

A MS Teams invite appears in my outlook calendar. I accept. 

It’s an invite for my 1-2-1 performance development review for work. 

It has always been last minute. 

It has always been light. 

It has always been an undeviating performance score. 

 

* * * * 

 Read new guidance. 

 Type old goals in box. 

 Give feedback sandwich. 

 Type new goals in box. 

 Manager asks: How can I help you with that? 

 Tilt head to show active listening. 

 Type answer in box. 

 Submit. 

* * * * 

 

But this one is my last one, as I am moving jobs after ten years. 

I ponder whether it will appreciate that time. 

 

* * * * 

PDR meeting start:   10am 

 Non-PDR tasks. 

PDR start:    10.57am 

 Type old goals in box. 

 Submit. 

PDR meeting end:   11am 

* * * * 

 

A week later, an old oak tree, 600 years old and 100ft tall, smashes through our gardens. 

Dead. 

I ponder over its performance. 
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Epiphany  

I notice the potential for endless looping from “3 mins for slow work”, and its resonances with 

the looping lockdowns associated with the biochemical efficiencies of the coronavirus to create 

a worldwide pandemic. Here, I am once again drawn to the lightness, or minimalist renderings 

evident in Yoko Ono’s instructional poems, particularly “Cough Piece”, so relevant to the 

symbolic quality of air, and so important to the breaking or sustaining of the looping involved 

in the current pandemic. I connect this to the ongoing, annual organisational processes that are 

designed to support the personal and professional development of individual workers. In 

principle, these processes are driven by a desire for permanent performance, to underpin 

mimic annual cycles of continuous improvement. Yet in practice, and in contrast to its formal 

function in organisations, it seems that performance development reviews (PDR) are last 

minute, light touch, and routinely rendered as box-ticking instruments of mechanistic 

compliance and meaning. So much so, a reflection of the performance over ten years is 

reduced into three minutes, including typing words into boxes and clicking the submit button. 

The old oak tree abruptly stimulates a counter perspective to this ethnographic moment, 

raising questions of time and performance: in what ways did it perform over its 600 year 

history, and what was its owner’s plans for its future even before its fate was left to the 

environmental forces of extreme weather? That longer term perspective of performance seems 

to draw from Marina Abramović’s and Tehching Hsieh’s endurance works, but takes it even 

further to timeframes not typical in human timeframes. It feels like thinking about the human 

experience in the life-times of an oak tree reorients new dimensions of what is important, 

especially in the context of climate change, and the brute reality of an extreme environmental 

event bringing that possibility immediately close. Rather than thinking what I need to do on 

Monday, or next July, I start to think about how to judge my life performance in 30 years’ time. 

I use these insights to make and perform “PDR*”, where I place unsolicited diary invites into 

colleagues’ diaries (see below), and proceed to ask typical questions including ‘how might I 

help you with that?’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork 32: Unsolicited diary invite to PDR*. 
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Artwork 33: PDR* [performance score]. 

 

View guidance here: click here. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://ati.woodlandtrust.org.uk/how-to-record/species-guides/oak/
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Artwork 34: 7.5 hours rendering of PDR* 

 

View here: https://youtu.be/4Qd14WGzI6M  

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/4Qd14WGzI6M
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Subject: YOUR ATTENTION IS URGENT NEEDED 

Message preview: I want to inform you that i just arrived at Dulles 

International Airport,Washington DC,USA with your package 

worth($5,000,000.00)Five million united state dollars. 

Deleted. Or should I say: 01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Your Consultant on Risk-Based Drug Development 

Message preview: I hope your drug development project is going well! 

 01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Business Proposal....95-67 

Message preview: Dear Friend I was assigned by two of my colleague to seek 

for a foreign partner for the transfer of Fifty two million seven hundred 

and fifty thousand dollars only pending on our arrival in your country for 

utilization and disbursement with the owner of the account. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

Message preview: Submit your paper. Electronic structure modulation of MoS2 

by substitutional Se incorporation and interfacial MoO3 hybridization: 

Implications of Fermi engineering for electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution… 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: H1299, CT26 and Hela cell lines | Ubigene 

Message preview: In-stock KO cell lines, as fast as 1 week! 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Gold Cup Day | Private Box | Cancellation - £6,990 

Message preview: Good afternoon, Very exciting news, we've just had a 

cancellation on a 18 seater private box at Cheltenham Festival. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Waste Disposal & Sustainable Energy 

Message preview: WDSE has been launched to promote the research and 

development of both waste disposal and the use of waste to produce… 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: [blank] 

Message preview: How are you?I am miss Celina Williams i will like to be 

your friend please write me back on my email for more details. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Choose your boiler online 0% interest finance 

Message preview: From buying your boiler online to installation, we make 

everything as simple and efficient as you can imagine. 

 01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:          Ho-ho-hold tight! Our ultimate festive sale is here       

Message preview: ‘Tis the season to bag some bargains   

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: DONATION FOR YOU 5.200,000.00USD/EURO 

Message preview: Hallo, mein geliebter Bruder und Schwester im Herrn. Ich 

hoffe, deine Tage sind gesegnet. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Get Branded Eco Brollies        

Message preview: Branded brollies are a brilliant promotional giveaway. 

They offer a large, visible branding area and a long life.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: ➔ Конференція 10.12.2021 

Message preview: Запрошуємо до дистанційної участі у конференції, що...  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Fat Removes and Protein Bars 

Message preview: African Mango is a weight loss supplement that burns fat, 

suppresses hunger and cravings, and helps maintain healthy cholesterol.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Low Processing charges: International Journal of Clinical Images 

Message preview: Based on your previous significant contributions and 

research interests, we are contacting you again. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 
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Subject: Now extended - 30% off stays 

Message preview: Extended until Tuesday: 30% off Stays!  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: 50% Off WordPress.com Courses! 

Message preview: Join our expert-led learning community...  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Register now and to get speaker slot 

Message preview: Hello Colleuage, Greetings from United Research Forum!!  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: (2) a message from Lukana 

Message preview: For older men only, for meeting older women 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Are your loved ones protected? Get your quote now! 

Message preview: British Seniors Funeral Insurance Plans can help you 

protect your loved ones from the financial pressures… 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Nano Intellects 2022 Are you ready? 

Message preview: I would like to take the privilege to invite you to be a 

Distinguished Speaker and deliver a presentation of the same  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:       7 must-see shows in 2021 and their filming locations 

Message preview: Find out where Squid Game, Dune and other 2021…                                                            

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Hello. 

Message preview: I have a very confidential business proposal involving a 

transfer of US $18,500,000.00 which will be of great benefit to both of us. 

01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Julia sent you (5) erotic pics 

Message preview: View her profile and get sex with her. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: A new way to achieve point mutation, 100% success! 

Message preview: Ubigene’s new point mutation service, as low as $4000! 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Publish your latest research with us 

Message preview: we invite you to contribute to this Special Issue on Mild 

Cognitive Impairment of the journal Austin Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s… 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Earn a U.S. degree in Vienna with a scholarship 

Message preview: Earn a U.S. degree in Vienna with a scholarship 

Based in Vienna, Central European University brings together students and  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Marijuana Dispensary Packaging Bags  

Message preview: We make Marijuana Dispensary Packaging Bags | Exit Bags | 

Childproof Bags. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: I NEED YOUR REPLY 

Message preview: Did you get the email I sent on 04/01/2021 04:46:53 pm? 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:     Cooperation Request      

Message preview: I'm Caroline, the project manager of Lionfly Technology 

Co., Ltd. After getting to know your company, we have a project that we 

want to collaborate with you.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Microsoft Account Team 

Message preview: Your mailbox has exceeded the storage limit of the 

administrator, you are required to validated your email account or failure 

will result in immediate closure of your email account.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 
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Subject: Geosynthetics material supplier 

It is glad to write to you with keen hope to open a business relationship 

with you. I obtained your company name and email address from the Internet.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: wholesale makeup supply 

Message preview: We glad to get your information posted on website. that 

you are in the market for makeup.  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: New Dofit with protein cream. Yummy! 

Message preview: New Dofit with protein cream and up to 15% protein. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Japanese Journal of Gastroenterology and Hepatology  

Message preview: Tthis is a cordial request to publish your research work 

in our Journal running issue (Volume 7). 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Claim for miss-sold solar panels today 

Message preview: Find out if we can help today. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: 24 hours left: Get 50% off Academia Premium 

Message preview: Unlimited access to all our best author and researcher 

tools. Mentions, PDF Packages, Analytics, and more. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Win £100 Amazon voucher, 3 mins to contribute 

Message preview: We can’t believe it’s been a year since the last Aptem 

anonymous, industry-wide survey about the apprenticeship marketplace. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Re: Re: Article Proposal 'Stop the Hemorrhaging' 

I have something you asked for. DOCUMENT DOWNLOAD LINK 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject:       Ultimate guide to employee pulse surveys 

Message preview: New! We’ve rounded up everything you need to know about 

employee pulse surveys, including top tips, how-tos and question sets. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Do your staff know what to do in an emergency? 

Message preview: First Aid, Fire Marshal & Train the Trainer courses 

available. Meet HSE Requirements from only Â£33/person  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: FW: CCTV survey 

Message preview: I recently emailed to ask whether you're looking to 

install or upgrade… 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Help build a supportive workplace culture 

Message preview: These quick tips can help managers to create a supportive 

workplace culture and encourage employees to prioritise their health. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Hurry up! Get Your 2500 Instagram Followers On The Way 

Message preview: [blank] 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Stop Interest payments increasing your debts! 

Message preview: Stop Interest payments increasing your debts. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: Four Golden Tips for Time Management In Meetings 

Message preview: Tip 1 - It is important for every meeting to have a clear 

goal and a structured process for monitoring the topics discussed at the 

meeting. 

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 

Subject: To Restore Perfect Eyesight Tomorrow! 

Message preview: New studies show that your eyes will deteriorate with each 

passing year…  

  01100100 01100101 01101100 01100101 01110100 01100101 
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Figure 18 Summary of compositional strategies informing “PDR” 

Theme  Compositional strategies and tactics deployed  

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers  

• Reference dissatisfaction at work – as a permanent state or during moments of 
interaction: ambiguous because of the affirmative rendering of the developmental 
aspect and reference to oak trees. 

• Reference precarity issues at work or their consequences: implied compressed time 

period and impossibility of the task, but also contradictory because of the 100 year 

reference and disregard of the diary invite. 

• Self-imposed precarity: own self-precarization through individual complicity in the 

task. 

Endurance of  
repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’  

• Extreme repetition reflects all-encompassing nature of precarity: PDR as an annual 
cycle, extreme slowing down of the implying a long(er)-term pause. 

• Target specific groups of workers who experience precarity: reference educational 

workers in my own organisation through referencing the specific terminology of the 

appraisal process as ‘PDR’.  

• Reference restriction and isolation whilst at work: 1-2-1 interaction through didactic 

nature of MS Teams. 

Embracing  
situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency  

• Collective performance score to reference workplaces: reviewer and reviewee using the 
100 year review/goal together - mimics collective compliance to an annual routine.  

• ‘Planned obsolescence and decay’ (simultaneously exploring useful-ness (productivity) 

and useless-ness (consumerism) to activate play): ambiguously adopts an apparently 

use-less time frame. 

• Reverse typical power relations: nature and lifetime rather than manager and work year. 

• Own experiences of precarity: Yes. 

Processuality of 

artwork through 

indeterminacy 

and chance  

• Minimalist performance scores to embody precarity as in-flux / un-finalised / un-fixed 
allowing circumstances to influence performance: minimalist performance score, based 
on the typical structure of performance review and goal setting.  

• Parasitize other familiar forms to explore expectations: parasitizing annual appraisal 

process.  

• Reference local issues of precarity: Yes (educational). 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality and 

intimacy  

• 1-2-1 interaction: 1-2-1 interaction in MS Teams which has a didactic interactional 

nature (only one person is able to communicate at a time on the screen).  

• Reference love / romance: romantic notion of positive affirmation and aspiration for 

growth and hope.  
• Performance as performing, non-performing, before, during, and after: from invitation 

to performance.  

• Performing and overlaying un-known performance scores: ambiguity in the task at hand 
and leaving space for unpredictable responses through minimally directed interaction.  

• Un-rehearsal as facilitating sense of precarity: un-rehearsed.  

Personal and 

professional 

development?  

Performed as formal work task, referencing formal governance and guidance documents for 

the structure of an annual appraisal and staff development process, in impossible time 

limits. Exaggerates the situational features related to time, time-scale and process of the 

appraisal process. Considers the possibility of re-examining own expectations in relation to 

the construction of professional and life beyond work and the role of ambiguity for creating 

playful spaces. Ambiguously presented as a ‘personal epistemology’ (mimetic). 
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Chapter 5 Discussion, contribution, conclusion 

5.1. Discussion 

This thesis asked how can performance artworks be inflected to explore the permanent 

performance of work under conditions of precariousness, in the context of personal and 

professional development? The question was examined through imbricating theoretical ideas, 

performance art making-documenting, and performance autoethnography, leading to a 

constellation of artworks presented through and around five main artworks. In analysing the 

performance artworks (see Table 7 for a summary), the key findings and contributions of this 

study relate to: practice-as-research as compositional strategy for precariousness, 

precariousness inflicting a break in permanent performance, and unstable hierarchical 

compositional inflections. 

Practice-as-research as compositional strategy for precariousness 

The methodological approach of this study intentionally imbricated theoretical ideas, 

performance art making-documenting, and performance autoethnography, which in itself 

created conditions of precariousness, and as such created a meta-level precariousness for the 

research and artistic processes embodied in this thesis. Drawing on Nelson’s (2013) 

articulation of practice-as-research, the intention was to document the ‘doing-thinking’ related 

to each performance artwork; tracing the influences in and around the composition of each 

performance artwork. This framework invited an intentional interconnectedness between the 

theoretical, making-documenting, and ethnographic, and this as such, implicated 

compositional practices in ways which were unpredicted and unpredictable. In a practical 

sense, this is afforded by the (performance auto)ethnographic approach adopted, where 

epiphanies are generated from being in, observing, and reflecting on practice, moment by 

moment. Or, as Denzin (2017, 44) described, “open spaces for a focus on the body, trauma, 

memory, emotions, the tyrannies of language, the economies of space”. Epiphanies are as such 

open(ing) devices which promote unpredictability and cannot be scripted, and may be better 

characterised as emergent and dependent on an assemblage of relationships coming together 

to create form (see Butler, 2004, 2015). For example, in Toxins in the blood, traces of 

epiphanies were generated through ethnographic moments of overhearing people talking 

about pill-taking in a café, the ping sound of emails, the beat of my heart, hearing about the 

use of CCTV in toilets, amongst others. Similarly, in Work is good for you, epiphanies were 

generated through noticing the instructions to wash your hands in the toilets and seeing 

resonances with the common instructions my diabetes nurses tell me, as well as then being told 

I could have a stroke by one of those nurses. As such, epiphanic moments – as part of a 

practice-as-research or compositional framework – depend on noticing and interpreting these 

having epiphanic significance (Denzin, 2017).  

However, the study also demonstrates that it is not just the openness to wider situational 

circumstances, settings or events, and their interpretation which influence the precariousness 

of composition practices. In a conceptual sense, the methodological structure encouraged such 

a level of interconnectedness between the methodological dimensions that demarcations 

between them destabilised and blurred. By this, I mean that epiphanies were intrinsically 

entangled in and through the theoretical world and art making-documenting, so much so it 

becomes problematic to attempt to disentangle. Returning to Toxins in the blood, for 
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example, epiphanies were not just sparked by single events of pill-popping in a café, but also 

theories of disavowal (Žižek, 2016) and silent violence (Mackert, 2016), making-documenting 

of the re-writing of a song written by ABBA, “Work, Now”, “>turkey”,“>2.79”, amongst 

others. Similarly, returning to Work is good for you, epiphanies emerged from the co-

emergence of noticing Yoko Ono’s instructional poems and performance scores replicated in 

many parts of organisational life, experimental artworks exploring the translation of managerial 

instructions for managing wellbeing through Google Translate (Obrist, 2013), the use and 

countering of equivalence theory (Holtaway, 2019), government ideology (Waddell and 

Burton, 2013), empirical evidence of the impact of work on bodies (Waters et al, 2016), 

amongst other things. 

Such collapsing of these demarcations goes as far as the presentation of this thesis whereby 

classification between what is positioned as the practice (i.e. artwork) and that which is 

positioned as doing-thinking (the traces influencing it) become problematised. For example, 

the 3 pages of emails provides a poetic response to the permanent performance required to 

process and delete emails leaves a question mark about its function and status. This is why this 

thesis makes it particularly challenging to ascertain precise ‘word counts’ between the 

contextualisation of the artwork and the artwork itself. These reflections draw on the earlier 

complexities raised about how permanent performance and performance art ‘deconstruct 

boundaries’ (Lesage, 2012), but this study goes further to position, justify and document 

practice-as-research – particularly using performance autoethnography – as a direct strategy for 

inducing precariousness in research and compositional practice. Here, unpredictability is not 

just related to the ethnographic observations, but the conceptual and compositional chains 

between theory, empirical evidence, making-documenting, and in turn, other constellations of 

art making-documenting which become blurred. 

In this way, this finding echoes the pluralism observed in the work of scholars and 

practitioners who embrace the permeable boundaries of performance art and what it 

constitutes, as well as those who refuse to pin down such boundaries and embrace 

fragmentation (e.g. Keidan, 1991; Goldwater, 2016; Shalson, 2018; Schmidt, 2019). However, 

the finding challenges contemporary theory which attempts to classify the compositional 

strategies for unpredictability in conceptual and performance art works (Apostolou et al, 

2022). Apostolou et al (2022) proposes five compositional strategies: internal (foregrounding 

unpredictability from within the artist e.g. blind drawing), external (foregrounding 

unpredictability arising from the environment e.g. using found objects), mechanical (e.g. using 

algorithmic and rule based performance scores), relational (unpredictability from others’ 

participation, e.g. ambiguous or conceptual instructions which can be interpreted in multiple 

ways), and hybrid (a mix of any or all of these). This study empirically and conceptually 

challenges this simplistic formulation by demonstrating that such descriptions omit this meta-

layer of practice-as-research, which in itself, provides a broader condition of precariousness as 

a compositional approach. Here, distinct from compositional tactics (e.g. blind drawing) or 

hybridising them, practice-as-research – again, especially with the inclusion of performance 

autoethnography – provides a frame for influencing compositional practices and inquiry in 

pluralistic and problematised ways where even the arts practices and its write up become 

blurred and unstable. Within such an approach, other practices (for inquiry or research) can 

become variously and variably repositioned as compositional, which reflects the instability of 

precariousness (Kasmir, 2018). As such, this conceptualisation acknowledges that uncertainty 
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is highly contextualised depending on the sociocultural and situational context (Michalski and 

Manalsuren, 2021). 

Precariousness inflicting a break in permanent performance 

Pulling from ethnographic experiences of permanent performance in my own practice, the 

artworks highlighted how introducing inflections of precariousness could create at least a 

momentary break in the sting of expectation embroiled within permanence. The act of 

educational workers spending time in the artworks without a clear articulation of the utility 

echoes the same conceptual obsolescence and decay demonstrated in Allan Kaprow’s Fluids, 

but I argue the artworks presented here go further because they are located in explicit sites of 

permanent performance. By this, I mean that each of the performances were located in the 

typical working day, using work equipment (e.g. MS Teams), and resonating work language 

and policies (e.g. ‘PDR’). As such, they more directly connect to the specific site-specific, 

localised expectations of what it means to perform in that context (they are more literal than 

they are conceptual). Despite the specific sociocultural location of the performances, the study 

demonstrates glimpses into the possibility that there were discontinuities in the expectations to 

perform in certain ways. For example, in Apple a day . . ., participants felt prompted to ask 

‘can I bring a carrot instead?’, and asked themselves whether they were ‘being naughty’ by 

using the chat box to talk about their dogs eating apple pips or expressing their secret crush on 

me. Similarly, in 3 mins for slow work, some questioned whether the performance was 

‘performance art’ or some other category of reality which could actually be used positively in 

their own context. And in PDR*, most reviewees started with the question ‘is this serious?’. 

Although all of these questions provide an example of the sting of expectation, they also 

indicate a momentary questioning of what is expected. This seemingly echoes Jacques Lacan’s 

intellectual and practical ambition to ‘raise question marks’ in the context of professional 

development to avoid ‘dialectical inertia’ (Miller 1993, p. 22). 

Whilst not questioning the possible destructive and damaging effects of precarity and 

precariousness in society (this is now well documented), this finding does sit in contrast to the 

literature and practice which foreground these dimensions or characterisations of 

precariousness (e.g. Berlant, 2011; Hughes, 2017). Here, rather than a “closeness to symbolic 

and material forms of threat and death” (Hughes, 2017, p. 2), this study aligns more closely 

with the possibility of performance being able to “undermine or interrupt neoliberalism’s 

negative, fear-mongering mode of precarity that imposes insecurity for the many in the interest 

of enormous wealth for the few” (Ridout and Schneider, 2012, p. 9). So although these 

‘positive’ effects and functionalities of precariousness have been documented previously (ibid), 

this study contributes documentary evidence that compositional inflections which imbue 

precariousness can temporarily disrupt permanent performance even in highly culturally 

specific contexts. As such, it builds on Paula Serafini’s (2018) suggestion that the body might 

be one of the few things that a person can control in permanent performance, but extends it by 

documenting and theorising the mechanics of how performance artworks might pause or 

temporarily break from the drive for permanent performance (the compositional detail of 

which is now discussed). 

 

Unstable hierarchy and dynamics in compositional inflection 
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In this study, the extant literature and practice that underpinned the methodological 

imbrications were conceptualised through five interrelated and overlapping themes which 

encapsulated compositional inflections: troubled experiences of workers, the endurance of 

repetitive everyday ‘work’, the processuality of artwork through indeterminacy and chance, the 

primacy of interpersonal relationality and intimacy, and the way situational pressures can be 

embraced as a route to agency. However, as proposed earlier in this chapter, the exploration 

of performance art through a practice-as-research methodological approach creates the wider 

meta-methodological conditions for precariousness. An implication of this is that the precise 

compositional inflections become unstable and unpredictable, responding to the complex and 

multi-directional noticing, sense-making, documenting, and theorising that emerges during the 

study. This means that the five themes generated through synthesising the extant literature and 

practice, therefore, do not have a stable organising compositional strength to design 

performance artworks in the parameters of this research study. 

Part of this instability relates to the strength and importance of context in compositional 

inflection. Each of the artworks did embrace the various and variable situational pressures, 

typically through inflections which locate context-specific routines and context-specific spaces 

and places for personal and professional development. Artworks made reference to various 

issues of precarity in different sites of personal and professional development; commenting on 

the systemic issue of educational complicity in society (Toxins in the blood), complicity in 

group working in education and workplaces (Work is good for you, Apple a day . . ., 3 mins 

for slow work), and as a one-to-one phenomenon (PDR*). These contextualities, as described 

above, involved observations and reflections entangled and combined with theoretical, 

performing-documenting to generate epiphanies of significance (Denzin, 2017), and as such 

partly acted as ‘clews’ to articulate doing-thinking of research practice (Nelson, 2013). 

However, in addition, they were also functional to the direct composition because they 

provided the coordinates of parasitisation, that is, they also provide the specific reference 

points to activate specific expectations of how to act and think in specific contexts (Ravasio, 

2018). For example, in “Apple a day . . .” the sting of expectation is evidenced through the 

uncertainty as to whether the chatting in the chat box was allowed, and similarly in “PDR*” 

there was a question as to whether the PDR was serious (or not). Whilst it might appear to be 

least apparent in “Toxins in the blood” because of its symbolic composition, it is explicitly 

placed in the form of a TedX environment where it is formally positioned as an ‘educational 

message worth spreading’ (despite the message being ambiguous). In the context of this study, 

these two contextual elements of routines and personal and professional development may be 

described as ‘parasitic-epiphanic’ clews because they feed the epiphanies that then inform 

compositional inflections embodied in artworks.  

Another inflective strategy which was common across the artworks related to the depiction of 

self-precarization. Understanding self-precarization as a foregrounded inflection might explain 

why the artworks did not assume a dependent compositional relationship between ‘precarity at 

work’ and ‘dissatisfaction at work’ (and indeed is reflected in the theoretical explanations as to 

why, through disavowal, people may continue to participate in precarious work environments, 

see Žižek, 2016). Toxins in the blood, for example, did imply a dissatisfaction of the 

widespread apathy associated with the precarity embroiled in its dystopian symbolism, and 

similarly,Work is good for you, implied a dissatisfaction with the build-up and eventual 

collapse of pressure. However, the other artworks were more ambiguous in their display of 

dissatisfaction despite them exploring precarity in terms of repetitive or excessive consumption 
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(Apple a day . . .), compressed work (3 mins for slow work) and impossible tasks (PDR*). 

Here, the inflective strategy of minimalism and affirmative content of love (e.g. for you’re your 

teacher and learning) and hope (e.g. for a slower work pace, or for a more grounded and 

naturalistic 100 year life) seems to have a destabilising role in composition whereby affirmative 

minimalism (inspired by Yoko Ono’s Wish Tree and other affirmative performance scores) 

directly usurped the compositional depiction of dissatisfaction. Indeed, PDR* is arguably the 

most minimal of the pieces which is also reflected in the lightness of the performance 

autoethnography informing and flowing from it. 

Apart from Toxins in the blood, minimalist performance scores also seemed to feature as a 

compositional inflection across the artworks which functioned primarily to promote the 

processuality of spaces for relational or interactive uncertainty (Apostolou et al, 2022). 

Combined with the other inflective strategies mentioned above, this seemed to usurp more 

explicit and visible strategies for repetition, rendering it as an implied allusion in the 

background (for example, the inflation of balloons or the cycles of appointment organisation, 

confirmation, confirmation, and review typical in higher education). In addition, some 

artworks depicted the extreme slowing down of this cycle in relation to 7.5 hour video of 

PDRs in PDR*. The omission of repetition is counter to many artworks presented in the 

extant literature and practice (e.g. the works of Mierle Laderman Ukeles or Tehching Hsieh), 

but this does reflect the fragmentation and diversity of artist styles, preferences, genres, or 

traditions in performance art related to exploring permanent performance and precariousness. 

However, in articulating these compositional hierarchies and dynamics does sit in contrast to, 

and extend, current research and practice by proposing compositional structure to a body of 

knowledge which is typically resistant to formalisation and institutionalisation (Keidan, 1991; 

Goldwater, 2016; Shalson, 2018; Schmidt, 2019). The implications of this discussion are now 

translated into a framework for inflecting performance art in ways to explore permanent 

performance under conditions of precariousness, in the context of personal and professional 

development. 
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Table 7 Summary of key features of the performance artworks against the research question: How performance artworks can be inflected to 

explore the permanent performance of work under conditions of precariousness in the context of personal and professional development? 

Theme I Toxins in the blood II Work is good for you III Apple a day . . . IV 3 mins for slow work V PDR* 

Troubled 

experiences of 

workers  

• Dissatisfaction at work: implied 

apathy. 

• Precarity issues / consequences 

at work: systemic toxin in 

education.  

• Self-imposed precarity: apathy 

as individual moments of 

choice.  

• Dissatisfaction at work: implied 

distress from the inflation and 

bursting of balloon.  

• Precarity issues / consequences 

at work: bodily and emotional 

pressure and collapse. 

• Self-imposed precarity: 

individuals inflating and 

bursting their own balloons, in 

addition to group complicity in 

observing it happen.  

• Dissatisfaction at work: 

ambiguous. 

• Precarity issues / consequences 

at work: repetitive and 

excessive consumption. 

• Self-imposed precarity: 

individual and group 

complicity despite ambiguity 

and potential damage. 

• Dissatisfaction at work: 

ambiguous. 

• Precarity issues / consequences 

at work: compressed time 

period and restricted 

interaction. 

• Self-imposed precarity: 

individual and group 

complicity in impossible task. 

• Dissatisfaction at work: 

ambiguous. 

• Precarity issues / consequences 

at work: compressed time 

period and impossibility of the 

task. 

• Self-imposed precarity: 

individual complicity in the 

task. 

Endurance of  

repetitive, 

everyday ‘work’  

• Repetition: heartbeat, personal 

protective equipment.  

• Specific groups: implied 

education workers.  

• Restriction and isolation at 

work: solo performance, 

restricted senses from personal 

protective equipment.  

• Repetition: inflating the 

balloon.  

• Specific groups: pen symbolic 

of a worker, but otherwise 

ambiguous.  

• Restriction and isolation at 

work: instructions restricted 

interaction, secret message 

excluded others.  

• Repetition: continued 

consumption of apple.  

• Specific groups: education 

workers.  

• Restriction and isolation at 

work: restricted interaction 

(‘silence’), performed minimal 

emotional response.  

• Repetition: mimic cycle of 

invitation, confirmation, do. 

and review.  

• Specific groups: education 

workers.  

• Restriction and isolation at 

work: restricted uni-directional 

instruction, compressed time. 

• Repetition: PDR as an annual 

cycle, extreme slowing down of 

the implying a long(er)-term 

pause.  

• Specific groups: education 

workers.  

• Restriction and isolation at 

work: 1-2-1 interaction.  

Embracing  

situational 

pressures as a 

route to agency  

• Collective performance score: 

references a wide scale, 

systemic problem (performance 

score).  

• ‘Planned obsolescence and 

decay’: ambiguous practical 

purpose, scrambled ending.  

• Reverse typical power relations: 

toxic blood (inside), not the 

system (outside). 

• Own experiences of precarity: 

Yes.  

• Collective performance score: 

mimics collective compliance 

to workplace stress. 

• ‘Planned obsolescence and 

decay’: ambiguously use-less 

balloon and performance 

disappear, leaving traces.  

• Reverse typical power 

relations: the holder of the pen 

(me), not the workplace (it).  

• Own experiences of precarity: 

Yes. 

• Collective performance score: 

ingest, digest, exit (minimal).  

• ‘Planned obsolescence and 

decay’: ambiguously use-less 

apple eating leaves apple core 

and pips.  

• Reverse typical power 

relations: subvert expectations 

of something to be delivered 

(product) in a certain way 

(process).  

• Own experiences of precarity: 

Yes. 

• Collective performance score: 

haiku instructions. 

• ‘Planned obsolescence and 

decay’: ambiguously use-less 

module writing, disappears 

with trace. 

• Reverse typical power 

relations: collective emergence 

of product rather than 

individual leadership of 

production. 

• Own experiences of precarity: 

Yes. 

• Collective performance score: 

mimics collective compliance 

to an annual routine. 

• ‘Planned obsolescence and 

decay’: ambiguously use-less 

time frame. 

• Reverse typical power 

relations: nature and lifetime 

rather than manager and work 

year. 

• Own experiences of precarity: 

Yes. 
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Theme I Toxins in the blood II Work is good for you III Apple a day . . . IV 3 mins for slow work V PDR* 

Processuality of 

artwork through 

indeterminacy 

and chance  

• Minimalist performance scores: 

no speech, relies on expressive 

music and symbolism.  

• Parasitize: TEDx.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes 

(educational). 

• Minimalist performance 

scores: writing on and then 

bursting balloon.  

• Parasitize: school-university 

blur.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes 

(educational). 

• Minimalist performance 

scores: ingesting and digesting 

apple.  

• Parasitize: staff-CPD.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes 

(educational). 

• Minimalist performance 

scores: 3 mins to write new 

module.  

• Parasitize: module 

development.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes 

(educational). 

• Minimalist performance 

scores: structure of 

performance review and goal 

setting (and ethnography 

informing/flowing from it). 

• Parasitize: annual appraisal 

process.  

• Local precarity issues: Yes 

(educational). 

Primacy of 

interpersonal 

relationality and 

intimacy  

• 1-2-1 interaction: solo 

performance in dark room, 

sensed as alone.  

• Reference love / romance / 

hope: heartbeat / adoration of 

‘the light’.  

• Performance as performing, 

non-performing, before, during, 

and after: advert / lingering 

before and after.  

• Performing and overlaying un-

known performance scores: not 

a central feature as highly 

planned and crafted.  

• Un-rehearsal: not a central 

feature as highly rehearsed.  

• 1-2-1 interaction: small group, 

but sensed as 1-2-1 in secret 

conversation. 

• Reference love / romance / 

hope: blood in the balloons.  

• Performance as performing, 

non-performing, before, 

during, and after: silence and 

stillness symbolic of ‘silent 

killer’ status of high blood 

pressure. Trace after pop. 

• Performing and overlaying un-

known performance scores: 

partially unfinalized 

performance, unpredictable 

participation by others.  

• Un-rehearsal: un-rehearsed.  

• 1-2-1 interaction: small group, 

but in digital context sensed as 

didactic 1-2-1 at any one time. 

• Reference love / romance / 

hope: romanticism of apple 

symbolism. 

• Performance as performing, 

non-performing, before, 

during, and after: from 

invitation through to 

evaluation.  

• Performing and overlaying un-

known performance scores: 

ambiguity leaving space for 

unpredictable responses.  

• Un-rehearsal: un-rehearsed.  

• 1-2-1 interaction: small group, 

but in set up, experienced as 

unidirectional (task focused).  

• Reference love / romance / 

hope: romantic notion of ‘slow 

work’ as positive aspiration for 

change.  

• Performance as performing, 

non-performing, before, 

during, and after: from 

invitation through to 

evaluation. 

• Performing and overlaying un-

known performance scores: 

ambiguity leaving space for 

unpredictable responses. 

• Un-rehearsal: un-rehearsed.  

• 1-2-1 interaction: 1-2-1. 

• Reference love / romance / 

hope: romantic notion of 

positive affirmation and 

aspiration for growth. 

• Performance as performing, 

non-performing, before, 

during, and after: from 

invitation to performance.  

• Performing and overlaying un-

known performance scores: 

ambiguity leaving space for 

unpredictable responses. 

• Un-rehearsal: un-rehearsed. 

Personal and 

professional 

development  

• Performed as a TEDx. 

• Counter to explicit TEDx 

instructions. 

• Presented in the guise of a 

‘practice pedagogy’ (story) but 

more akin to an experience of 

‘personal epistemology’ 

(mimetic). 

• Performed within/as a seminar. 

• Blurred lines between informal 

play at school and team-

building activities at work as an 

adult. 

• Presented in the guise of a 

‘practice pedagogy’ (seminar 

instruction) but more akin to 

an experience of ‘personal 

epistemology’ (mimetic). 

• Performed as staff CPD. 

• Counter to explicit outcomes.  

• Presented in the guise of a 

‘practice pedagogy’ (direct 

instruction and story) but 

ambiguously emergent as more 

akin to an experience of 

‘practice curriculum’ (learning 

by doing) for some and 

‘personal epistemology’ 

(mimetic) for others. 

• Performed as formal work 

task. 

• Exaggerates situational 

features. 

• Ambiguously presented as a 

‘personal epistemology’ 

(mimetic). 

• Performed as formal work 

task. 

• Exaggerates situational 

features. 

• Ambiguously presented as a 

‘personal epistemology’ 

(mimetic). 
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5.2. Implications for performance art practice and research  

The discussion above suggests that there are three compositional layers: parasitic-epiphanic 

clews, compositional inflective levers, and performance scores (see Figure 19). The first of 

these are the parasitic-epiphanic clews relating to the epiphanies which say something 

meaningful (to the artist or researcher) about the contextual routines or spaces and places for 

personal and professional development. These epiphanies can be major, cumulative, 

illuminative/minor, or relived (Denzin, 2001, pp. 34–38), but are oftentimes minor in relation 

to permanent performance because it and its consequences are often so naturalised and 

quotidian to be recognised. They are not just clews as to the influences shaping the epiphany, 

that is, where and when it is coming from, but they are also parasitic in the sense they attach to 

the normative expectations that are typical of that cultural context and specific setting. 

The parasitic-epiphanic clews then guide the specific content of compositional inflective levers 

and which ones may be particularly relevant or interesting for the clews. The levers include 

inflections related to precarity as self and/or group imposed, that is, self-precarization where 

there is some element of choice for participants (and/or the artist) to participate in the 

performance and in the complicity this might include. A minimalistic rendering offers the 

ambiguity needed to afford the processuality which enables the environmental and relational or 

interactional uncertainties to influence and shape the performance. Countering or revering 

typical power relations which are typical in the context (as activated by the parasitic-epiphanic 

clews), as well as restriction, are other reflective levers which can raise questions about the ways 

in which permanent performance shapes experience under conditions of precariousness. 

The final layer draws from the parasitic-epiphanic clews and compositional inflective levers to 

embody them in performance scores. Performance scores which are all encompassing beyond 

interactional timelines across before/during/after performance, and which blur the distinctions 

between what is the performance and what is the documentation of that performance, reflect 

the ways in which permanent performance operates in work-life divides. The refusal to 

rehearse a performance bring an additional dimension of precariousness, where the artist 

embraces the rawness of experience as a condition of precariousness, or dependence on the 

environmental and interactional circumstances in the moment. 
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Figure 19 Exploring permanent performance under precariousness – an inflective framework 

 

 

Future research 

As a practice-as-research project this study was a 4 year study with a specific research question 

to explore permanent performance under conditions of precariousness, in the specific context 

of personal and professional development. It was conducted in personal and professional 

development as experienced and observed in higher education, and there are many other 

possible contexts which could feasibly generate different artworks and analyses. For example, 

the increase of just-in-time, virtual professional learning opportunities has expanded alongside 

the need to rapidly keep up to speed with changing work environments. These opportunities 

are characterised by different relationalities, where learning is individual and isolated, and so it 

would be interesting to explore how this might shape compositional inflections. Similarly, this 

study did not examine the temporal aspects of the breaks in permanent performance and the 

efficacy of associated performance art inflections, for example, how certain compositional 

strategies seemingly shape the longevity or salience of apparent discontinuities, or how they 

may change over time. This may well be an interesting avenue for further research in the 

future, but not on the grounds to become increasingly efficient at creating such discontinuities 

(an ideal of permanent performance). On the contrary, taking a temporal-longitudinal 

perspective to compositional strategy counters ongoing trends in the intensification of work and 

professional development. In addition to the seminal longitudinal endurance artworks of 

Marina Abramović and Tehching Hsieh’s One Year Performances 1978-1986 and One Year 

Performance, the 7.5 hour rendering of PDR* in this thesis provides provide seminal 

compositional departure and reference points for this line of inquiry. 
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5.3. Conclusion 

* * * * 

I wonder what’s the secret 

behind Meghan Markle’s healthy hair? 

B-b-b be healthy. 

 

Extract from “In Corpore Sano” performed by Konstrakta 

Serbia's Eurovision entry May 2022.  

Translation: “Healthy Body” by “Contracts”. 

* * * * 

Permanent performance remains such a global phenomenon that by May 2022 it reached the 

Eurovision Song Contest in Turin (see above). Serbia’s song title is taken from the Classical 

Latin phrase, Mens sana in corpore sano typically translated as “a healthy mind in a healthy 

body”, and variably points to a holistic sense of well-being, one which connects mind and 

body. The phrase was originally documented by Juvenal (a Roman poet) in Satire X (10.356) 

and is said to be Juvenal’s attempt to re-educate fellow Romans about what to desire in life. 

Serbia’s Eurovision song is not just a typically eccentric performance at the annual event, but 

highlights the sting of expectation so prevalent as a societal condition, especially in relation to 

the demands on women: the desire to know the secret about how Meghan Markle’s hair is so 

healthy reflects the constant (and impossible) expectation to become healthier. The title of the 

song becomes even more pointed and poignant when the words are pitched against Konstrakta 

– quite literally, ‘the contract’ – permanently scrubbing and cleaning hands for the entire 3 

minutes of the performance. In the context of the Eurovision Song Contest, the performance 

stands at odds with the expectation of well-crafted choreography and entertainment. In this 

sense, and following the Latin expression, there is additional meaning in the deed, without it 

being spoken, or acta non verba. As such, and unashamedly inspired by Serbia’s Eurovision 

Song Contest song, I conclude this practice-as-research study around the notion of in corpore 

sano, acta non verba.  

With in corpore sano, acta non verba in mind, performance art research and practice can look 

towards practice-as-research as compositional strategy for precariousness, use precariousness as 

a way to inflect a break in permanent performance, and experiment with unstable hierarchical 

compositional inflections. However, these insights are not presented to stabilise a field 

enlivened by instability and experimentation, that is, to become more efficient or effective at 

disrupting or breaking the phenomenon of permanent performance. They are expressed as 

possible compositional and inflective avenues for experimental practice and play. In this way, 

the findings, contributions and implications of this study should be treated analogously like an 

apple (or even a banana if you choose).  

These insights speak most directly to other artists, about their artistic practices and their artistic 

research practices. However, there is broader value for other researchers and practitioners. 

This inquiry started with – and was enabled by – an abandonment of the instrumental glasses 
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which drove passions for performing more or better; a drive transcending arts, education, 

business, and Eurovision. Whilst not intentional, perhaps the thesis stands for a beacon of the 

wider possibilities for, and consequences of, abandoning the drive for performance (Chemi, 

2018). Or where our performance is designed to “close itself off, should make itself useless… 

disregard outcomes… should retain its mysteries, rendering itself opaque, inaccessible, obscure” 

(Pilikian (2016, location 2001). Alternative drivers of our attention may centre around 

aesthetics, ambiguity, precarity, and most of all deep curiosity about the world around us. Most 

notably, by doing so, we seemingly create effects in the world, but through routes where others 

are permitted to make sense of what is going on (or democratically, decide not to). For 

example, when we activate a ‘gag-like’ character of performances, we create spaces to explore 

what our performances mean in relation to the climate (like in Alan Kaprow’s Fluids). 

These insights may well speak to artists of all kinds, but they can also speak directly to: 

educators to inform how they construct learning activities (performances) and spaces without 

prescription; business academics to inform how they construct their engaged teaching and 

research practices (performances) in ways which bring people and planet into the conversation; 

early career researchers to inform more courageous and interactive approaches; and managers 

to inform how they respond with compassion to others’ passions. With in corpore sano, acta 

non verba in mind, I invite you, the reader, to explore the parasitic-epiphanic clews you find 

around you, allow them to shape disruptive inflective levers to craft new performance scores, 

and feel if and how they 

b    r    e    a    k    permanent performance in your own life. 
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Artwork 35: Hope. 
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